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Record Mirror, October 7, 1978

1
S UMMER NIGHTS T.awNn Newton

t

2

4

3 GREASE Franke V66

4

2

6

Z3

7

19

8

16

9

-

10

Flan

Wesong

CAN T STOP LOVING YOU, Leo Seem

Rork

6

OH WHAT

12

6

THREE TIMES A LADY, Commodores

9
12

A

CIRCUS David Esaes

JILTED JOHN,

Mercury
Motown

Jar. John

EMI

PICTURE THIS, Blonde

Chrysalis

15

29

TALKING IN YOUR SLEEP Crystal Gayre

16

13

A ROSE

17

-

GTO

SWEET TALKIN' WOMAN Elecinc LqM Orchesoa

Jet

NOW THAT WE'VE FOUND LOVE, Thad World
HONG KONG GARDEN, Siokve and The Banshees

Polydor

Vertigo

27

19

11

20

14

AGAIN AND AGAIN Status Duo

21

10

BROWN GIRL IN THE RING Bonny M

WINKER'S SONG, Nor Biggun

25

Liana

Atlantic/Hansa
Beggars Banquet

23

28

BLAME IT ON THE BOOGIE. Jackson,

24

19

FORGET ABOUT YOU. Moro.,

25

UA

HAS TO DIE, Oootevs

18

22

Fantasy

Epic

Virgin

AN EVERLASTING LOVE, Andy Gibb

20

RSO

Polydor

54

DAVID WATTS A BOMB IN WARDOUR ST Jam
MEXICAN GIRL Smokre

17

IT'S RAINING, Darts

Magnet

29

15

BRITISH HUSTLE PEACE ON EARTH, /I

3D

33

HAVE YOU EVER FALLEN IN LOVE, B

31

22

YOU'RE THE ONE THAT I WANT, Baker/Mullard

32

38

BLAME IT ON THE BOOGIE, Mrgk Jackson

33

30

YOU'RE THE ONE THAT I WANT, Travolta/Newton-John

34

39

RESPECTABLE, Rolling Stones

35

31

GALAXY OF LOVE, Crown Heights Aliar,

26

26

27
28

36

-

37

21

I THOUGHT

Rak

moon
ucocks

Island
UA
RSO

SANDY, Jam T.avolt1(
IT WA1 YOU. Herbie Hancock
GIE, Cleveland Eton

38

35

BAMA BOOGIE

39

S3

BRANDY, 0'

40

45

LA

at

51

DIPPET)/ DAY, Father Abraham

42

66

43

41

a4

36

EVE OF THE

45

-

GIVIN' UP GIVIN' IN Three Degrees

46

64

MIDDLE OF THE NIGHT, Brotherhood

47

59

DON T COME CLOSE, Ramones

48

70

DOWN AT THE DOCTORS Dr Feelgood

49

32

SUPERNATURE, Cerrone

50

37

GOT A FEELING, PalncB Juvet

51

47

MEADS DOWN NO NONSENSE MINDLESS BOOGIE.

34

53

-

54

55

56

WHO ARE YOU, The Who

Polydor

10

12

WHENEVER I CALL YOU 'FRIEND'

NATURAL HIGH, Commodores

THE BRIDE STRIPPED BARE, Bryan Ferry

Polydor

DON'T LOOK BACK, Bosron

15

10

JAMES GALWAY PLAYS SONGS FOR ANNIE,

16

20

LEO SAYER, Leo Sayer

LOVE BITES,

Red Seal
Chrysalis

Uncorks

United Artists

STRIKES AGAIN. Rose Royce

19

15

ARE WE NOT MEN? NO WE

20

13

STREET LEGAL. Bob Dylan

CBS

21

26

OUT OF THE BLUE. Electric Light Orchesrra

22

14

LIVE AND DANGEROUS, Thin Lazy

23

18

20 GOLDEN GREATS. The Rallies

EMI

24

22

THE ALBUM, Abbe

Epic

25

40

WHEN

I

26

25

NEW

BOOTS AND PANTIES, Ian Oury

27

45

EVITA. Various

28

17

AND THEN THERE WERE THREE, Genesis

29

19,BAT OUT OF HELL,

Jet

Vertigo

United Artists

DREAM, Ceysral Gayle

-

1

Still

2

3

MCA

3

2

4

4

5

13

Charisma

EpciCleveland Int

Meal Loaf

6

36

THAT'S WHAT FRIENDS ARE FOR, Math,s/Willamº

CBS

7

7

31

29

THE KICK INSIDE

EMI

8

.17

Kate Bush

Atlantic

32

-

ROAD TO RUIN, Ramones

Sire

RSO

33

27

SUNLIGHT. Herb.. Hancock

CBS

EMI

34

16

RUMOURS. Fleetwood Mac

Warner Bros

9
10

9

35

28

OCTAVE, Moody Blues

Decca

11

11

36

43

HANDSWORTH REVOLUTION, Steel Pulse

Island

12

CBS

37

31

LENA MARTELL COLLECTION, Lena Marten

Ronco

45

24

WHO PAYS THE FERRYMAN, Yannis Markopoulos

BBC

Pyn

46

32

SOME GIRLS, Rolling Stones

EMI

Sire

47

35

Epic

UA

48

-

GREATEST HITS, Abba

Atlantic

49

Casablanca

50

-

RSO

BROTHERHOOD OF MAN, Brotherhood of Man
PRIVATE PRACTICE. Dr Feelgood

K -Tel

United Artists

'DREAM WORLD, Crown Heights Allah

'Philips

CHAIRS MISSING. Wire

BURN, Deep Purple

AND 7HEBAND PLAYED ON FteMard the Pan

Ensign

light Orchestra

Jet

MCA

I

3

4

4

5

6

6

5

Fpic

7

16

Magnet

8

7

9

8

Lightning

TOP OF THE POPS, Rennes

Sire

GOT TO GET YOU INTO MY LIFE, Earth Wind and Fee

CBS

10

9

II

18

CAN'T STAND LOSING YOU, Police

Funk

AfMerru
CBS
P54,ps

ARM

THREE TIMES A LADY. Commodores
LOVE DON T LIVE HERE ANYMORE, Rose Royce
GALAXY OF LOVE. Crown Heights Al lair

15

GETTING TO KNOW YOU BETTER. Trey Rabin

16

VOODOO CHILE, Jars Menders
BYE BYE JOHNNY, Slabs Quo

19

MOONCHILD, Ray Gallagher
GOING FOR THE ONE. Yes

Wst1Cd1P
Cawtdrl2rILP

20

CARRY ON WAYWARD SON Kansas

Motu -r1LP

I

BOOGIE OOGIE OOGIE, A Taste 01 Honey
LET'S START THE DANCE, Hamilton Bohannon

Mmsgey99e

M'

WHAT YOU WAITIN'.FOR, Stargard

°

13

17
18

STAY 'CHOICE -

15

17

I

CBS

KingRCA
Gun

SHAME. Evelyn 'Champagne"
AIN'T WE FUNKIN' NOW. Brothers Johnson
HOT SHOT, Karen Young
NOW THAT WE'VE FOUND LOVE, Third World

12

13

1

Tel 636 2283

Ago (6th October

5 Years
1

GUY DAYS IGunarist7'999

4

5
6
7

8

9
10

15

16

OHDARUN Robin Gelb

16

29

HOW MUCH

eronre

17

19

GET OFF. Foxy

CBS

18

20

BACK IN THE USA. Linda Ronsiadt

19

22

SHE'S ALWAYS A WOMAN. Billy Joel

REBEL REBEL

HONKY TONK WOMAN
BREAKAWAY
GET IT ON

B11

LEADER OF THE GANG
SCHOOLS OUT
THE YOUNG ONES

Ro
6
G

á
E.

FEEL, Ambrosia

6

8

ATASTE OF HONEY

7

9

NIGHTWATCH Kenny Logppos

Atlantic

8

6

SGT PEPPER'S LONELY HEARTS CLUB BAND Sos,mhrad RSO

Capitol

9

7

BLAM,BrotMs Johnson

Columba

10

12

TWIN SONS OF DIFFERENT MOTHERS,

Cued

11

II

THE STRANGER, Billy Joel

RSO

Dash

WORLDS AWAY, Pablo Goose

ARM

Asylum

17

21

COME GET IT, Rick James

Columba

18

23

MIXED EMOTIONS, Exile

ARM

48

PIECES OF EIGHT. Styx

20

25

SKYNYRD'S FIRST AND

MCA

21

24

SLEEPER CATCHER, Little Rye. Band

Columbia

22

35

CHILDREN OF SANCHEZ Chuck Mang,one

Polydor

23

13

SATURDAY NIGHT FEVER, Soundrrack

United Arlisis

24

29

IS IT STILL GOOD FOR VA Aahlord

Adentc

25

34

THE CARS

Rolling Scones

26

14

Mercury

27

33

HEARTBREAKER, Dolly Parson

ABC

28

28

STRIKES AGAIN, Rosa Royce

30

LIVE Belly Wrlghl

26

38

DOUBLE VISION, Foreigner

Atlantic

27

31

BEAST OF BURDEN, The Rolling Slonns

Chrysalis
Chrysalis
Track Records
Vertigo

29

30

5-7 0.5, City Boy

29

32

JOSIE, Sleety Dan

30

33

IT'S A LAUGH Daryl Hall and John Oates

Chrysalis

31

13

YOU AND

Atlantic

32

15

HOT BLOODED, Foreegner

Capricorn Records

33

35

ALMOST LIKE BEING IN LOVE, MichaelUohnson

34

40

DANCE, DISCO HEAT, Sylvester

35

39

I

36

36

DEVOTED TO YOU, Cady Simon and James Taylor

37

37

HEARTBREAKER. Dolly Parlor

38

44

TOOK THE LAST TRAIN, David Gales

39

46

READY TO TAKE

40

47

SWEET LIFE, Paul Davis

41

17

FOOL IF YOU THINK IT'S OVER, Chris Rea

42

48

LONDON TOWN, Wings

43

S3

I

44

50

EASE ON DOWN THE ROAD, Diana Ross and Michael Jackson

Rick James

-

WILL STILL LOVE YOU, Stonehon

CHANCE AGAIN, Barry Manilow

JUST WAN NA STOP Gino Vannelli

The Simon Park Orchestra

48

57

SHARING THE NIGHT TOGETHER, Dr Hook

6

ANGEL FINGERS

Wruard

09

49

'IIOLDIN'ON, LTD

7

FOR THE GOOD TIMES

50

55

PRISONER OF YOUR LOVE. Player

8

THE LAUGHING GNOME

9

JOYBRINGER

Perry Como

A611

19

MCA

Ike and Tina Turner

Gordy

Warner

Casablanca

TALKING IN YOUR SLEEP, Crystal Gayle

NUT BUSH CITY LIMITS

Seq.Ceded

15

28

5

Casaót,nu
Motown

16

25

BLUE COLLAR MAN, Styx

Epc
CoIi.mlva

Dash

LOVE THE NIGHT LIFE. Alicia Bridges

52

ARM

Fgg....g 6 Wa,4rrg

GET OFF. Foxy

I

A

Cats.,
C0ó teem

STRANGER IN TOWN. Bel,

COME TOGETHER, Aerosm,rh

47

RCA

29

Gordy

30

-

.

MCA

LAST Lynyrd Skynyrd

Cantor

Able
RSO

6 Simpson

Bros
EbKua

SMOOTH TALK, Evelyn' Champagne' King

RCA
RCA

Whnlield
Arston

Asylum

LIVING IN THE USA Linda Ronstadl

Umled Adnu

Allanlie

31

31

CITY TO CITY, Gerry Rallerle

EMI Atlantic

32

18

BAT OUT OF HELL, Meat Loaf

Fantasy

33

32

DARKNESS AT THE EDGE OF TOWN Bruce Serer gsteen

Elekua

34

40

STEP II, Sylvester

RCA

35

27

LIFE IS A SONG WORTH SINGING Teddy Pendergrass

Elekua

36

36

WHO DO YOU LOVE, KC and The Sunshine Rand

Arista

37

20

SGT PEPPER'S LONELY HEARTS CLUB BAND Beetles

Bang

38

46

39

-

ALONG THE RED LEDGE, Hall and Oates

Magnet
Capital

40

47

'CARAVAN TO MIDNIGHT, Robin Trower

Chrrsehs

ARM

41

50

LET'S KEEP IT THAT WAY, Anne Murray

Capto,

42

32

AJA, Steely Dan

MCA

43

38

IN THE NIGHT, Michael Henderson

Columba

44

45

NOT SHY, Welter Egan

Columba

M,Ilenam

45

41

OBSESSION, UFO

CMysal's

ARM

46

55

COSMIC MESSENGER, Jean'Luc Penny

Capdol

47

60

BISH, Stephen Bishop

ARM

48

56

YOU SEND ME, Roy Ayers

RSO

49

58

MACHO MAN Village People

50

-

DOG AND BUTTERFLY Heat

Ewe

Parachute

David Bowie

Colur.Kaa
ntasy

Phil Int
TK

Gwen,
RCA

ONE NATION UNDER A GROOVE Funkadelic

Warner Bros

ABC

Bidden

Atlantic
ABC
Polydor
Casablanca

Potra I

Manfred Mann
David Essex

ROCK ON
Years Ago 15th October 19681
THOSE WERE THE DAYS

USDISCO

Mary Hopk in

2

HEY JUDE

The Beatles

3

JFZAMINE

The Casuals

4

LITTLE ARROWS

Lenny Lee

5

HOLD ME TIGHT

6

1

7

1

I

2

2

Johnny Nash

3

4

The Bee Gees

4

10

LADY WILL POWER

The Union Gap

6

3

8

SAY A UTTLE PRAYER

Aretha Franklin

6

5

9

RED BALLOON

GOTTA GET A MESSAGE TO YOU

The Dave Clark Five

Amen Corner

HIGH IN THE SKY

Ago 15th October 19631

The Beatles

SHE LOVES YOU

Brian Poole and The Tremelaas

Calf Richard

7

9

6

10

i6

IS LOVE

11

14

BURNIN', Carol Douglas
MR DJ, YOU KNOW HOW TO MAKE ME DANCE.
The Glass Family
THINK IT OVER, Cmr Ho,sstoer
DANCING IN MY FEET, Laura Taylor

12

13

13

9

14

25

15

15

16

11

Hero,

17

26

The Shadows

18

12

8

SHINDIG

9

BLUE BAYOU/MEAN WOMAN BLUES

Roy Orbson

Johnny Kidd and The

Pelages

Musique

8

Trier, Lopez

JUST LIKE EDDIE

,

INSTANT REPLAY Dan Hartman
BEAUTIFUL BEND, Bons Mrdney
MAC ARTHUR PARK SUITE, Donna Summer
YOU MAKE ME FEEL (MIGHTY REALI, Sylvester
VICTIM, Candi Staron
I'M A MAN, Macho
STAR CRUISER, Greg Diamond
SUPERSTAR Bob MoGilpm

8

Steve Lawrence and Eyrie Gorme

HAD A HAMMER

KEEP ON JUMP,IN

7

The Crveal,

IT'S ALL IN THE GAME

`TI'LL NEVER GET OVER YOU

Harvest

M0A

Roe"; SrpKs

19

27

Slade

7

SOME GIRLS Rolling Stones

16

23

MY FRIEND STAN

TO STAY HERE

5

15

24

4

I

5

14

23

EYES OF LAURA MARS, Barbra Stre,sand
THEMES FROM THE WIZARD OF OZ. Meco

I WANT

RSO

Ati.nr

RSO

WHO ARE YOU, Who

61

IF

WHOARFVOU,The Who

Warner Bros

26

21

6

DOUBLE VISION Fweginee

4

NATURAL HIGH, Commodores

22

46

6

3

4

UVE AND NIORE Donna Summer

Chrysalis
Chrysalis
Warner Bros
Ariola
Warner Bros

45

THEN HE KISSED ME

3

Eyre

10

MAC ARTHUR PARK. Donna Summer

The Sweet

3

Chrysalis

17

YOU NEVER DONE IT LIKE THAT. Captain and Tenmlle

Bobby Pickett and The Crypt Kickers

DO YOU LOVE ME

GREASE Snundtrac.

13

25

MONSTER MASH

2

1

12

24

19731

EYE LEVEL

2

RSO

20

I,

foe
950

RACK 00.1100

OON

Cawtd

United Artists

X21

THE BALLROOM BLITZ

,

SATISFACTION
HEARD IT THROUGH THE GRAPEVINE

HOUND DOG

Rd
The

I

3

4
1

RIGHT DOWN THE LINE Gerry Rafferty

2

1

2
3

AN EVERLASTING LOVE, Andy Gibb

18

_Y1

15 Yvan

Island

10

10

14

SUPPLIED BY REOUESTS al the Bandwagon Heavy Metal Soundhouse,
Kingsbury Cace, London NW9

10

ARM
Anantle

11

13

1100e

2

Motown

THREE TIMES A LADY, Commodores

HOLLYWOOD NIGHTS, Bob Seger

6

Island

BRITISH HUSTLE, Hr Tension
I THOUGHT IT WAS YOU. Herbie Hancock
RAMA BOOGIE BOOGIE, Cleveland Eaton

Atlantic
ARM
ARM
ABC,

14

16

BABY STOP CRYING. Bob Dylan

11ad12ln
NOW THAT WE FOUND LOVE, Third World
Atlantic/12in/US West En, 1211
HOT SHOT, Karen Young
CBS Ud LP
THOUGHT IT WAS YOU, Herbie Hancock
LOVE DON'T LIVE HERE ANYMORE/I'M IN LOVE/
FIRSTCOME FIRST SERVE/DO IT DO IT,

Motown
Whitfield
Mercury

BROWN GIRL IN THE RING. Bonny M
17 GIMME YOUR LUVIN, Atlantic Star
18
19
19 STUFF LIKE THAT/ Quincy Jones
t4 DANCE GET DOWN, Al Hudson 6 The Soul Partners
20
SUPPLIED BY. BLUES 6 SOUL42 Harnvay Street, London W

13

Virgin

ONF FOR YOU ONE FOR ME La B,orda

T2

STAIRWAY TO HEAVEN, Led Zep
MY LOVE, Rohn Trower

Fantasy

YOU MAKE ME FEEL MIGHTY REAL, Sylvester

HOLDING BACK. LTD
WHAT ARE WE WAITING FOR, Stargard
LET THE MUSIC PLAY, Charles Earland
IS YOU GOT ME RUNNING. Lenny W,llams
20 LETS START THE DANCE, Hamilton Bohannon

12

Epic

Panuphone

Johnson

AINT TALKIN BOUT LOVE, Van Halen
FREEBIRD, Lynsad Skynyrd

1

ARM
MCA
Mercury
ABC
Mercury

Polydp
Atlantic

SWEET SUBURBIA, Skids

2

2

OTO

FOOL IIF YOU THINK IT'S OVER'. Chris Rea

I

3

Buddah

Mote Hance

SOT PEPPER'S Beallea

11

Kenny Loggins

14

Atlantic
Phonogram
Biome
Warner Bros

14

THREE TIMES A LADY, Commodores

SOUL

RCA

IT'S A BETTER THAN GOOD TIME. Gladys Knight

TWO OUT OF THREE AIN'T SAO. Meat Loaf
WHERE DID OUR LOVE GO. Manhahan T,ansler

ROCK CITY, Riot

CC3

a

43

10

10

Mercury

46

RUNNIN' WITH THE DEVIL, Van Halen
LIGHTS OUT, UFO
ROCK BOTTOM. UFO
SPACE STATION NO 5, Montrose

10

GO TO PIECES (EVERY TIME/ Gerd Granger

69

YOU MAKE ME FEEL (MIGHTY REALI, Sylvester Famas, 12,4 LP
IiW ° 1'n
BRITISH HUSTLE H,.Tension
Meroeo 12. LP
GALAXY OF LOVE. Crown Heights Affair

CBS

A NEW WORLD RECORD, Electric

TEAR VA DOWN, Moorhead

6

9

Harvest

THE STRANGER, Billy Joel

DIRTY WOMEN. Sabbath

5

6

I

Ariola
Purple

D

Aponte O
P
SUPERNATURE,Ce,eone
13
12
DREADLOCK HOLIDAY 10cc
14
10
AIN'T WE FUNKIN' NOW, Brothers Johnson Funk AFtMeto; 12111
15
19
CANT YOU SEE ME/GET ON UP GET ON DOWN,
Per
Roy Ayers
16 39
INSTANT REPLAY, Dan Hartman
US Blue St, 12ín
17
PRANCE ON/CYCLOPS 145rpm1/BUTTERFLY,
20
F
Eddie Henderson
18 15 GREASE, Frankte Valli Gary Brown
S,
19
14
LET THE MUSIC PLAY/OVER AND OVER,
P
Mercury 12e I
Charles Earland
1P
20 22 IN THE BUSH, Musique
US Pit
IConunued on page 431

Magnet

IT'S ONLY MAKE BELIEVE, Ch,o

8

Philips

Target

`

4

7

Rose Royce

Polydor

Asola

Y Lost Rios Paranoias

5

30

50

WE FUNKIN' NOW, Brothers

D
1

44

AIN'T

3

Virgin

CBS

Man

2

Whitfield

EDEVO,Devo

LOUIE.LOUIE. Motpheed
SINNER. Judas Priest
LET THERE BE ROCK. AC/DC

I

4

,

12

I

rO

Epic

KTel

o1

11

Motown

Virgin

6E

-

YOU NEEDED ME Anne Murtay

STAR PARTY, Various

WHO ARE YOU. The Who

76

LOVE IS IN THE AIR John Paul Young

9
11

SOLID SENDERS, Solid Senders

WAR, Jeff Wayne s War of the Worlds

SUMMER NIGHTS, John Trayolta/Olmo Newton John

9

12'

23

5

8

38

18

5

M. Gilder

LOOK RACK. Boston

RSO

I

EMI

-

DON

Atlantic

SATURDAY NIGHT FEVER, Various

THE BIG WHEELS OF MOTOWN. Various

17

HOT CHILD IN THE CITY

6

TORMATO, Yes

21

40

-

14

7

4

HOPELESSLY DEVOTED TO YOU, Olivia NewtonJohn

54

67

42

13

3

tiny

REMINISCING, Line River Band

43

DON'T LOOK BACK, Boston

73

-

BOOGIE DOGE OOGIE A Taste Of

3

42

-

74

11

12

2

8

Capitol

63

49

11

2

USALBUMS
1

Warner Curb

7

Warner Bros

SHE'S GONNA WIN. Babe

72

6

KISS YOU ALL OVER, Exile

6

DAYLIGHT KATY Gordon Lightfoot

52

-

10

1

CBS

HOLLYWOOD NIGHTS, Bob Seger

62

-

4

-

1

ChryvN,s

-

MONTEGO BAY. Sugar Cane

71

PARALLEL LINES, Blonde

41

65

70

WAR OFTHE WORLDS. Jell Wayne'. Musical Version

9

40

61

-

7

7

Decca

ONE FOR YOU ONE FOR ME, Jonathan King

24

6

K -Teri

Polydor

CONNE'CTION, Rainbow

WHAT YOU WAITIN' FOR. Stargard

66

CLASSIC ROCK. London Symphony Orchestra

20 GIANT HITS, Nolan Sisters

44

65

5

SHADOW DANCING, Andy Gibb

513

-

5

Mercury

USSINcts

Atlantic Hansa

39

48

64

NIGHT FLIGHT TO VENUS, Bonny M

30

57

60

1

39

JUKE BOX GYPSY, Lindnlerne
SHAME, Evelyn Champagne. King

60

BLOODY TOURISTS, IOcc

8

a

Tel

38

I

59

K

Gun

50

56

IMAGES. Doi, Williams

9

pP

SO

Philadelphia

Alberto
52

GREASE, Ongaral Soundlradi

3

8

Atlantic/ Hansa

KISS YOU ALL OVER, Exile

11

14

Chrysalis

YOU MAKE ME FEEL (MIGHTY REALI, Sylvester
AASPUTIN, Banes M

3

2

RSO

LUCKY STARS. Dear Fr4dmen
I

1

Mercury

SUMMER NIGHT CITY, Abbe

7

13

Wh.tllekt

OREADLOCK HOLDAY 1ác

8

UKsutis

R50

OVE DON T LIVE HERE ANY MORE, Rose Rowe

3

S

Jotn

JAY, Goody Goody
20 ' 3) STANDING IN THE SHADOWS OF LOVE,
Deborah Washington
19

22

1

DEE

Malin
Casahlanu,
Fantasy
Warner Bins
Prelude
Marlin
Bonerny

THE NIGHTLIFE (DISCO ROUND(, Alicia Bridges Polydor

LET'S START THE DANCE, Bohannon
HOT SHOT, Karen Young
QUEEN OF THE NIGHT. Ldeaua Holloway
KEEPING TIME, Paul Jabara

USSOUL

Prelude
Blue Sky

~song

1

1

2

2

3

3

4

5

7

6

8

7

10

8

5

DANCE. Sylvester
BLAME IT ON THE BOOGIE.Jeckaons
WHAT YOU WAITIN'FOR. Stargard

9
10

TK

Mercury
West End
Gold Mind
Casablanca

9

4
15

GET OFF, Fogy

TAKE ME I'M YOURS, Michael Henderson
LET'S START THE DANCE Hamilton Bohannon

SOFT AND WET, Prove
THERE'LL NEVER BR SwirCh
SMILE. Emotions
15 19 ONLY YOU, Holloway 6 Sigler
16 20
STANDUP Atlantic Star

Warier Bros

Colurna
ARM

Wane
r

Bros

WhillWie,d

Fantasy
Epic

MCA
Dash

Budoah
Mercury

Warner Bins

12

12

13

13

Goed,r

14

6

Coh,mb,.l

17

16

18

17

19

25

20

22

Arannc
Arida

6 Fire

HOLDING ON, LTD
IT SEEMS TO HANG ON, Ashford 6 Simpson

I'M IN LOVE, Rose Royce

11

JDC
Private Stock

11

ONE NATION UNDER A GROOVE, Funsadel,c
GOT TO GET YOU INTO MY LIFE, Faith Wind

YOU, McCrave

THAN GOOD TIME,
ITS
GladysKnrghl 6 The Pps
DON'T STOP, GET OFF, Silvers
YOU WERE MEANT FOR ME, Donny Hathaway

Gold Mind

ARM
PnHtan

A BETTER

&,ddah
Casablanca

Also
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have them. This year the
holden, Elton John's All Stan
(proprietor E John), will be
heating off the challenges of teams

provided by the Rubettee. the
Stranglers, led 7,eppclin. Radio 1
and many, many more,

TALKING

'Oil

2

often do)

.

t)

-¡
I

ELO,

ELO,

).picture.
if you will. Don
Arden bending
ELO

at the Cr.
knees). For Jeff
Lynne, Bev
Bevan and Mr
Arden (sir) and

suing

United

Artists to the
tune of 300 mil-

111on

dollars

(and that's a
tune sweet to my ears darlings).
They allege that UA -held back
580,000 copies of 'Out Of The Blue'

ELO

when Jet Records switched
distribution from UA to CBS They
also allege that UA improperly
stored other copies of the albums
and damaged then

ccording to

Mr Arden (sir) that adds up to

sabotage. And who am
disagree with him?

I

to

PETE TOWNSHEND proves he
has other strings to his guitar:
perhaps to hedge against the day
when the Who may never play
again, he's opening his bookshop in
downtown Richmond. It's to be
called Magic Bus and will stock

literature

on music. Meher Baba,

i

mysticism, cooking and gardening. He states that it won't
carry anything on Occultism, so if
you're a witch, save yourself the
journey. What we don't know, is
whether the guitar wizard Intends
to stand behind the counter himself, pkpping your purchases in a
bag, but
for one, intend to go
along to find out.

o

1

t
eSr _
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WHO SAYS Black Sabbath aren't a bunch of fun loving intellectuals? I didn't. You can see foryourself what ajolly chap
Ozzy Osborne is, how unaffected he is by fame and fortune and
how he'll do anything for a laugh. I think this telling picture
will put paid to all the unpleasantness that's been put about by
these awful scandal mongers, don't you? Ozzy darling, you'll
always have a place In my heart
but never In my

THE BEATLES are gone
but the malady lingers
on: remember Allen
Klein? The man the
Beatles brought in to sort
out their financial affairs? Well, he's got to go
to court again, charged
with failing to report an
Income of almost a
quarter of a million
dollars (and that's a lot of
greenbacks honey). he
allegedly made from the
sale of promotional
copies of the Fab Four's
albums between 1970 and

to listen Instead to a free giveaway
which comes with the single, a
little titbit. the title of which 1s,
shall we say, more basic, but not
unknown to the general public.
The BBC. quite rightly, are
basing their judgement on the
single and not the gimmick. but the
Screws sees things differently
f don't they always?). And where
DO they manage to find an
outraged housewife to complain?
Do they have a fuming file of them,
on call permanently to the paper?

open-minded PR Al Clark (30):
"We have a saying here in

- 'Friday night
gelignite'!" All are pleased

()Ireland

-

THEY LOOK wild but they're
'armless really China Street's

keyboards man Chris Sugden has
broken his arm on the eve of the
band's tour with Steel Pulse.
Seems young Sugden fell while
indulging in the celebrations
following their appearance at the
And Nazi League Carnival. Poor
thing, the weight of his pint must
have pulled him over. Anyway, as
he'll be out of action for a couple of
months, the legendary Fred Reeds
will take his place temporarily.
The walking wounded this week
also includes George Thorogoorl,
who fell while playing baseball. As
even he can't play guitar IA Ith his
arm in a sling, all gigs have been
cancelled for two months.

-
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combo XTC,
currently on tour in what used to be

Cruel

fate

and

his

from Thin
Lizzy
time

after time.

Brian

Young
has

gone

and

ROBERTSON
done what must
formed
clans are supposed to do
a band! Of course I can't tell you
the name yet. sweethearts, but I
can reveal that he's currently

-

On top of that, it wasn't a gala
night, because the gala props had
got lost somewhere on the
motorway between London and
Glasgow, and It wasn't even the
actual reopening, since Tom
Robinson had played there the
night before.
As we left, we found the man
from Harvey Goldsmith's office
anxiously trying to talk ladies
passing the front door into earning
themselves an extra few quid. You
guessed It
the Stranglers'
stripper hadn't turned up
Now if they'd asked me, I might
Oh come on. you don't think I
would, do you? Till next week.
Byeee.

girlfriend's

fickle fancy. US singer Burton
Cummings (such a hunk of man,
dears, I assure you) has recorded a
song called 'To Hell With May 15'.
He tells me that was the date his
ex -fiancee married a lawyer. Tugs
'at the heartstrings, doesn't it?

Goaldiggerss

emotional"

...

.

THE HEARTBROKEN Jilted John
may have started something when
he laid bare his heart about life's

Brian Robertson
'1

goes

mourned the depariure of handsome, blond and

-

called

rehearsing alongside JlmmyL Bain
(of Rainbow fame), Dixie Lee lot
Lone Star fame) and what he
describes as "a young unknown
vocalist." And that's as far as it

NOW THAT that the football
season is in full swing my dears
land handsome muscular young
men in short trousers run out with
amazing regularity) I'm glad to
tell you that the nortnally wheyfaced members of the music
business are not ignoring the
phenomenon entirely. Far from It.

HERE'S AN interesting titbit
for those who

J

beat

the 'Emerald Isle'.
Momentary qualms about appearing in Belfast were immediately banished by a friendly
taxi driver, who, on pointing out
the local landmarks fa series of
horrifically razed buildings)
confided to the group and their

to

-

-

JOLLY TALES from my good
friends, those ever -lively members
Swindon

is

report that the gig
at the Pound
in Bel fast on a Friday night
went
down a storm.
XTC. how-ever, were less lucky
in Dublin. spiritual home of poets,
drinkers and artistic tax exiles.
Here the response to their perky
little set was again tremendous (of
course) but sadly the group's
retirement to the dressing room
a considerable distance from the
stage
prevented their hearing
loud and vociferous demands for
an encore, which they didn't tin the
end) provide. XTC. somewhat
sensibly in my view, have now
taken to hiding near the stage.

tt;iN
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first.

...

bathroom.

1972.
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Indeedthe very worthy

b

organisation

(proprietor E John) are once again
running their annual five-a-side

football competition at Wembley
this year on November 5 in
association with the Sun
newspaper.
The Gnaldiggers, as you and I
know, are a charity organisation
much taken to providing football
pitches for those not lucky enough

/.
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PETE TOWNSHEND outside his
new bookshop with his 'John
Travolta In Six Easy Lessons' in

his hand. The shop manager Pete
Hogan Is looking out for other
customers.

I
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hope

I

roadies parked away hU
satin stage pants and his
street credibility denims,
then drove off with the
gear. Dressed only In his
Y fronts (very becoming
I'm sure) he had to dash
through a crowd of admiring fans to reach his
limo. Said an ecstatic
fan: "I'd sure like to see
more of Mick_" But I'm
told others weren't so
Impressed.
SATURDAY'S 'Gala reopening' of
the Apollo in Glasgow by the
Stranglers turned out to be an all
round disaster For a start, the
second on the bill, the Skids had to
pull out because of injury, which
left the other support group the
Valves and the Cuban Heels,
drafted In at short notice.
squabbling over who should play

1

the screws
.

ABOUT

clean underwear (which

Foreigner's Mick Jones
takes my advice to heart
While he was idling
around backstage, clad
only in his undies after a
gig in Michigan, the

Turning
Well. t suppose they do
But to
pick on the delightful Albertos, a
group known for their savour faire.
their delicacy and their rapier wit
All of these attributes are
present on their fine single 'Heads `
Down No Nonsense Mindless
Boogie', but the Screws has chosen

3
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SUNDAY WOULDN'T be
the same without the News
of the Screws, but really,
dears, do they have to stoop
quite so low?
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A JUSTIN HAYWARD COMPOSITION TAKEN FROM THEALBUM
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Straits
ready for
the road

SHFAKLiW

I0,,,
tdttfif

JOHN OT WAY; the singing madman begins a major
British tour this week_ The tour coincides with the
relase of Otway's new single 'Baby's In The Club' He
plays; Cheltenham Town Hall October 6. Swindon
Oasis 7, Aberdeen Fusion Ballroom lo, Glasgow City
Hall 11, Edinburgh University 13, Hamilton Football
Club 14, Dumfries Stage Coach 15, Belfast
Polytechnic 17, Portrush Chester Club 18, Belfast
Queens University 19, Dublin Trinity University 20,
Cork University 21, Dublin McDonagals 22, Canterbury College of Art 25, Blackpool Tlffanys 26.
Wolverhampton Lafayette 27, Halifax Good Mood 28.
Newport Stowaway 30, Cambridge University 31,
Norwich Boogie House November 1, Batley Crumpets
2, Preston Charter Theatre 4,
RICH KIDS: added dates' London City Polytechnic
October 13, Reading University 18 tfor BBC 2's 'Rock
Goes To College' programme I
RADIO STARS: Stirling t niverslty October 7,
Aberween Ruffles 8, Edinburgh Tlffanys 9. Glasgow

DIRE STRAITS, who lilt

the album charts with
their debut album of the
same name, are set for

t1,,,5

their first major UK tour
In November,

Dire

play

Straits

mostly college dates at:
Polytechnic 3. Durham
University 4, Dunstable
Civic Hall 5. London
Kings College 7. Keele

1
o'

University

8. Hull
University 9, York
nlverslty 10, Sheffield
University I1. Bir-

Strathclyde University 10, Coleraine Ulster
University 11. Belfast Ulster Hall 12. Cork Arcadia 13,
Dublin Belfleld University 14, Leicester University
17, Liverp000l University 18, Salford University 20.
Bradford University 21, Saltburn Philmore 22.
Sheffield Top Rank 25, Malvern Winter Gardens 26.
Aberystwyth University 27, Birmingham University
28. Colchester Woods Centre 29, Canterbury Odeon 31,
Keele University November 1. Manchester Middleton Civic Hall 2. Bristol University 3, London
Chalk Farm Roundhouse 5.
WHIRLWIND: North London Polytechnic October 6,

mingham Town Flail 13.
Leicester University 14.
Manchester University
15. Leeds Polytechnic 16,

Bristol Universitj' 17.
Hltchln College ill
More dates are likely to
be added before the band

31y to Nassau in
December to record a
follow - up to their highly
acclaimed first album.

SHAM 69
ON TOUR IN extra date
NOVEMBER
DUE

over.

TO

whelming demand Yes

have added a matinee
show to their ap-

at the
Wembley Arena this
month. In addition to
their three complete
evening gigs they will
play a full show on
Saturday October 28
starting at 3 pm.
Tickets are on sale,
now, priced f5 and f4.
They are avialble from
the Harvey Goldsmith
Box Office at Chap
pelts 50 New Bond
Street, London W1 or
from the Wembley box
office.

pearances

FOLLOWING a "low key" London gig Iasi week
Sham 69 are set 'for a month - long tour of the UK In
November.
The tour, under the banner of "Guy Fawkes
Memory". coincides with the release of Sham's
album 'That's Life' on October 27. Last week, billed
as 'Harry's All Stars'. Sham 69 made a secret appearance at the Bridge House In London's Canning
Town in front of about 200 people The full tour, at
somewhat larger venues, begins at Edinburgh Odeon
on November 1.
Other dates are: Aberdeen Capitol November 2,
Glasgow Apollo 3, Newcastle Poly 4. Hanley Victoria
Hall 5, Sheffield Top Rank 6. Leicester De Montford
Hall 7. Birmingham Top Rank 8, Plymouth Metro 10,
Taunton Odeon II, Bristol Colston Hall 12, Cardiff
Top 'Rank 14, Swansea Top Rank 15, Manchester
Apollo 21. Bradford St Georges Hall 22, Derbys Kings
Hall 23, Hastings Pier Pavilion 25, Bournemouth
Village Bowl 27. Portsmouth Guildhall 28, Canterbury Odeon December 2 and 3.
A major London date is awaiting confirmation.

i

_

Moraz joins
Moodies
FORMERLY YES

keyboardlst Patrick
Moraz, will join the

Moody Blues for their
first world concert tour to
more than five years.
Moraz replaces Mike
Ponder whose future with
the band Is uncertain.
"We are not closing the
door on Mike but by his
refusal to tour he has
walked out through it,"
says founder member
and drummer Graeme
Edge.
The Moodles begin
their world tour with four
German concerts at
Cologne Sporthalle on
October 19 before a two
month American tour It
Is likely that the Moody
Blues will play Britain
the end of the year, but
nothing has yet been
confirmed_

f
SHARP BAND
SHARP SINGLE
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Batley Crumpets 7, Wolverhampton Polytechnic 11,
University of London 14, Huddersfield Polytechnic. 17.
Bradford University 18.
RICHARD DIGANCE:who had a minor success with
'Earl's A Winger' plays the following dates: Manchester University October 5. Bath Bnlhg Arts
Centre October 6. Cambridge College of Art 9, Lan Chester Polytechnic 15. Portsmouth Polytechnic 19,
Leeds University 23. Manchester tiMIST 27, Sheffield
Polytechnic 29, East Ham Town Hall November 2,
Brunel University 5, Cheltenham Plough Hotel 12,
Alexandra Palace 16, City University 17.
SON SEALS: who release a new LP 'Live + Burning'
shortly, play the following dates Hammersmith
Odeon October 14 and 15, Newcastle University 24,
London Dingwalls 25, Norwich Arts Centre 26.
Dundee University 28, Dublin McGonnagal's 30,
Belfast Queens University 31. Port Rush Arcadium
November 1, St Andrew's University 2.
YACHTS: added dates: Leeds Brannigans 'Octobers
17, London College of Printing 19. York University 26.
WHITESNAKE: the band fronted by ex Deep Purple
lead singer David Coverdale go out on the road this
month. Dates are: Edinburgh Odeon October 27,
Glasgow Apollo 29, Brighton Dome November 1,
Birmingham Odeon 2, Bournemouth Winter Gardens
6, Stoke On Trent Victoria Hall 7, Manchester Apollo
9, Ipswich Gaumont 10, Portsmouth Guildhall 11.
Cardiff University I3. Bristol Colston Hall Lt, Oxford
New Theatre 15, Bath Pavilion 17, Redcar Coatham
Bowl 19. Liverpool Empire 20, Leicester De Montfort
Hall 21, London Hammersmith Odeon 23
JENNY DARREN: has added six more dates to her
club and college tour promoting her new album
'Queen Of Fools' on October 6. She plays Liverpool
Eric's October 16, Bangor University 21, Glasgow
Strathclyde University 26. Milford Haven Torch
Theatre November 3, Bristol Polytechnic November
14, Birmingham Aston University October
20,

CUDDLY TOYS: Birkenhead Hamilton Club October
23. Liverpool Kirk Janos 30.
THE MOVIES: Weymouth Pavilion October 5,
Middlesex Polytechnic 6. Hampstead Westfield
College 7, Batley Crumpets 12, Lincoln Technical
College 13, Wolverhampton Polytechnic 14. Saltburn
Edmore 15. Dundee University 16, Aberdeen Fusion
Ballroom 17. Sheffield Polytechnic 18. Manchester
Mayflower 19, Scarborough Penthouse 20, Huddersfield Polytechnic 21, Dumfries Stagecoach 22.
London Marquee 27, Exeter Routes 30, Plymouth
Woods 51.

THE DOOLEYS: Manchester Talk Of, The North
October 5.7, Baileys Leicester 9-14, Harrogate Royal
Theatre i5, Workington Rendezvous Club 23.28.
Birkenhead Hamilton Club 29
THE EDGE: Whose debut single 'Mache Man" is
released this week on Albion Records, play the
following dates: Brunel University October 13,
Dudley JB's October 14, London Dingwalls 17,
Egham Royal Holloway College 18, High Wycombe
Nags Head 19, Bath University 20. Essex University
21. Manchester Factory 27, Middlesbrough Rock
Garden 28.
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NEON HEARTS: London Rock Garden October 4,
Lincoln AJ's 6, Islidgton Blue Coat Boy 7, Dudley
Jedarl's 9, Nottingham Sandpiper i2, Sheffield Limit
Club 16, Wolverhampton Polytechnic 18, Leamington
The Crown 19, Wolverhampton Lord Raglan 24,
Dudley JB's 27, Dudley JR's November 10, London
Chelsea College 15, Coventry Hand And Heart 17
Liverpool
MARSEILLE: Batley Crumpets October14.6, Burton
On
Mott College 7, Nottingham Boat Club
Trent 76 Club
dates to their
THE HAWLOORDS have added two Hammersmith
current sell out tour These are,
Odeon November 1. Glasgow Apollo Centre 15.
YOUNG BUCKS' North East London6,Polytechnic
Middlesex
October 5. Stoke Newington Pegasus
8,
Medical School 7. Islington The Kings10. Head
London
Lancaster
Of
9,
Duke
Thomas A Becket
Bristol
The Kensington II, Basildon. Double Six 12, 16,
New
The Granary 14, Canning Town Bridgehouse
Kensington
Barnet Duke of Lancaster 17, London theBridgehouse
18, London The Breeknock 22. London
Windsor
23. London Duke Of Lancaster 24. London
Castle 25, London Breeknock 29, London Bridgehouse
31.
Trnmshed
30. Woolwich
Sheffield
FISCHER Z: Essex University October 5,7, LoughPolytechnic 6, Newcastle University
Oxford
11,
University
borough University 9, Bradford
13,
Polytechnic 12. Birmingham Barbarellas
IS.
Lyceum
London
14,
Leicester University
Manat
gig
their
JUDAS PRIEST; have changed
14
chester Apollo from October 23 to November
5,
TONIGHT' London Hope And Anchor 6,October
Newton Abbott Seale Hayne College 12. Southend
Shrimpers 8, London Hope And Anchor College Oc
ANDY DESMOND: Dundee Technical
20. St
tober 18, Edinburgh Herlol Watt University
22.
Andrews University 21, Sheffield Limit ClubBrent
Civic Centre 23, Nottingham
Mansfield
College
Polytechnic 24, Keele University 26, London
Theatre November 1, Blackpool Technical College 2,
Centre 4,
Liverpool Polytechnic 3, Bath Brillig Arts
Swansea University 15, Lampier St David's
Royal
Egham
18,
University 16, Bristol Polytechnic
Stoke
Holloway College 20, Newcastle Polytechnic 22,
London
24,
Polytechnic
Staffs
On Trent North
Chelsea College 25.
MAX BOYCE: the Welsh singer and humorist who
this week releases a new single 'There Were Many
Babies Born', continues his mammoth nationwide
tour with a string of dates In November: Stoke Victoria Hall November 9, Ipswich Gaumont 14. Nottingham Theatre Royal 15, Bradford Alhambra 16,
Birmingham Hippodrome 17 and 18, Wolverhampton
Civic Hall 19 and 20. Stockport Davenport Theatre 23,
Middlesbrough Town Hall 24,, Bridlington Spa Royal
Flail 25, Harrogate Royal Hall 26, Manchester Apollo
27.

DAVE LEWIS BAND: Durham University 5,
Newcastle Mayfair 6, Glasgow Strathclyde
University 7, Warwick University 12. Salford
University 13, Liverpool University 14.
HI FI: London Hope And Anchor 9, North East
London Polytechnic 14, London Marquee 16, London
Hope And Anchor 18. Essex Braintree College 20.
London Marquee 23, London Hope And anchor 25,
Bristol Granary 28.
STRIFE: Nottingham Boat Club October 7, Colwyn
Bay Dixieland Showbar 9,
CIMARONS: Edinburgh Assembly Rooms October 6,
St Andrews University 7, Dundee Barracuda 8,
Belfast Polytechnic 10, Coleraine University 11,
Belfast Queens University 12, Dublin University
College 13, Cork Arcadia 14, Limerick Savoy 15,
Galway University 17, Colchester Essex University
21. Scarborough Penthouse 27. Newcastle University
28.

THE TROGGS: Harlington Airport Hall October

.

6
7

8

20

Town Hall, HIGH WYCOMBE
Sandpiper, NOTTINGHAM
Rock Garden, MIDDLESBOROUGH
Huddersfield Poly, HUDDERSFIELD
Woods, PLYMOUTH
The Garden, PENZANCE
Routes, EXETER
Chequers, BARNSTAPLE
Bath University, BATI I
Pavilion, 1VEST RUNTON
Chancellor Hall, CHELMSFORD
NOV.
Circles, SWANSEA
Barbarellas. BIRMINGHAM
Bones, R E ADING
Queen \laig.oei Union, GLASGOW

20,

London Music Machine 21.
90 DEG INCLUSIVE:
Reading University U.
Bradford University 3i, Portrush Arcadia November

THE ENID: who have signed a long term deal with
Pye Records with an album and single due out shortly
play the following dates: Sheffield University 011tober 7, Chelmsford Chancellor Hall 8.
SORE THROAT: Plymouth Metro October 5, Exeter
University 6, North East London Polytechnic ti.
Sheffield University 21, Chelmsford Town Hall 22,
Whitechapel City Polytechnic 27, London Nashville
28

HARLOW: Leeds Marquis Of Granby October 9,
London Music Machine 17.
THE ADVERTS: Loughborough Town Hall October
8. Doncaster OUtlook 9, Birmingham Polytechnic 13,
Guildford Surrey University 14, Brunel University/20
Thames Polytechnic 21, Aston University 28. Dumfries The Stagecoach 29, Colraine University
November 1, Belfast Queens University 2, Cork
Arcadia 4, Bath University 10, Plymouth Polytechnic
11.

NW10: Reading Target October 5, Cheltenham Town
Hall (with John Otway) 7, Swindon Oasis (with John
Otway) 7, Croydon Red Deer 9, Cheltenham Plough
10.

.
_-

0,41040-

PERE LIBU: whose second LP is released shortly,
return to the UK for appearances at Newcastle
University November 18, High Wycombe Town Hall
19. Leicester University 21, NotUngham University
23, Manchester Factory 24, Liverpool Eric's 25,
Birmingham The Gig 27, Plymouth Metro 29. Norwich East Anglia t niverslty December 2. Brunel
University 6, Leeds Brannigans 7, Edinburgh
University 8, Glasgow Queen Margaret Union 9

o

21

22
23
24
25

26
27
28

30
31
I

2
3
S

Stirling University, STIRLING
Samanthas, DUNDEE
Outlook, DONCASTER
Manchester Poly, MANCHESTER
Stowaway, NEWPORT

Portsmouth Poly, PORTSMOUTH
Leicester University, LEICESTER
Loughborough University, LOUGItBOROUGH
Kent University, CANTERBURY (PROP)
Fan Club, LEEDS
Pop Club, YORK
Market Hall, CARLISLE
Preston Poly,
I yceurn, LONDON

PRESTON'
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Johnny Rotten's
Christmas show
gets go-ahead

INS
A

(tn.

'Ilt1:; GRnzTER London Council have
raised no
a Christmas "show" at the Rainbow
'theatre featuring
ex - Sex Pistol Johnny Rotten's
new band
The controversial Rotten, who ha -s formed a new
Rrtaro called Public'
Image Ltd. hopes to appear in
over the festive
bf1 i Men'fam likellto Include ringers.certs entertainers The
and
comedians. One newspaper report last week linked
Norman Wisdom's name with the concerts, but this
was unable to be confirmed at press time.
For full details of Rotten's Christmas
as
well as news of further concerts by Publiccracker,
Image Ltd
M the near future, see next week's Record Mirror.

A PREVIOUSLY unknown band called Cross Sectlorn
are to appear in the Who's film based on
Quadrophenia'.
They were among ten bands, chosen from the
hundreds of tapes received, who were auditioned last
week at London's Electric Ballroom
in front of
Roger Daltrey and John Entwistle.
Said Daltrey: "We were looking for a band with
that sixties look and feel about them. Cross Section
was the one that carne nearest."
But not quite near enough! Only yesterday the band
were taken off to have their hair cut
and then
they'll begin studio rehearsal with Roger Daltrey.

-

autumn

REGGAE artist Peter Tosh (see feature page 22)
releases his first single for Rolling Stones Records
this week, Mick Jagger is featured on vocals on You
Gotta Walk) Don't Look Back', which is available in
both 12" and 7" versions. B - side Is 'Soon Come'

Tosh also releases a new album at the end of October
entitled 'Bush Doctor' which will coincide with 10
British concert dates, full details to be announced
shortly'.
'SEPARATES' Is the title of the second album from
999, produced by Martin Rushent and available this
week. Simultaneously released will be a 12" single on
the independent Labritain label and early purchasers
of the album will be able to obtain the "bonus" single

free
BRITISH reggae artist Vivian Weathers is the latest
signing to Virgin's Front Line label His first album is
'Bad Weathers' released on October 20. with a single
trim 11, 'Hip Hug'. available now.
MATUMBI'S new single will be 'Empire Road',
released on October 6 to coincide with the first
transmission of the BBC TV series of the same name
in mid - October The first 10,000 copies will be
pressed in green vinyl.
A SPECIAL three track single from Robin Trower Is
released this week. Titles are 'It's For You' and 'My
Love (Burning Love)' from the recently - released
'Caravan To Midnight' album, backed with 'In City
Dreams'. All copies are in picture bags, with the first
15.0(10 only pressed in red vinyl.
LATEST releases from Radar Include 'Hysteric
Connective' by Metal Urbaln (In coniunction with
Rough Trade Records) and 'In The Colonies' from
The Steroids.

THE second album from Cafe Jacques, 'Cafe
Jacques International', Is released on October 20. The
LP includes their current single 'Boulevard Of
Broken Dreams'. Cafe Jacques, now down to a studio
nucleus of three. are augmenting their line-up and
plan to tour from the end of October.
'UNIVERSE' is the new single from Magnum
released this week. Taken from their chart album
somewhat
'Kingdom Of Madness' It is available
unusually in black vinyl Ina white bag
A NEW single from Slade Is released on October 6.
'Rock'n'Roll Bolero' is a Noddy Holder composition
and the first produced by the band It's followed by an
LP 'Slade Alive Volume 2' on October 20
FUNK outfit Heatwave, shortly to begin work on
their third album, release a new single on October 20.
'Always And Forever', coupled with 'Ain't No Half
Suppin', will be a 12" edition for the first 20,000
copies
TID: second album from Dean Friedman, currently
m the stogies charts with 'Lucky Stars Is released
this week . , . entitled 'Well, Well Said The Rocking
May.
There are plans fora UK tour In November
although no details are yet available.

-
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Banshees.

The

by

play

group

Hammersmith Odeon

on

November 9, supported
by Nico and Spitz Oil
And their first album.
'The Scream'. wit now be
released at the end of
October.

DOLLY PARTON:

THE CLASH: venues to be confirmed

to tour Britain In
November As a prelude
to the tour she releases a
new single 'Baby Pm
Burning' this week. Dates
are: Brighton Conference
Centre November .15,
Jpswich Gaumont 16,

LASH TO R
-

Welcome back Ms County
WAYNE COUNTY is back on the touring

..

. as a she!
The singer and her band will be playing a
series of club dates in October, starting with
an appearance at the London Music Machine
on October 5 -.the same venue where Wayne
fas a he) played his farewell gig in August.
The band promise "a lot of new material"
and other dates are: Northampton Cricket
Club, October 7, Nuneaton 77 Club, 10, York
Pop Club, 11, Manchester Russell Club, 12,
Liverpool Erics, 13, Birmingham The Gig, 19,
Blackpool Norbreck Castle. 21. Swansea
Circles, 23, Newcastle University, 25, Leeds

Coventry Theatre

17,

Oxford New Theatre Ill,

Liverpool
London

1522

Evening; 01-836
1429

EDITOR
ALF MARTIN

THE

WAYNECOUNTY

Jam, Essex, 'Lindisfarne
booked for festival week
SECOND Great British Music Festival, featuring the cream of British
bands, will be held at the Wembley Arena from November 27 to December 2
Acts so far confirmed for the event include The Jam, David Essex and Lindisfarne. The last festival, featuring Status Quo and Bad Company was held In
December. 1976. at London Olympia.
"Our aim is to showcase the best of British talent." says promoter Mel Bush,
"We're trying to run this as an annual event and expand possibilities for future
T11E.

years."

The Jam, Slade. Pirates. Generation X and other as yet unnamed bands will
appearing on November 29. The following day will see appearances by
Lindisfarne, John Miles and Frankie Miller while David Essex and the Rich
Kids are among those being lined up for the closing day Details of who is appearing on the other days have still lobe confirmed.
Doors will open at 4 pm every afternoon and the festival runs from 5 pm to 11
pm each day, Tickets priced 15, 14 and C3, are available from GBMF Box Office.
Wembley Arena, Wembley. Middlesex. Applications (with a stamped addressed envelope) should state which day you want to go. PO's and cheques
should be made out to Wembley Stadium Ltd.
be

ie

NEWS EDITOR
John Shearlaw

Strawbs

have

their British
tour until the New Year
The news follows the

John Wishart

album In Los Angeles.
while -the new Strawbs
album, Heartbreak Htll',

ART EDITOR
Jon Frewin

lead
guitarist Dave Lambert
from the group. Lambert
will be recording a solo
has also been postponed

until next year

POTTER'S Clay, the
band formed by ex -Solid
Sender John Potter appear at London Dingwalls
on October 10

EDITORIAL
Bev Briggs
Tim Lott
Robin Smith

DEMON

SERVICES DEPT
EDITOR
Susanne Garrett

PREACHER.

Miss
Joyce

Perfect'

about
'Sex In
Chains Girl' MacKinney
have split up The band's
leader. Mmnee Cooper,
has formed a new outfit to
be known as Cold Turkey

AFTER an attack in
Bridlington Bill Simpson,
the bass player of the

Skids, has sustained a
broken finger and will be
out of action for three
weeks. The band were
supporting the Stranglers
for their 1.K tour and had
appeared with them On

Friday. Simpson and the

band's manager were
Returning from the gig
when the Incident occurred.

THE Windsor Castle in
London's Harrow Road is
to reopen as a rock venue
on October 14, after a full=
scale conversion. First
band will be Trans -am,
ROCK Against Racism in
Manchester have opened
a new" rock venue
Kelley's
in the city
centre. They'll be

-

and
reggae every Thursday
starting this week.
JAPAN'S second album,
'Obscure Alternatives', Is
available on October 25;
with a single from it
'Sometimes I Feel So
Low', released this week.

BRADFORD -BASED
rock and reggae band
Jab -Jab make their first
London headlining ap.
pearance at the Music
Machine on October 10.

A

THE POP Group, Nico,
Linton Kwesi Johnson
and Cabaret Voltaire will
be appearing at the

-

SEXY dancing troupe Hot Gossip (above), who excited the attention of
Mary Whltehouse after their appearances on 'The ,Kenny Everett
Video Show' recently, are to release a single. 'Starship Trooper' is
.avallable this week .:. but we don't know yet if they're going to appear
i
' 1,
on 'TOO( The Pops'!

'i

CHIEF SUB

departure of

featuring rock
a

FEATURES EDITOR
Sheila Prophet

postponed

'Little
`-

ASSISTANT EDITOR
Rosalind Russell

Empire 19,
Hammersmith

Odeon 20,

the band who recorded

Brannigans, 26, Nottingham Sandpiper, 27,
Plymouth Woods Centre, 30. .Penzance The
Garden, 31.

,-

TELEPHONE

Daytime: 01.836

is

THE CLASH are to play a full five -week British tour starting on November 9
their longest ever tour. And a spokesman for their record company, CBS, said
this week: "These dates have been arranged with the knowledge and consent of
the Clash, and they will definitely be appearing at these venues."
Full details of the tour, for which venues are still being confirmed, will be
announced shortly.
The news follows the rescheduling of the Clash's London concert at the
Harlesden Roxy for October 14. This date, with all tickets previously purchased
still valid. is already sold out The band also play two other dates this month, at
Belfast Ulster Hall on October 11 and Dublin Top Hat on October 12
Meanwhile the long-awaited second Clash album is now expected to he
released on November 10. The master tapes are being completed this week in
New York.

,circuit

as

revealed In Record
MIrror three weeks ago.

-

NEW album from the Three Degrees Is available
this week 'New Dimensions' has the bonus of being
of Donna Summer
produced by Giorgio Moroder
and Munich Machine fame.
11K1
for
American
in
'tile
rock, band
FIRST release
Prism is the LP 'See Forever Eyes' on October 13.
LONDON band Warm Jets release their qwn four
track maxi «single 'Warm Jets Come Alive' on the,
indrpereb.ntiBndge House label')from the club et the
same name) this week.

UK tour

Slouxsle and the

.

JUST RELEASED

MAJOR London date

has now been announced
for the conclusion of the

neneetlmrs to

Wío chose unknown
d for 'Quadrophenia'
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THOUGHT' I TAW A
PUDDYTAT
A creepin' up on me.
I DID! I TAW A PUDDYTAT
As plain as he can be.
I hummed that immortal

i

SyIv, s

th

slinky
cat

er

I

honourable cat he was,`ho never let

tune mechanically as I
dialled his number in San
Franciscp. At last, my long
time amblt,ion was about to
be realised ... an interview
with Sylvester.

Now was my chance to ask him
about his Iiustrations, his suffering
his interminable battles per
sonifying the struggle between big
and small that the latter always win.
My heart raced as the ringing tone
burped out of the receiver.
"Hullo." Now, that's strange. The
voice distinctly effeminate What,
could my hero be homosexual? A
bent cat. Doctored and nursed into a
life of gaiety?
Hullo... Sylvester?

How m my times have I gasped al
his heroic overtures! How' many
times hate I admired his, spurious
groans. his devious, plots, his

surrep tlous methods to extermin si that Infuriating canary
Tweet

-

,
I we
I can 'tell you, when his
were thwarted at every turn.
Oh, ho I wished I could be at his
side, ,tnqulshing that disgusting
yello »quirt with the squawk Im-

efforts

pedt

,

slmo
up

s

Int.

But

alas,

the

par-

is little bastard always ends
'h ing. defiantly, In his perch

tntha Fort Knoxofacage
An
the perpetual butter
-

't melt - In - his mouth
expr sion has haunted my Craziest
night ares.
Litt do those morons, who - ac-'
tually BELIEVE the bird' to be
bullle
realise that the 'fiend
murdered his mother to gain sole
pnsseslon of that cage. Sylvester
knew a4, along of course_ But like the
woul

,

on.

"Yes."
Er ... THE Sylvester
"1 guess."

How's Tweetyple? The question

didn't appear to go, down too well.
And another thing That famous
lingerie lisp had vanished.
Replaced, I might add, by
singularly black tones. Either my
cat had taken night school negro
lessons or My cat wasn't my cat at
all
It didn't take long to discover the
mistake. It wasn't' my cat It was

other than Sylvester. the
cutsieple, sleekback, softsoprano
singer whose excellent 'You Make
Me Feel (Mighty Real)' has just
twinkietoed into the hot I?) twenty
And he's not so plain.
Quick re-appraisaL This guy ain't
gonna know NOTHING about cartoon canary carnage. Now, I seem to
remember him to be veritable
none

CONTINUED ON PAGE
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DAVID BOWIE: STAGE

o'

THE LIVE DOUBLE ALBUM
OF THE 1978 TOUR.
PRODUCED BY BOWIE & VISCONTI.

g'

`ALL THE WORLD'S A STAGE...
AND ONE MAN IN HISI1ME
PLAYS MANY PARTS'

o

NOW AVAILABLE.
RECORD: PL02913 (2)
CASSETTE: PK02913

BC,'

o

o
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SYLVESTER

-

FROM PAGE 6
t'ogue when It comes to dress sense
What you wearing.
Well, I got khaki trousers, an
Indian cotton shirt with a white silk
shirt over that and a pair of plastic
oggs (fisherman sandals)."
Toija And what a hunky dory
voice, So soft It spread straight from
the fridge. Az firm as a Playtex
girdle As clean and shiny as an
Ajax'd floor As deep as the ocean
As high as the stars (As boring as
these damned descriptions? Ed).
"I'm standing In the hall. The
sin's out "
His lone was oh - slightly pert with
lust a hint of tedium- Like he don't
really want to talk but has been told
to and Is reacting with an almost
schoolboy sulkiness lachrymose
even.

let's wander through Mr
Sylvester's multi - mirrored life. But
beware. Sometimes it's rather like
walking on a variegated bed of
desperately trying to
flowers
avoid stepping and crushing, . .
He was horn Into a stone rich LA
family. "My dad was a cameraman,
my mother did absolutely nothing,"
He had a heavy church background.
"1 wouldn't call It heavy- and
So

-

became a wonderboy coy gospel
singer touring round the South at the
age of eight.
Poor little rich boy. God came a calling, left his visiting card, but
never obtained an interview. For
young Sylvester started noticing he
was a little - uh - different from the
other boys In fact, It was his
grannie who put ham straight
( unlntentlonable pun).
"She was a great blues singer In
the thirties and met a lot of gay
people," he recalled. "So she knew
the signs. Knee. what to look for you
might say. But by then I had already
made myself aware of who I was,
"She used to tell me things about

it."

Imagine the scene. Him being
bounced on grannie's knee and she
relating the facts of life gaystyle.
Sylvester stopped singing at this
point. Was it because his new found
cognizance took him by surprise and
.. as maybe a bit shattering.
"No Look, nobody can make you
gay and that certainly wasn't the
reason 1 gave up -singing. I just
wanted to do other things. Sexuality
doesn't enter into It.
"When you grow up you have to
leave home and do the things you
have to So I read books. I moved, I

went shopping

-

everything

everyone else does."
Ahem, everyone doesn't live as a
woman for a couple of years on
Sunset Strip as you did.
"I don't want to talk about that.
Listen honey. I don't think about my
sexuality. It's no big deal In my life.
1 very rarely write love songs. There
are enough love songs in the world
we
like there are enough children
don't need anymore.
"And I don't listen to much, or
think about it, when I'm making
love.
"Okay, so I'm In love right now,
but that's between me and him and I
ain't gonna tell the whole world
about It in a song. As long as he loves
me and I love him that's all that
matters.
"I'm naturally an unconventional
I don't have to try."
person
Sylvester Is living with John, a
male model, and five Borzoi
Wolfhounds. In his biography a
Willie Sanchez. whom he credits on
an album as his "spiritual advisor,"
la mentioned.
That's a very old biography you
got there. That spiritual advisor
ain't with me anymore."
So, after this mysterious period on
the Strip Sylvester lived In San
Francisco where he found freedom.
Indifference and acceptance. He

-

...

joined The Oockettes,

the

outrageous homosexual musical
revue, in 1970 and became quickly
the star.
And his roles gradually began to
take over his life. He became Ruby
Blue, a jazz / blues singer for "the
mystery of It. The freedom of it. The
glamour of it."
The hell of It,
"It was easy for me to admit I was
gay and become such a character. If
I was a construction worker. a
doctor or a lawyer it would be dB,

ficult to say It
"Ruby lived between

1920

and

That's 19 years in the two years
played her Then she went to
Europe and is now living In Paris on
the millions she made In the States
That's when I left her and became a
rock 'n roll singer."
It appears he was a fragile
character at this time. Incapable of
surmounting problems that sprung
1939
I

Why are Wire such
a tough interview

up like weeds In his flowert,ed, He
supported David Bowie In San
Francisco but was dropped after two
shows, "Because my act was better
than his
that's what people told
me anyway.
I wasn't
1 started to freak out.

prepared to he that kind of singer, I
Couldn't handle money, managers,
record companies. money r didn't
like what I was doing. I had to
escape. I always escape when I'm
unhappy, I hate thing% that bother
me.'
He

found

solace In

of

good

--

sacrosanct London. He did
nothing. He's proud of doing
nothing. In fact he'd rather do
than anything else In the
nothing
world.
"I remained in London for several
months until the money ran out. I got
myself together" (yawn) "and by
the time I returned home I was
prepared for anything.
I got a job singing Then
became attracted to the dlseo.,scene
because disco makes money and I
wanna make enough money to retire
at an early ante."
How early. "Thirty five. "How old
are you now? "Never mind dear."
You hate singing that much? "No. I
enjoy It Immensely. I have a great
time
but I don't want to do it all
my life. Why should I 'work till I'm
old? Who ordained that I should? I
just want to get enough money
together to live comfortably and do
whatever I want.
"In five years time I want -to be
able to stop everything dear."
Giveaway. That makes him around
30. Bitch bitch.
Just a
"I don't want much
fabulous time. Not that I don't have
that already I have quite normal
feelings but I like to take on a little
bit more excitement than most. I am
what I am, I do what I do, I know
what I am, I live for what I feel.
"If I died tonight I would say I've
had a great life. I'm easy to get
along with. 'I'm a happy person
Happy with just living "
Okay, so It maybe pewkable
prosalcs the sylthlike Sylvester is
pushing but he seems sincere
an automaton way. The only times
he said anything worthwhile was
when I got him angry. Harping on
the horno histrionics gets him angry.
do you think It's right a
Like
performer of the Tom Robinson ilk
singing about being gay?
"I don't particularly care what the
subject matter of other people's
songs Is. Look dear, being gay
means absolutely nothing except to
straight people.
"They, and that means you too
honey, want to find out what it's like.
Why can't we just be left alone?
I don't give a damn about the
matter. I don't ask straight people
what's it like being straight. Why
they have a wife and kids.
"Maybe you ought to have a
homosexual experience yourself.
Then you won't have to ask me what
it's like. You would never. tin.
derstand if I told you dear. Go out,
find yourself a gay guy, screw him,

-

-

-

-in

-

then you'll know."
Mmmmm. Now here's one
calculated to make his curly,
cascading locks stand to attention.
Are you a drag queen Sylv?
NEVER! I've performed on stage
woman or man.
as a character
I've never paraded up and down the
street in 'drag'. Theatre is theatre.
Your Danny La Rue may dress up as
but
a woman to perform on stage
when he leaves that theatre he
leaves as a man. 1 live'my parts on
stage, I leave them on stage."
And his stage act sounds little
short of'sensatlonal. Along with his
band he has a couple,of girl singers
lovingly called "Two Tons Of Fun."
"Izora weighs: 300 pounds and
Martha 260 pounds. I just adore big
lady singers. They dress up in really
tight dresses and the whole thing
looks simply wild. I sing, dance,
talk. But nothing Is planned. -I im-

asks a barbed REV BRIGGS

"OUR

on Page
walk on - walk off roles me, with a nude
..
leaving the speaking 3, so lacking In taste
ohIs and
was
"It
Lewis:
and
parts to Lewis
t
tthe
a
reaction
an Newman, Scene
a vioesiy
.
all studio practice room, times, as Is anything and

OWN

correspondent

.

sorry to tell, of
uneasy time that
circumstances
is not well". (Wire: props - discarded
etc. factors that you respond
Reuters: Pink Flag guitar/drums
to...'
Audience of one.
Newman: "The media
album).
So (cough, cough) how
perWire'l find more than a DID it all begin?
Lewis: "This October
trifle fatiguing. 'Pink
Flag' was an Irritant, a we'll have all been
thorn in the paw, a lot of playing our Individual
pain, a mere shimmer of, Instruments for two
pleasure, but more than years. We started in
anything a curiosity as to October '76, and In
why it was an Irritant in February '77 the band as
_the first place. Wire live it Is came together. We

...

Is a

third person's

ception

.

Lewis:

.

"Again.

...

oh, a
at the Lyceum
long, long time -ago
verges on the masochist
sensory scale. Here enjoyment is eroded, pain
usurps pleasure and the
thorn Is ground further
and deeper into the flesh.
So their new album
'Chairs Missing' startles.
Can be played on the
Dansette without fraying
too many more already

only played a dozen gigs
before we recorded the
first album. Our first
incentive was to get a
the
.
band together .
ideas came after that. We
Lewis : "Buf we haven't
learnt how to play from
scratch and then started made The Sun pop page
writing material. The yet.. the" subject of fanOn
criteria were a) that the
material was there, b) zines?
Newman: "Fanzines
that we had to be in tune
to
and c) that we had to be In make mo pretence

Stimulates curiosity and
spikes some of the mare
pleasant of the positive
senses into action, all in
all Is a damn good album
(like I've told you, once
before) But . . ahh ..
Wire the band?
You may have already
gathered that In' this
murky world of ours,
there are three types of

You're all from 'art
school' backgrounds?
Lewis: "Three of us are
from art, schools, our

fraying nerves.

-

.

bands

(categories.

bands

that

categories, always down
to categories!). There are
the bands that answer
questions with answers.

answer

questions with nothing,
and bands that answer
questions with questions.
Wire suffer under the last
category.
Wire, I would point out

not exactly forare
thcoming,
conare

overgenerously

descending, and tend to
blurt out thoughts In
to detailed
replies. Sounds confusing?
The dramatis personae
are Newman (vocals).
Lewis (bass), Gilbert

preference

(guitar)

(drums).

and

with

Gotobed

Gilbert

and Gotobed taking the

time."

drummer Robert
Gotobed was an actor in

fringe theatre.

Why the move from art
to music?

But really, all Sylvester wants to
do is hang around at home with
John, collecting deco Clocks. He
has no time for anything else.
"Hey, If I'd have been intervlewing you I wouldn't have
asked all this gay crap. I would want
to know what was important to you

person."
What's imporant to you as a

as a

person, Sylv'

"Nuthln'."
As

my feline friend would say

'Thufferin'thukertashI"

-

By BARRY CAIN

Lewis,

"Everyone

Lewis:
basis."

"A creative

obviously likes their work
what
to be appreciated
we want is respect."
level?
On what

-

The songs on your first

album are short.

"They

Newman:

'aren't kept short, they
just are short....''
Lewis: "They just
. what do
aren't long
you mean by 'long'
.

anyway, how long Is a
piece of string? .
.Newman: 'Saying that
the songs are short or that
they're long Just seems to
stem from the attitude of
conventional rock and

have to respond to the

Sundays'

yeah, we
and seconds long
"Because whims of readers
bosses therefore` they're did think that was quite a
in a position where they .bit shorter than the rest."
You like the Idea of
can run riot and do what
they want, but they lose economical music then'
Newman: "We like the
out because they don't
Idea that music is not
have the readership.
The subjective reaction boring."
So you believe that
is the most honest
because songs are short
reaction .
Newman: "No, most they're not boring?
'No, by
Lewis:
peoplg don't respond at
still there."
we mean that
The ^first album all, don't have 'reactions' economical
what Is in there should he
ostensibly attacks the
Of course they do, they in there, and what isn't
media lie. 'Field Day For
not state an out- needed is left out."
The Sundays' ) might
Audience reaction?
ward
response but they
you
feel
Something
Lewis: "When we first
strongly about, or just feel something
Newman: "I'm not just started playing, people
another song?
used
to see superficial
reaction
talking
about
a
I wanna be a field day
for the Sundays so they to us, I mean a reaction to similarities In what we
If something
can f++k up my life, everything, most people sang
embarrass my wife, and don't respond no matter went fast they'd react
with a pogo-a-gogo. Our
'
leave a bad taste, that what the stimuli
Lewis .(brings us back attitudes have always
striped toothpaste, can:t
remove on Monday to sanity): "The media been that 'we're not a
mornings. I want to be a Isn't too relevant In our jukebox', so people
target for the dailies, so case anyway. we're shouldn't come and see a
they can show pictures of better critics of ourselves band and react as U they
are a jukebox."
Influences?
,

Newman:

they don't have rock and
roll schools."
Lewis: "We didn't all
attend the same colleges,
we were all doing what
we'd been trained to do
so the time came when it
was a very easy decision
to change but obviously
our past influences are

.

.

Newman:

"It's

so

pretentious talking about
influences because a lot
of bands just cite people
that it's hip to cite ... we
are actually trying to do
something that doesn't
sound like anyone else .

-

duet."

ever be."
Newman: "We're not
doing It In order to have
our history dncumented

roll .."
Lewis: "ft's nonsense
really, like saying 'Go
get me three large
and
con
the
anything,
you tell me how
trlbutors write sub- potatoes',
potato Is and
jectively, but they often big a large
them. .. It
you
I'll
get
of
follow the dictates
wasn't until people
fashion."
we
Lewis: "The fanzines pointed It out thatwere
versus 'official pipers' is noticed that they
short Something like
a swings and roundabouts
For The
thing. Fanzines don't 'Field Day
which is 26

-

provise on every show."
He's also Just made a film with the
other darling of 'the gay circuit,
Bette Midler. "Bette plays a Janis
Joplin type figure and I'm a female
Impersonator of Diana Ross in a
night club Bette visits.'We sing a

ti's

and response
a war
. I've never seen
but we've all seen
photographs and reports,
so were getting the third
person's perception of u
war, hence 'Reuters'."
the
Vice versa
media's reaction to you?
Newman: "We have
managed to arouse in -

feelings

than anyone else could

Lewis,

"It

always

seems to make people
sound so dumb when they
say
.
'Oh, I like
listening' to a+++ and
+ + + + + +', because
surely they do other
¡

IN

things

apart from

listening to

music? I
suppose -we feel that
we've got something of

ourselves to offer without
having to emulate anyone
else."

Newman:

"tin

fortunately the legion in
which rock and roll exists
is still very much in the
realm of 'old hat'
Lewis: "Being 'different' always seems like
a

dirty word, everyone

treats you with a wry
smile and raises an
eyebrow and says 'Get
you dear' or something.
My reaction to all those
yeah
people who say
maan. U ll hadn't been for
Chuck Berry I wouldn't
have bought a guitar' if
1
think f+ a k you.
that's the sum total of
your experience in life.'
Like say, I find Wire
more than a trifle
fatiguing

...

i
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$INKS
This week we unleash the
burgeoning genius of JOHN

COOPER CLARKE

Post war pop
Pow boom boom

(gig

crasher, booze artist, turner and
poet) on a fresh heap of vinyl
IAN MATTHE_ WS: 'Man In The
'Station' (Rockburgh R005206).
Kind of folk/disco crossover..., not
familiar with this bloke think he

ó

makes more albums than singles.

-

Hmmm, OK, I don't passionately
hate it. but I take It this
fellow's already got fans and his
career won't be affected one way
or another by what I say. Nice
choppy backing track.
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THE TURN: 'It's Alright' (City
Rik 2). Like It great stuff.
Unforgettable rift, can't hear all
the words can't hear any of the
words, but that's always a good
sign.
FABULOUS POODLES: 'Minor
Star' (Pye 71948118). A closely
observed characterisation. V.
Good. B side Is an orgy of
cinematic nostalgia.
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BRINSLEY SCHWARTZ: (What's
So Funny 'Bout) Peace Love And
Understanding' (UA UP38448).
Nick Lowe circa '74. It's OK

13TH FLOOR ELEVATORS: 'Ybu
Really Got Me' (Austin RE1).
Psychedelic garage band. You
can't Improve on 'You Really Got
Me'
no-one could. 'cause Ray
Davies is the definitive. (Flip to B
side 'Roll Over Beethoven')
the singer sounds like he's
under water and the group sound

-

though he has since surpassed

himself.

'

1,

like they're three miles away.
Great track.

_

u
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CHOSEN FEW: 'Stand By Me'
(Ariola Hansa ANA 528).
Beautifully sung. If you have any
passion within you you'll already
know the song. Muhammed All
also recorded this under the name
of Cassius Clay but this one is
the greatest.
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JOE THOMAS: 'Plato's Retreat'
(TK 6049). Should sell a lot of
menthol cigarettes. Great title.
Plato's Retreat is a New York
disco where anything goes!

o

á

TIM CURRY: 'I Will' (A&M AMs
7383). Sounds like he's trying to
sound like Harry Belafonte. Rupy
Edwards type melodian
somewhere In the mix
feelings.

- no

t7

COOPER CLARKE (note chic Mousketeers'hat) prepares to take one fir-it -he beak

FISCHER Z: 'Wax Dolls' (UA UP
38458). That's funny .. er ...Just
funny. Don't know what to make
of records like this. It might
be good, I wouldn't like to put
them down. (Listens to side 'Angry
Brigade' ). Like the singer's voice.
Oddball... odd, Don't seem to
have anything to do with the
Stoke Newington Eight.

EA
JOE BREEN: 'When The
Dance Is Through' (Mountain
TOP42). Well I can't think of
anything to say about that
neatly strung together chain
of platitudes. Proof positive that
teenage love lasts more than two
minutes. Written by Paul Da Vinci
of Rubettes fame.

HARVEY MASON: 'Pick Up Your
Bags' (Arista 208). Skip
Scarborough wrote It . .
anyone
who calls himself after a
Yorkshire holiday resort must
have a sense of fun
.

SAMSON: 'Telephone' (Lightning
GEL 547). They make a lot of noise
for three people, very positive
sounding record. English pop. Too
much expertise for new wave
neatly executed.

-

ViM

METAL URBAIN: 'Hysteric

Connective' (Radar ADA 20). All
of that is nice. Like the name
but don't know what they're
singing about, everything about
them seems pretty tasty.

s'

194). Ex Bonzo with a ha ha funny

Mel Brooks tune from his hilarious
'The Producers' movie.
DOMINO: 'Heaven Must Have
Sent You' (EMI 2848)
worra
yer doin after der record darlin?
DAVID MORRIS: 'Wino' (Satril
SAT 134). Winos don't buy records.
Not my cup of meths.
PUSSYFOOT: 'A Night To
Remember' (EMI 2825). Like the
Titanic in the film of the same
name, this will go down very well.
CHELSEA: 'Urban Kids' (Step
Forward 8). A little number
concerning reality
you
remember reality don't knock It.
THE EDGE: 'Macho Man' (Albion
ION 4). Hits you right in the
bollocks and bounces.

-

-

San

6553). Lennon/McCartney song.
We salute their expertise, but it's

not.my cup of tea. OK for Beatles
fans who don't like Cliff Bennett

A A T Y
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"LEGS" LARRY SMITH:
'Springtime For Hitler' (Arista

and The Rebel Rousers.

(

MARTY WILDE: 'Lonely

Avenue/Brand New Love' (EMI

2854). Post war sexual angst

delivered in short, sharp breaths.
The rest is formula love trash
delivered over an Edgar
Lustgarten teen party backtrack.
.

SANDY McLELLAND AND THE
BACKLINE: 'Like A Hurricane'
(Mercury 8007 188). Doesn't rock
any boats. California easy
listening. I hate It.
MATLA BAZAR: 'Solo Tu' (EMI
2858) I get the feeling we
shouldn't be eavesdropping on 'em,
like a German bandstand practice
the words might be French but
the band sound German. A must
for all those who like to be
confused.

-

EARTH, WIND AND FIRE: 'Got
To Get You Into My Life' (CBS

XANADU: 'Let Me Be Your
Sunshine' (MAM 179). The Spanish
call it 'nada'.9

rwr RAiNsn

THE JAM: 'Down In The Tube
Station At Midnight' (Polydor 2059
088). A fabulously terrifying
account of ordinary, everyday
violence. If Eisenstetn made 45's
they'dsound like this. ..
BOOMTOWN RATS: 'Rat Trap'
(Ensign ENY 18), Unlike The Jam
this is about violence between
consenting parties, if that's your
idea of a good time .
but the
Boomtown Rats have panache and
we like that.
.

TALKING HEADS: 'Take Me To
The River' (Sire SIR 4004),
'Psycho Killer' is the most

accurate song of this decade. U I
were cast away, alone, on a desert
Island I would have eight Talking
Heads records. on book apart from
the Bible and Shakespeare, and
one luxury,
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beat selection of
THIS WEEK a slightly of! of Norfolk Drive, it
Wingfield.
PEARLS from John SWINE
Nick, of Greysidry
front
Leonard On Sea, and
Northumberland, who sa37
Gardens, Morpeth In temptation
to Include ti.
"I've resisted the
because they ve
Brotherhood of Man in SWINE,
they take notice
Shouldn't
already.
often
appeared so
Ilke. er
,
It
about,
of that and do something
one!
that
second
I'll
emigrate!"
PEARLS
And Messina
'Pretty Princess' a Logglns
beautiful song with a brilliant
MOR at its best,
every time I heath
better
sax arrangement. Sounds Journey
2 'Look Into The Future'
band don't deliver
this
reports
According to some
record it's another matter
the goods onstage, but ontrack
specially
Is brilliant
on
this
work
The guitar
the last two minutes.
Gates
David
Rain'
Clouds,
3 'Suite
songwriter with
Outstanding song from a prolific
lovely plano work and arrangements
Ed)
Star`(Who?
Big
4 'Thirteen'
lyrics off a very Bony
A haunting song with great
album.
Japan
5 'Suburban Love'
a fine debut album, All
An underrated band who cut
one Is the best
the tracks are good, but I think this
SWINE
Munich Machine
1'A Whiter Shade Of Pale'
but where the
The Procoi (-forum version Is FINE,
Munich Machine
hell Is the soul and feeling In the
dirge.
produced
computer
A
version?
Sylvester
'2 'You Make Me Feel'
rio Inspiration, m
Who buys stuff like this? No soul,
NOTHING.
Vibrators
The
3 'Automatic Lover'
also count 'Judy Says', the follow up. I like
Note
repetlt lay,
some new wave stuff, but this uninspired
boredom in record form. For mugs only.
Baccara
Can
Boogie'
I
'Yes
Sir
4
only got one
I've often thought RCA Records have
Ana he's dead
artist with any talent Elvis Presley.
my
point.
prove
only
duo,
So what's left? This
Bob Marley and the Wailers
5 'Satisfy My Soul'
I
Awful. It repeats Itself far too much. Proves what
suspected: Marley has gone soft. Retire Bob, and
leave real reggae to artists like Steel Pulse.
Send your contributions to: Pearls Before Swine,
c/o Tim Lott, Record Mirror, 40 Long Acre, Londe*
.
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This is
serious
hie

-
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-

rock JOurnallat and

a

m -

culture'

form f popularm
and "the mostt

tart of
tertainment Industry
771e sort of bok,
prosperous

the en-

fact

in

that could become a teat hook
if fan seem» increasingly
"rock " becomes
ilk
accepted an an A level, or
any level, academic subject
In the near future
In many wayn also the book
u a first and confident step
First because Frith attempts
to bridge the gap between
"aloof and disgusted" (his

words)

of

sociologists

popular art and mass culture
and the diºy land often
uncannily accurate) ramblings of the -fan - as +music -

jssrrnalist
The former,
unaware Of

their

the
whole,
are also taken to task for
their channelling of the more
I revolutionary asprrta of rock
I into acceptable business
paths; a conI orientated
fusion that holds an true for
I 'punk' its It did for 'un
derground' muele In the

Irulgnlficance Inside

Imusic business as

finales
the
He states: rock
moat vital form of popular
culture In the last 2U years
. has expressed AO clearly
the struggle Involved: rock
fax been used slmultaneously
Inas a source of welt
dulgence and individual
escape, AND of militarily
and active dtssahafac son.'
Despite ths. argues Frith.
tock Ls
firmly in the
hands of the entertainment
kWuatry. Rock la confined to
-

a

0

entertainment, to strictly
(business) controlled and
well defined -tastes", and to
revolutionary Indulgent
bohemian

'star'

The

hedonlant,

la no longer a leader,

talent

a controlled
Idoing a special kind of job.
The record companies,
radio stations. Di 's and
music papers all play their
I part m fostering an raster
consumerism and In doing

I more

-

so keep themselves cosily In
business
With the detailed surveys
of both ends of the market.
has instigated a very
IFrith
Important debate, backed by

Ia wealth

of

fascinating

rnaearch.
Runk, he concluder, has

unpredictable potetial
either the fun" element
hitherto Ignored In serious
studies, or the "radical"

element that threatens

Mange. Roth are effectively
absorbed Into the "music
business" which FOLLOWS
rather hwtlgatea into. taste

while

control

At

remaining
least

for

In

Ube

Without offering
prediction Filth allows that
rock will always hold the
power to confound. disturb,
relax and entertain
For that ºlane the study to
jusuhed. 'The Sortoke y Of
Rock' deserve, to be read

I moment_

despite the

obviously
-

academic approach
by
anyone who has ever Riven a
thought to the ruck that they
den l like, and why, JOHN
11111LARLAW.

a

a

...

I

D

latter,

the

unaware of

happily

ELVIS PRESLEY and Stevie Wonder are just two
of the rock stars you'll find in the latest exhibition
by John Oxtoby, who's fast becoming painter to the
stars.
Paintings from Oxtoby's earlier exhibitions have
already gone -to such famous names as Elton John
(who bought himself nine) and Roy Harper (who
could only afford one, poor soul). This time round, -

-

-

he's found an equally affluent buyer In Robert
nó doubt
Plant, who's just bought six paintings
one for each loo in his country mansion.
While an Oxtoby of your own is beyond the purses
of mostordlnary folk, you can still go along to the
It's running from now till
exhibition for nothing

-

-

October 17 at the Redfern Gallery, 20 Cork St,
London WI.

-

-

-

WC2E 9JT.

he argues, are

Importance,
I

-

rockers?

the -tun"
central to rockls

element

-

afford six

full time lecturer In Sociology
at Warwick Unvera
describes as "the most
pervasive

-

Could you

5e.

YOU'RE RIOW . it is expenelve' Rut SA the title
implies We a serious study of
what Use author
a part
tome

-

-

SorMi e; Of Rock' by
Simon Frith (Constable)

A week later
confusion still surrounds
events at what was billed
as "Britain's first in-

OVER

ternational reggae
festival"

at London's

Alexandra Palace

on

September 23.
A flop, and a dlsap
point ment it certainly
was, with only one of four

advertised bands,

Matumbl, appearing at

- some seven

10.30 pm

hours after the festival
was to have started. And
despite an estimated 1500

tickets sold many
in

soundchecks had been
delayed. He claims that
15, 16, 17 ( a vocal group)
had turned up for a
soundcheck at 2 pm

He aleo claims that he
was willing to pay the
group regardless.

in abrdfd siaviderrw hart ¡kvly{and
b.ne a.l fAn ol nlakm mt. Tie be.n
(ttm,l ' dia .m wha byed rws VI d,miwn
(On;

thy

But why? With four of
Britain's top reggae
-

girl group

s;«4 90w ^dei
SW6,li

-

15, 16, 17)

V.,0;

the

sound

spokesman for

DEB

and

systems. And

a

music also claimed that
Matumbl would not have
appeared either had they
known what happened
earlier In the evening.
But accounts of the
Incident from either side
are irreconcilable. Ac-

cording to Lyons

"problems with the PA"
had led to a late start, and

sue us.

"several

"He

then punched

Castro Brown in front of
plenty of witnesses.

Several

i, ^4

tolll4d '-`A

eda,'reiass

complete refunds to
anybody who bought
tickets from them.
There, for the moment,
the story rests . , JOAN
SHEARLAW
.

\

IrerM)

rtawj
teak u W
1 Rlyye.
hse do
msj°Rahkkma
(

ht(g
(NM?'_"ycwH,+,tu+boiclk-

Pi/ (anaw'-

DEB Music meanwhile
are offering the more
Immediate consolation al

thm, ths15

Myo

toca m Int llw

price";

people held

Castro back -to prevent
retaliation and we left
shortly afterwards. All
the other artists walked
out In sympathy."
The only legal action Is
likely to be from Lyons.
who Is Intending to sue

yi thai 1+9.1iuP°r
HW absJl SiiPt
ot
n,r,.
ae
kks,YWN

bands" for

breach of contract, Per
his part h'e hopes to put an
another reggae shot.,
"with a specially reduce.

is drops

II

1hutit 4.afrita wt
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hppe Wnffwri
n..tre yttat

Ir

mil

ri
ilJntJlrllrl7d

_

We'll

J,Il,e IfluIlrall

iae1.M Ins, Gn o ylymprne,
atta upa link *mists ,,5i
,kyylr u
be r a cate,aneleas

Ji

1

PtL{i kx

'

`u

IiriT Mew.wk

Y'

--

Variant; rIR,GK4`1-

1

tu,nhc revlm'l,
ts .r.w.l

tale Win'

vavbs.d hileab,5.
?a5 -len Mellow

pulling out of two other
bands

E

1MJn, of1Wf

the

to

b,aia,.

wru Mni

-

led

t

diadl.Ca;

and two of the country's
beat sound systems due to
appear It should have
been a day to remember.
However It now appears that a full - scale

appear

tase_.

tl ,hsw11 %ohat

the

argument (which may
lead to legal action)
between the promoter,
Andy Lyons. and the
manager of 15, 16, 17.
Castro Brown of DEB
Music, led to the virtual
cancellation of the event
In the early evening.
Both steles agree that
about
the argument
whether 15, 16, 17 could

fo

yn1

Clmarons, Matumbl and

all

after

'Then,

o

the evening.

(Aswad,

had not arrived at the

venue) "ganged up on
-an him'; and refused to
"without Instruments", argument, Castro Brown appear.
Only in the last respect
and had not re -appeared butted and kicked me",
this account tally
at the venue until 6.45pm, said Lyons. "After he was does
pulled off there was a with that given by DEB
ready to go on stage.
Mualc.
between
his
supfight
he
claims,
At that point,
"The promoter (Lyons)
faced with a late - running porters and my stewards
show and a GL.0 shut- and police were called, Only said 15, 16, 17
go on stage, and
couldn't
only,
OUTSIDE
the
venue
down at midnight he had
that was It," said DEB's
no option but to tell to remove them-"
then
spokesman.
"He didn't
Lyons
that
claims
the
that
Castro Brown

customers left early

bands

F

the other groups mention money and in
(except Matumbl, who fact said he was going to

group could not appear. all

I
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`

yoth ke
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YOU'RE EITHER ON THE TRAIN,
OR YOU'RE OFF THE TRAIN.
THE BE STIFF TOUR '78
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RACHEL SWEET AND THEIR FIVE SIMULTANEOUSLY RELEASED ALBUMS.

GET THE ALBUM SET

1

LI

"

Becord Mi.ror, October 7, 1978
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'Cigarettes', 'Beth'

He's not likely to go
head over heels after
reading Bev Briggs'
review

ILBUIS

4+4+
44+

PHILIP ItM
BRIAN ENO: WIZ
For Films' (Pelvic"

tlnbeatabtr

++

+

Super 2310 623)

Ray It

Gleelt a

and

'Dangerous Ground' att
the standout tracks on
album which is good ten
should have been so mueb
better. 4 41,4

.

BEFORE recording hit
forthcoming album

span

GTre It a miss

Uebearable

Brian Eno has chosen to
release 'Music For
Films', a collection of is

short Instrumental

passages, suitable foe
use In the world of
celluloid. Several have

Call
(1'11

already appeared

need

therein, and I'm sure
that before long more of
his work will at
company movies. There
are three Compositions
from Derek Jarman'.

it after

film
celebrated namely

they read this)
-i

because on what follows

he runs out,of steam. with
apart
fairly slow ballads
from 'Grateful': the best
of 'em is the Al Green-ish
'Was It Something That I
Said'. Taken as a whole,
though, the album Is still
in
a little above average
its field. + + + % PAUL
SEXTON

999:'Separates'IllA 30209)

-

-

boo
their new album
It revolts me and why'. Should be easy how about
stodgy. uninteresting. unen)oyable, unenteriatning, leaden, stale. insipid. dreary, unlit.
spired, wearisome. unvarying, monotonous,
cloying, unvarying. Irksome. SAME. SAME.
SAME, and boring to boot? Hey ho.
Separates is wearing, very wearing. 999 at
possibly their worst. 999 colouring to black and
grey. Ignoring the subtleties of pastel shades,
murdering the canvas and crying out for a neo
easel. 'Separates' Is repetitive and limited. Chained
within the parrotesque ramblings and (gulp!) 'high
energy' which was supposed to have been forgotten.
Tarring themselves with an anachronistic brush,
my God! they even release a track 'High Energy
Plan' which condemns Itself. No modulation, no
difference, no interest.
Crash/(rash/Crash syncopation, the fix of an
overkeen bassist and seemingly one-armed
drummer, and the see - how many - guitar - breaks
- we - can - tit - Into - this school - of - thought.
Emerging into the pogo by - numbers class.
Inevitably butch. Inevitably loud. Too much of too
little, and boy!. does it show.
Best of the worst league features 'Wolf:, begins
like an Apache war song minus the ethnic and ethic,
with a simple lingering hook of 'Cry -y -y-y- Wolf
woo-aah'. At least it appeases slightly as opposed to
brainwashing, but still nothing to write home to
your local record retailer about....
250 WORD thesis on '999

SYLVESTER: 'Step
(Fantasy FT549)

II'

I'LL BET Sylvester

loves
being called outrageous,
but that description fits
his appearance far better
than his music. Not that

is
his albumIt emunremarkable:
phasises, for one thing,

what an unusual voice he
has and, something you

not have 'appreciated before his

may

,

The result of unsuccess and a pain in the ear.
Taking the wrong direction of being too heavy, too
fast, and too hard. abandoning, the listener in the
first available lay-by Instrumentation, harmonies,
voice, everything reeking of rent a - raucous band, omitting any scope for refinement. An ob.
vious case for back to the drawing board.
250 words? Pity they're all bad. + BE V BRIGGS

CYdN/ GOTTA WALK)

DON'T LOOK PACK

considerable vocal range.
For some time he's been
a disco doyen. probably
finding more acceptance
of his records in gay
clubs. But with 'You
Make Me Feel (Mighty
Real)' he's risen to a

more general- fame,
riding on.a catchy piece
of rhythmic disco music
with a rattling beat and

some

"synthetic"

keyboard work.
The version included
here Is different: longer,

of course, and, unless I'm
hearing things, it has a
slightly richer sound. so
perhaps It's a remlx of
the single. There's also a

three - minute 'Epilogue'
of the song, which is a
relaxed, swaying, almost
singaiong version of the
main chorus. The other
killer disco cut Is 'Dance
(Disco Heal)' which, with
'You Make Me Feel',

currently tops the US
disco ' chart. It's a

similarly percussive
rr over

with,

again,

a

ca..tchy chorus, In a way

it's a shame that both
tracks are on the same

PETER

'single, because 'Dance'
would have made an
excellent follow up. As it
is, he'll be a bit stuck

A LONG time ago I saw
City Boy live They were
talented, inventive and
highly unsuccessful. Now
after the well deserved
success of their hit single
'5.7.0.6,' Included here,

perhap they've finally hit
the big time. But perhaps
they've hit it too late, The
talent is still there, but on
the album It seems to
have worn a bit thin.
All the tracks are
commercially strong but
they tend to be rather
indistinguishable. After a
while the screeching

7"SINGLE ALSO IN

subtlety of Brian Eno's
keyboard and syn
theslser style, Is differently rewa'rding

Listening with

eves

closed It is therapeutic.
but far from sleep In.

ducing.

Fascinating

are

'From The Same
with beautiful acoustic

amidst
guitar
melibtron, superbly

arranged,The latter
end
'Sparrowfall'.

arrangements,

will

be

acknowledged as one

of

frills would 'the decade's greatest
make the songs far more talents. +++++
appealing. As it la. STEVE GETT
A few less

Moroder, Bellotte and Summer
herself behind closed doors was
amply borne out by the flesh.
In turn America too was
conquered.
Here, then, Is the result Three
sides from the Los Angeles Ama
phitheatre, and one side more
MacArthur Park' suite moulded
around Jimmy Webb's classic song.
It's a spread that takes us from the

big

t/V

love loud, aggressive
music, but the serene

!over Indulgent Eno

-

..I

time on your hands I

appeared in a Hamp
stead theatre production and three sections
wise seems geared to the here are Included.
sterile American market, combining, some
as some of the tracks melancholic piano with
verge on the bland stronger instrumental
dreaded easy listening, passages. Believe me.
simply because of their In years to come Brian

Munich Musicland studio, the
pounding breathlness that captured
Europe's Top 10 at a stroke. She was
a performer too, as even Britain had
to admit when she hit us with top hat
and tails only last year, and the
myth created by the devastating
producing and songwriting team of

EMI 2859

.

of those albums teat
digested alone and with

smart ass harmonies
irritate. In fact the whole
approach, production

Donna anything. She's blossomed
bountifully since the early days of
delivering synthesised sex out of the

SPECIAL COLOUR BAG

,./11'1

Jarman

production.
The link between
'Low' and 'Heroes' U
evident throughout. but
the music here it
unaffected by vocals
Some items are
executed by Brian
alone, others feature a
variety of notable
musicians Including
Phil Collins, John Cale,
Robert Fripp and Paul
Rudolph. The whole
affair is stimulating, not
forcing one to accept or
reject any Ideas. It's one

.

f2 EMI 2859

ROILING STONES RECORDS

another

.

THE LIMITED EDITION
12" SINGLE IN COLOUR BAG

aN

the sort of deathly hush
present on the second
side of Bowie's 'Heroes'
is taken from 'Jubilee'

DONNA SUMMER: 'Live And More' (CasablancaCALD5006)
Were' yet, but everyone does 'Mx
FIRST THE hits, then the greatest
Way We Were' on stage in America,
hits. First the concept, then the
so what the hell) to the more recent
concerts. Now, with status firmly
splendours of the 'Once Upon A
transcended into American terms,
' collection.
Time
the live albums.
By and large It's very good indeed.
All that you've been waiting for ..
The ,.audience doesn't intrude
and more. With such sure and
(much) and Ms Summer rarely
successful hands as Giorgio
gushes, rather surprises with her
Moroder and Pete Bellotte guiding
unique range of cracking belt -along
Ms Summer's career how could It be
discosex combined with splendid
anything less?
soft sell. Master and mistress of her
This Is not to deny the delightful
art.

rases..

THE

CITY BOY: 'Book Early'
(Vertigo 9102 029)

'Sebastlane',
'Inland Sea'. 'quart:'
and 'Final Sunset
'Slow Water'. with
dreamy piano work and

a

e.... .,.....I.

numbers

('I

Remember

Yesterday', 'Love To Love You
Baby' and so on), through showbiz
(a slightly bearable 'The Way We
Ils
t.aaL

The band's not bad either.

But 'Live And More' is worth it for
'MacArthur Park Suite' alone. Here,

in a direction that ought to point
back to the British Top 10. two
Moroder / Bellotte / Summer songs
intertwine with the main theme
calculatedly insistent dlscobuza with
all the trademarks held tantalisilt Inin check. Donna intones andfree.
terprets and finally cuts
Herself at last.
Whatever the producer / artist
relation (and one suspects for all
Moroder and Bellotte's "golden
plenty
touch" that Ms Summer has
a suite
to do with her recording) It'a has
one
that bears a lot of surprises,

-

eagerly listening again. been waiting
So. A lot what you've
AND a
for and have been expecting
been
brilliant slice of what you've
exdidn't
waiting for and (really)
I'll
pect You'll love her too and
+
+ JOHN
4
glee her +

-

ear. aRLA W
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You won't believe your eyes

or your ears.
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Fidelity MC6 Music Centre.
Single-play record deck, cassette'
deck with Dolby system, and LW/MW/VHF
stereo radio Finished in black with brushed
aluminium trims and walnut effect side
panels Comes complete with matching
speakers, tinted dustcover and
stereo microphones
Boots Normal Price will be £189.
Boots Introductory Offer Price £179

..

?
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-

i
Fidelity CR2 Clock Radio.
A mains operated clock with LW/MW/VHF

radio, dimmer control, snooze facility and
buzzer alarm. Large red LED display and
AM/PM indicator.
Boots Normal Price £36.25
Boots Special Offer Price £32.25'

Ferguson 3711 Radio Recorder.
3 band radio cassette recorder; LW/MW/VHF
reception, mains or battery operated, simple
record and playback control, built-in condenser
'microphone and automatic record level control.
Boots Normal Price will be E52.50
Boots Introductory Offer Price £47.50'
f

i
.
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Fidelity, Ferguson, ITT Gntndig and
in sound at Boots.
So whatever you're looking for and whatever you're thinking of
spending, you'll find we're right up your street.
We have the equipment, and everything you need to look after it.
And at Boots it looks just as good as it sounds.
So stylish that it blends. Anywhere.
Even the prices are easy on the eye.
So come and see what we have to offer. You'll
hardly believe your ears.

Other sound bargains at Boots:
Philips 71112" B/W Portable TV

Garrard are just five of the big names

-

Garrard G A 100 Music Centre
-

,

Boots audio care products:
Boots Budget Record Case

12"540

Boots Imperial 48 Cassette
Boots Cassette Edit Kit
Kit
Boots Stylus Cleaning
Cass Bar Cassette Rack
in orange or aubergine

-

Fidelity HF43 Record Player

Bush 3049 Music Centre
Fidelity RAD28 Radio
Boots CR200 Cassette Recorder
Grundig Yacht Boy Radio
ITT Pony Radio

-

Boots Normal
Price
£75.95
will be
£33.50
will be
£194.00
will be
£239 00
-£25.95£24 95
£43 95
£9 95

Boots Special
Offer Price

£69.95"
Intro Offer
£31.50'

Intro Offer
£179.00'
Intro Offer
£214.00'
£23.95'

Boots Normal Boots Special
Offer Price
Price

£2 75
Case £6 95
£1 90
55p
£2,95
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£2.45

-
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1
Access 8 Barclaycard welcome
prices until 4th November (" until 14th October)
*Al these special offer
Departments subject to stock availability
From Boots Audio

Make the most of your Boots.
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given to singing about
anything as modern as a
synthesiser, but the voice
was Just perfect.
After spending 'the
weekend with the album,
it's difficult to pick out
any tracks as being best
I liked the whole
and so my
production
favourites keep changing.
But that's the kind of
album I like, and I
haven't been so taken
with an album for
months. buy It.
ROSALIND RUSSELL

L8UMS

-

STIFF GIVE

A BY

CN

an album which
starts off as a novelty, but
which worms Its way into
your life long before the
novelty wears off.
And so another .great
music hall entertainer
emerges from the Stiff
you see,
empire
Dinosaurs aren't extinct

have

...

after all.

I

',\I

Al
;

MICKY
panese'

ERR, SORRY, but this so called 'Wonderful World
Of W E' Is startling in only one respect
the total
one dimensional aspect of the whole thing. This
monogamous marriage between Wreckless and
several assuredly 'noted' musicians is astonishingly
dull and tiresome. A hotchpotch of yawns and
snores. with little to determine the end of the big
sleep.
Now don't get me wrong. I mean I respect
Wreckless in some ways, his exquisite amateurism,
youth club charm, enthusiatic lyrics, pleasurable
platitudes, especially his 'Whole Wide World /
Semaphore Signals' release, which was played to
saturation point on a certain Hope And Anchor
Jukebox. but sadly this album seems to lack where
his previous work excelled.
Ten tracks of which eight are original (?)
Wreckless Eric creations. Wrapped in a generous
shroud of Irritating boyhood coyness, with sav'e few
redeeming features.
Silver linings appear on side one in the form of
'Veronica', a rather gauche trinketty number, the
laments of a boy soldier going to war to fight for his
true love, but nevertheless is catchy ih the same
vein as 'Whole Wide World'. Side two delivers 'The
Final Taxi', an unyielding melody on the last cab to
heaven, which focuses on Wreckless Eric's
corruptions of pronunciation.
The rest? A drab mess. It's been a long time since
we last heard from Eric, but Judging from this effort, one can't help feeling that perhaps he has
reappeared in the public eye too soon- God Save
Stiff! + + BEV BRIGGS.
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LENE LOVICH:
Records
'Stateless' (Stiff
SEEZ 7)

-

bleep.
have your attention
' please! I have an Interesting specimen here.

BLEEP. bleep,

Can

but, deep down a talent of

extraordinary value. Stiff

are lucky, so are we. Miss
Lovich will make money
for them and trap us. She

s

i

I
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RACHEL SWEET: 'Fool
Around' (Stiff Seez 12)
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WHAT I can't understand
is why Rachel Sweet is on
the Stiff label. I mean,
they're absolutely right to
discover and release her
music, But she doesn't
seem to fit Into their great
pattern. She appears to
have little In common
with the rest of the Akron
mob and even less with
UK new wave, But I think

always unpredictable.

'
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r'n'b tradition. Stiffa
records now Introduce

legend,
revitalised obscurity

rescued from
and hopefully destined for
the recognition he so
obviously deserves.
Side one is produced by
Nick Lowe with backing

provided by

Dave

Edmunds Rockpiie. Need
I say more? This is
seventies rock
Comparisons are un- authentic
and roll: timeless musical
Try
necessary but useful.
are handled
songs
Jupp's
Abba, Talking Heads. with loving care and
Devo, Vicky Leandros attention. giving them a
and Elvis Costello for quality which improves
starters
every listen.
Actions speak lounder with
Side two is in many
than words, so go Into a' ways
more varied,
record shop and listen to openingfar with
a strong
track one, side one. It's Elton John - like
ballad
called 'Lucky Number' This side Is produced
by
you
leave
and it should
I Procol
Brooker
Gary
panting for more. I hope. Harum) and the
verge
on
they
At times
musicians include Chris
Cabaret but Lena's voice Spedding. The rock and
saves them from ever roll element is now far
Her
sounding ordinary.
prominen}, making
foreign vocal chords add less
for a highly commercial
a charm to the eccentric sound.
rhythms which Is hard to
Every track deserves a
explain. It's like Akron mention as they are all
meets the- Eurovislon special,
Highlights
Song _Contest. Try this though are the freelike
record, listen to 'Home', rocker 'SPY', the gentle
'Writing on the wall' in 'Partir C'est Mount' un
fact just listen to the Feu' and the acoustic
whole album. That's an 'School' which with Its
order. + + + + + PHILIP wry lyrics show that Jupp
HALL
really Is an accomplished
master of all trades. + +

she's brilliant. I suppose
that's the secret of the
they're
Stiff success

4C01

IN CASE you didn't
realise, Mickey Jupp is a
legend. He is a forgotten
figure in Britain's great

is all powerful, that 1s If
you like good music.

Is your party dead on its feet?

Ali0./M SSIM sCID1 CASSETTI TC SSIM

I

Superficially attractive

s.<w,+s.,.-

So join the "Saturday Night Disco Party" and
help put the country back on its feet.
Forty five minutes' worth of sensual, sexy
Salsoul hits for only f2.50.That's less than you'd pay
to dance tonight away at a top discotheque
"Saturday Night Disco Party" features sounds
from Charo, Ripple and Loleatta Plus "Ten Percent"
by Double Exposure and three new versions of Bee
Gees' golden greats from the Salsoul Orchestra.

JUPP. 'Jup(Stiff Records

SEEZ 10)

WRECtüESS ERIC: 'The Wonderful World of
Wrecklese Eric' (Stiff SEEZ 9)

H
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JONA LEWIE: 'On The
Other Hand There's A

Flat' (Stiff Seen 8)
JONA LEWIE'S

-

The album that works as it plays.

VINCE

CADILLAC:
real 'Modern Boy'
(SATRIL
SATL 4010)

'name is apparently plain
old John Lewis, though he
was once known to the
world at large as Terry
Dactyl, of Terry Dactyl
and the Dinosaurs, who
had. a hit with a maddeningly catchy single,
'Seaside Shuffle'
In the intervening
years John / Terry / Jona
hasn't lost his knack of
knocking out songs that
stick
this album is
Chockful of them. Most
have the same gently

-

"SATURDAY NIGHT
DISCO PARTY"

PHILIP HALL

71

Rachel Is a sweet 18
year old who sings with
the maturity of a lady
much older But I won't
draw boring comparisons
between her and Helen
Shapiro. because RaChel's
voice Is more flexible, has
a much bigger range but
manages to retain silver
threads of a young girl.
There's been no attempt
to dress her up as
anything other than,she is
nice kid.
roiling
But she astonished me backlnpf rockaboogle
which made
with variation she in- 'Shuffle so attractive.
troduced in her singing. Listen to the first track
One minute like Brenda 'The Baby She's On The
Lee, slipping subtiey into Street', the bluesy
Stevie Nicks, then belting sounding, 'I'll Get By In
straight into Dolly Pittsburgh' or the totally
Parton, In fact, she infuriating 'Police Trap',
sounds more like Doily, which has such an obthan Dolly does these vlous hook you wonder at
days. There were two his nerve
any of which
tracks especially which could give Jona his encould be a dead ranger for trance ticket to 'Top Of
the nasal Nashville Belle The Pops'
and these were the songs
Add a jolly hotch potch
I
think I liked best' of keyboards l all supplied
'Wlldwuod Saloon' and by Mr Lewle hlmWlt).
'Girl With A Synthealser' kazoos, wasyboaand you
o
Admittedly Dolly Isn't nib sticks t.l)

-a

+ +14

GOOD ALBUM cover,
good name but the music,
well it has its ups and
downs, to put it kindly

The powerful guitar
sound on the opening
track. 'Loving You'.

made me hopeful.

out of the
speakers screeched Cadlllac's grating high
pitched voice. after the
initial shock it did contain

However

quaint charm Confusion followed 'Lily'
was classy Euro pop
'Hello' sounded like a
a

cheap ELO, while

'voodoo Woman' was an
embarrassing Bee Gees'
rip-off.
Only on the straight
rock numbers did Cadillac ever appear con-

vfnting

'She's A Model'

with Its obligatory new

wave Influences was the
highlight of a totally
mixed up album, but then

Cadillac Is an Italian who
lives in Belgium, no
he appears so
io.t +. PHILIP HALL
wonder

8pr,
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Alan Fitzgerald and
Denny Carmassl, with
guitarist Gore Phil, are
all led by commander S.
Hagar on vocals and
guitar.
The Initial missiles
come in the form of 'Red'
and 'Rock and Roil

1

L.

111.8UMS

+++

I

++

+

Filly

Weekend', both from his
second album. .Then
comes 'Make It last',
which owners of that first

Í

nbrafable

++++

11

Given a spin

Glee It a miss

Montrose LP will Instantly recognise. This
breaks into 'Reckless',
with lethal guitar and

Unbearable

Under
exposed

rifling

Zepp's

The
proceedings. lyrical

aforementioned
message of 'Turn tip The
Music', Comes alive,
leaving the listener endeavouring In vain to
recover from a side of
sheer metallic madness

f

Flip the disc over and
the excitement continues
with another rocker 'I've
Done Everything For

You', the latest single
'Young Girl Blues' Is
slower paced, including a
fine solo and also superb
vocals from Hagar.
But It's 'Bad Motor

lo

id

heavy rock package of '78
so far,+++++ STEVE

- Sae

Drive.

Jean - Luc Ponty when he.'
was. over last year. That
gig I remember as being
rather a lot of earnest,

GOLDEN OLDIES,

singles, all, types from
last 20 year's, brand new
copies
Sae for lists.
P ASTBLASTERS! The Record Shop, 36, The
ALWAYS 1000s or rock, Shopping Centre, HarVALUABLE
Sae tlepool
soul. pop, Tan -11a.
RARE DELETIONS
THIRTY
24, Soulhwalk, Middlton, EX -TOP
of every Rind for sale on
RECORDS 11960.1978).
Sussex.
RECORD & TAPE
TOP PRICES for all pops front 1254p. nearly 2,000
EXCHANGE
and rock 'n' roll records titles, most major stars.
h PIMBRIDGE ROAD
Sae list, Dept H8, 82,
up to 1969. Send list or
NOTTING HILL GATE W 11
Vandyke Street, Liver,
general
(Tel. 01.717 1111)
suggested price. helpful pool. L8 ORT.
but can make offer. Also LPs FROM 20p, 455 from
Aho ell records end noes
Large sae, Pat. 24.
bought. cold andd e hanged
music papers, concert 5p.
programmes, etc. Paul Beaufort Avenue, Black
Burton, 8 Adelaide Road. pool.
90 Goldhenk Road
Gillingham, Kent. Tel. CHARTRUSTERS!
Shepherds lush, W11;
GOLDEN
0634 5337. evenings.
40 Notting Hill lots, WI 1:
HIT SINGLES from 1960, available, '56-'76, a must
15 elnbndge Rood
Large sae to TSM for collectors, a Godsend
Notting Hill Gate, W11,
Sae Dlskery,
Records, 220, Victoria for DJs.
Road West, Cleveleys, 86/87, Western Road.
Hove, Brighton. Callers
A QUICK service and top Blackpool.
prices guaranteed fo 10,000 NEW / USED welcome.
your unwanted LPs and singles from only lop, RECORD FINDING
SERVICE. Those you
cassettes. Any quantity oldies, recent hits. etc.
Send details Send lOp stamp for latest want and can't find,
bought.
with sae for cash offer by list, '123 George Street, thousands in stock, will
return oft post, GEMA, Mablethorpe, Lin- get if not, any artist, any
records, just jot down
Dept KM, PO Box 54. colnshire.
Crockhamwell Road, "HITS
MISSED" '59- those you need and send
Don, 137,
Woodtey, Reading '78, collectors' list. Sae, with sae.
Berkshire.
Kneeshaw, 19, Whitworth Southend Road, Wick ford, Essex.
UP TO C1.70 cash'pald for Road, London SE25.
LPs, also singles bought.
Send sae with lists to
MISSED THAT' HIS SOUND
Mike, 34. Eldon Road,
Cheltenham, Glos.

Pencnmbe

WV4

vivid
Django
Relnhardtlsh things.

-

5EW,

details.

W

dotal.ni

ma loo our fee
enwhure.

0Nto

LENDING U

Room

I. Sherwood House

Coma/bury

/T 351.

,

Records Wanted
SINGLES WANTED for
Send sae wtthtlist
cash.
to Dave Banks. 38. Spite!
lane, Chesterfield.
HOT RODS bootlegs.

-

-

01-50.5 2614,

ABRA SINGLE So Long,
up to E4 paid, depending

Ion condition. Also Eplc
Ring Ring single. C1 paid
I

-

Cohn Baker, 41, Em -

Wlllingbam

Islington.

they're
middle

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

WHILE IT WAS AROUND?

GET IT FROM THE DEALER WITH ALL THE

CLASSICS
All the singles listed below are only 80p each and
are but a small selection from over 2.000 singles and
1.000 LPs listed at Incredible prices.

of

-

the

Radio

-

very

road

Two
standard.
Although 'Love On The
Rebound', a crass title for
a start, Is well produced
the material Is completely limp, with excess
vocal harmonies and

-

-U

actually

-

practically

Me B.M.,
DON MOLEAN
Amencen Pie

destroying,

shine, you know I'll see
you through. Doesn't
matter If it's rain or tine,
loving's all I want to do"
yeuch!
Thirteen songs with
more than a hint of
commercialism appear,
and also a 'thrilling' Instrumental at the end of
the album, inventively
titled 'Das Ende'. All so

+
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CATHERINE: 'Splendid'

(Elektra K.52086)
LARRY CORYELL was,

of course, the boss man
rounds at the Eleventh
House. Philip Catherine
Iwon't be so well - known;
he's a Belgian who's
worked
various

in

simply

+PHILIP HALL

an impressive name for a

'All somewhat ordinary
talent. His album is

reggae of the faceless
"TUF,N UP the music, we kind. It contains all the
wanna rock tonight. We expected characteristics,
play heavy metal music. but no original spark to
that makes me (eel make it stand out from
alright," me too! When the crowd The backing
I
mentioned Sammy throughout is so hare and
Hagar, in the recent A-2 basic, that after a while
of heavy metal, T con- its simplicity becomes
jectured that his next predictably monotonous.
At times the Prince's
attack might be World
War Three, and I wasn't voice was vaguely
reminiscent of Aythias and
far wrong.
The explosive Donna's hlccup style
cataclysmic effect of 'Al However R gradually
Night5Long' Is created by became uncomfortably
machine gun rifling bland, as the Prince
droned on incoherently.
dynamite soloing and
voice with the force of a throwing 111
'Natty
Sherman tank Samm Y Jamaican cliches:
.
Going Back 'ro Africa
promised way back, o
etc.,
etc.
Town',
the debut Montros e 'Go Up
title like 'People
classic, to have "G otrd With aYou
Ready' you
Are
rockln' tonight" anh d expect
some kind of
that's something
Inspiration.
emotional
his
this.
with
maintains
get le an albu m
What yourepetitious
solo band's five cut
inge
of
Manero
Three ex
HALL
HILIP
members Bill Ch,sreJl,

-

Sune,nman

Vain So Vein
SIMON 6 GaRFUNKEL
Besos
Bdd,re Over
Wow,
Mr Tambodn. Man
ALSO A GREAT BANOAIN
-Es3l4
100 Nn SINGLES
CIO o.e.o.e.l
100 SOUL SINGLES
111+ Q N over.eml
IBD REGGAE SINGLES
12 N 000r.wl
POSTAGE b PACKING Ee EXTRA ANY NUMBER OF RECORDS

HAGAR:

SNigT1h18 12t

so uninspiring
In a word, boring, + +

OVERDRIVE
You Ain't Seen Noll .n. Ye,
BLACK SABBATH
POLAROID
DAVID BOWIE
Sorrow

in

Long)'. (Capitol E-

unoriginal,

BACHMAN -TURNER

till

PRINCE MOHAMMED:
'People Are You Ready'
(Ballistic UAS3192).
PRINCE MOHAMMED.

-

ARGENT
Hold Your Hoed UP

ELVIS PRESLEY
The wont,er of You
PROCOL HARUM
A W non Shade of Polo
ROLLING STONES
Broom Sccp.,
CARLY SIMON
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because It has río soul.

Nowell
The Lost
STEVIE WONDER

NIL550N
Whhn,n You

have had a Top

tunes. However to Listen
to it, is totally soul

STATUS QUO
Brink The Rule.
ROD STEWART
Selling
ROGER WHITTAKER

BONEYM

'Toby

dangerously pleasant

SEND S.A,E FOR LIST
LITTLE EVA
The Locomotion

BEAU:

Beau' (RCA P142771).
IT WAS hardly surprising
to find that Toby Beau

-

dreadful lyrics: "Doesn't
matter if the sun don't
II

TOBY

'Snowshadows'. As America with the overtly
well as the technically commercial 'My
intricate and the Baby'. In many Angel
aesthetically daunting Toby Beau'could beways
the
there's a good strong proverbial computer
sense of dynamics which choice for a successful US
often seems to get lost on band. They are five young
these two - guitar deals
looking Texans,
try out 'Transvested sickly
who sing lightweight but
Express' for size
and professional country
another very rare quality rockers. I must admit to
Is the head
pinning
liking the more
memorability of songs 'quite'
numbers, such
like Larry Coryell's 'No uptempo
as 'Moonshine' and
More Booze'. Superlative 'Westtfound
which
one. this. + + + + + do contain a Train',
bland charm
SUSANIQ,UTH
This Is certainly an accomplished album full of
on

describes this album.
which is In fact about as
stunning as a day at
Bognor, and equally
shocking,
From their name, one
might assume The
Dodgers to be the latest
power - pop outfit, but

-

-

EARLY SIXTIES
Way, Kingston, Surrey.
LPs, "CALL Again", by original labels, sweet
The Settlers. Marble funny funny 78's 121n
Phone David
Arch 1228.'"Don't Turn wanted.
Your Back On Me", 031 -689 5079,
!Liberty 1245 On And
UK SINGLES wanted'fOr
The cash.
"Breaking It Up
send list with
BeaUes Tour" (Liberty SAE to 100 Archers Road,
7390). both by Jackie De Eastleigh, Hampshire.
Shannon. Singles: James RECORD. CASSETTES,
Loyd, "Every Body
types purchased.
'Tries" IParlophone all
Tel, call or write, Square
5332). Leap) Lee, "King Deal, 60 Norwich Road.
Wide
Of The Whole
Ipswich 215097,
World", Decca 12360.
Clary Benson. "This
Mans Got No Luck", Pye Records For Sale
TN 17032.
D. Van Dyk,
Espoortrstraat 13G, 7511 500 HIT singles, 1968 to
CH. Enschede, Holland.
1978. private collection
130
EACH for Bolan's Sae for list, Oldale. 26,
"Wizard' , "Degree", Main Road, Holmesfield,
"Gumbo", "Ntghtscene", Sheffield. SIB 5WT.
also any other Bolan / LARGE SELECTION ex Rex.
Thorntree, Wigan juke box records.
Sae
Road, Leyland 1350771, 47, Chelmsford Street,
Preston.
Weymouth, Dorset.
MAIL YOUR unwanted OLDIES SALE, many
spiral scratch to
rare and deleted items,
Mnyfleld Road, St Armes, Large sae, Dave. 23.
Lancashire, with a sae for Lyndhurst Road,
L3 by return of post
Chesham, Bucks.

-

-
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far

more textures, including

,record company

oldies

CASSITTI

uses

On The Rebound' Philip's slow - dazzle
(Polydor Super 2383 513)
fretless electric guitar
'STUNNING and over Larry's precise and
.shocking is how the delicate acoustic patterns

-

-

ens fort atX,

-

'Splendid'

'Love

'THE DODGERS:

-

full

if respected. GETT

European bands, cut his
own album 'Guitars' two
years ago, and worked
more than once before
with, Coryell. Together
they opened the show for

Wolverhampton,

b.,.i

definitely the best

scure,

38,

mom

without delay
US live

41s

RORY GALLAGHER no classics,

1958/78.FROM lop.

HIRE

Scooter' (also unleashed
on the Montrose platter)
which delivers the fatal
Blow.
'All Night Long' is an
album to ,be purchased

1,4

TAPE

Why pay .round ta loo new
/assort. when you can hire
I,br.ry
4
an, at

sure

many

headbangers without an
Imaginary axe In their
hands. at this stage of the

TWO YEARS mint have seemed like eternity to
Rory Gallagher devotees. waiting'for the release of
'Photo-Finish'. At the outset, recording took place
in California but due to Rory's dissatisfaction and
his eventual decision to spilt the current band, there
were subsequent setbacks.
The.ptatter, which was ultimately cutin Cologne,
West Germany. Is no more than average and makes
me wonder if It was worth waiting for. That doesn't
mean I don't like It, merely disappointed in a
guitarist who has become progressively better over
the past decade, but falls to go one step further this
time around.
There are some fine numbers, especially 'Shadow
Play's which kicks off the second side. Here Is Rory,
delivering some exceptional soloing, though sadly
not matched elsewhere on the album A fairly raw,
live sound has been attained, seen on tracks like
'Shin Kicker' and 'Brute, Force And Ignorance'.
and there are Johnny Winter traces present Apart
from 'Shadow Play' and possibly 'Fuel To The
Fire', the last song, there aren't .really any
Gallagher classics.
Perhaps a live album, with cuts culled from the
past three studio efforts, should be contemplated. +
4 STEVE GETT

CASSETTE

I'm

there aren't

'Photo-Finish' (Chrysalis

RORY GALLAGHER:
CHR 1170)

the style of
Communication

in

Breakdown',

t.

k
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track
that

this live album
began to think that

-sx-.-

1::-.

-

Apologies for dragging
the Sewer Rats Into this,
but It was those gents who
ventured that our colonial
cousins were of a lower

cerebral capacity.
The theory would seem
plausible to even the
staunchest Yankophile
after an earful of 'Some

ELTON JOHN: 'London
And Neu' York' (Pickwick SHM gee)
several years
ago, under the title of
'Here And There' and still
remains one of my
favourite Elton John
albums. One side was
recorded at the Royal
Festival Hall, to May
1974,

and the other at

aladlsnn Square Garden.
New York. The at-

mosphere on both sides of

Atlantic is totally
different. with the very
the

restrained British

clinched

audience contrasted by
its ecstatic and extrovert
American counterpart;
the latter encouraging a
far greater live feel.
EJ plays court jester in
the presence of HRH
Princess Margaret, as he
introduces numbers like
'Skyline Pigeon' and
'Border Song' 'Honky
Cat' follows, with the
ludicrous duck calls from
percussionist Ray Cooper
hardly essential on
vinyl, especially with
only two sides available.
Highlight of the UK
Offerings is 'Love Song',

-

the

grey uniformed attendant

and hurried up to the
stairs to the,entrance An
hour later and I was in the
air. I ,looked around me
and saw that like me all

the passengers were
young and most were
nervously shifting their
feet In anticipation. The
flashing light announcing
our flight had read.
'Saturday Night Special'.
As soon as we were
steady at 60,000 feet we
were asked to leave our
seats. As we did so, they

is reminiscent

folded

themselves back
against the wall in a

noiseless
'

movement

automatic

The flight
took on Its true dimension
as the lights dimmed and
the shape of the dance
floor became apparent.
"Welcome to the sound of
Salsoul and the fever of
Saturday Night is yours
to enjoy," the captain's
voice came over the intercom. As his voice

Heep or any of
from 'Tumbleweed of UriahPurple's
moody
Connection'. It's a Deep
pieces.
Yes,
It's that bad! faded the speaker
ballad,
enriched
beautiful

cabinets, hidden in the
body of the airplane
began to pound out the
perfectly produced rhythms of the Salsoul Orthe
worth,
real
Non-stop party
commencing with the magnificent 'Don't Fear chestra.
music that slid around the
also
The
It
majestic
Reaper',
yet
melancholy
body,
like
falling through
'Funeral For A Friend', contains two covers, a an air current,
In your
which leads into 'Love perfunctory 'Kick Out dreams,
and
and
Mann
The Jams'
Lies
the
Three
songa
from
displaying guitarist \Veil's 'We Gotta Get Out pen of Maurice, Robin
Davey Johnstone in fine Of This Place'_ The MC 5 and Barry Glbb stay in
with
form. This is the music of song Is performed
memory, my
sufficient clout which my
Elton John at its best.
favourite from Ripple
After 'Rocket Man' ain't difficult if you have and
two
hits from
three excessive Loleatta huge
comes 'Benny And The
Holiawav and
Jets', always a Stateside guitarists. 'We Gotta Get Double Exposure kept,me
favourite, and finally Out Of This Place' is, with in a state of relaxed
'Take Me To The Pilot' the exception of 'The tension for the 'whole of
Reaper' the only song the flight,
rounds off affairs.
'London And Neu York' here that is delivered
GEOFF TRAVIS
with any true rock
is an excellent corn
and they do do a WEREWOLVES:
pllation of Elton's feeling,version
a
great
of
great
1970.74,
between
material
'Werewolves' (RCA PL
capturing some of that on song. Elswewhere there 12746)
stage excitement, he is pervades an atmosphere
capable of creating. And of American kitsch and SOMETIMES I wonder
with a retail price of overblown pomposity. where all these bands
under (1.50, It's a Two failings which are
comefrom. This platter is
bargain + + + + STEVE shown to the full on one of those annoying
'Godzilla'.
'Let's build a hit album'it
GETT
example,
To sum up let me just cases, this
you'll seems. being custom
BLUE OYSTER CULT: say that I'm sure
made for the American
Enchanted
love
'Some
Enchanted
'Some
- of - the - FM middle
grace
it'll
Evening' and
Evening' (CBS 86074 )
road. It gracefully
turntables
to the
ayour
long day. + + RONNIE manages to slide
1 THINK it was about 30
bottom of the barrel of
seconds into the first GURR
Side ,two is as near to
good BOC as one will ever
be. Besides containing
the only original of any

by the vocals of Lesley

Duncan. who co - wrote
the tune.
The tracks from the US
gigs are a grade higher,

Bleeding',
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LINDA RONSTADT' easy listening

/

a

commercial

"Aliento hod that JP ne sois goof'"

aspect to this otherwise
drab, rambling album.
the songs with the
Country Influences are
the worst, particularly
'Never Been To Hades',

but 'Hollywood

THE TOUR

Millionaire' comes pretty

close. 'You Can la -la along
to the chorus (as they
unfortunately do) or even
jolts in the lyrics, which
seem to be made up
almost exclusively of the
line 'I wanna cry but I
don't wanna drip on

Friday 6th October PLYMOUTH Polytechnic
Saturday 7th October READING University
Wednesday 11th October LONDON Marquee
Thursday 12th October LEEDS Polytechnic
Friday 13th October NEWCASTLE University
Saturday 14th October MANCHESTER University
Sunday 15th October BRADFORD Royal Standard Hotel
Monday 16th October WARRINGTON Carlton Club
Wednesday 18th October LONDON Marquee
Thursday 19th October NOTTINGHAM Sandpiper Club
Saturday 21st October PORTSMOUTH Polytechnic
Thursday 26th October NORWICH Boogie Place
Friday 27th October BRISTOL University
Saturday 28th October LONDON School of Economics
Monday 30th October LONDON Marquee
'Tuesday 31st October BIRMINGHAM Aston University
Wednesday 1st November HUDDERSFIELD Polytéchnic
Thursday 2nd November MANCHESTER Russell Club
(2 shows -6 pm & 1 pm under 18's only 50p)
Friday 3rd November SILITTIELD Limit Club
Saturday 4th November HALIFAX Good Mood Club

myself.' Stimulating, eh

kiddies?
If you want, an album
by a bunch of pretty (yes,
they've got the looks too)
boys, which will make
your toes curl (with
embarrassment) at its
pseudo rock Intentions,
then get 'Werewolves',
'cos believe me, nobody
else in their right minds
will, +14 KELLY PIKE
-

ÍoTb(la\tllTlT

,

slow crunching thrash as
the version on 'Agents Of

passages

terminal gate,

abandoned my car to the

so dreadful it would be
downright offensive. 'ET!
(Extra Terrestrial Intelligence)' is actually
quite good. The same

track on side one us
Astronomy' an eight minute plod which to the
slower cymbal - laden

'Saturday

I WAS late for the plane
and the sweat on my
forehead got thicker as
the time scurried past. At
the airport 1 swung in at

exit.
goes
if it wasn't

augmented (that means
over the top) guitar break
and ending. The final

bring

(Salsoul SSLM 4001)

blues

Fortune' with an'

which they rely upon to

1

Night Disco Party'

Ultimately it
nowhere and

from
incorporate
Country. to rock, to
wlmppuld, sickly' pop

..

,

SALSOUL:

Recorded In Atlanta. I
presume this Is a seven track live experience.
which comes free u-Ith
every laser you buy. Only
a jape kids.
The thing that ate
Atlanta opens with 'RU
Ready 2 Rock' is standard mid - American stop
start Heavy Metal which
slows down, speeds up,
slows down, has a guitar
break. speeds up Into a
heads down no nonsense
boogie, has a cretinous
audience chat - up, takes
another lengthy geetar
workout then ends with a

New
York' was AND
originally
released

1

T.1

Enchanted Evening',

'LONDON

eeery style they try to

01

1

ma,vbe. Just maybe, the
Stranglers have a point.
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LOVE COMMITTEE:
'Law And Order' (Gold

Mind GA 9500)
A MONTH or two back I
heard the title track of
this album as a short and
fairly llstenable, uptempo,
soul single. Alas It In-'
produces this album as an
extravagant eight -and -a -

THE RECORD

half minute track, which

is about three times too
long. it carries a rather
facile message "We gotta
have law and order in this
land if we're ever gonna
reach the promised land"
and goes on In this vein,
attempting the profundity
of other soul 'message"

"

songs like those the
Temptations were putting
out at the start of the
decade. Lyrically it never
achieves half the value of,
say, 'Bail Of Confusion'
and musically it's just
another disco song. But
It's by far the best track

OUT REAL SOON

on this thoroughly
mediocre album. It's
followed by a collection of
tedious and unoriginal
ballads and second-rate
dance loons. The Love

Committee seems

basléally to be a four -man
vocal group; only one of
them. Ron Tyson, has any
songwriting credits on the
album but in any case the
word "credit" Is hardly
te, +14PAUL
aSEXTON

LINDA RONSTADT:
'Living In The USA' (Asylum K53085).
LINDA Ronstadt has,,In the pash made some great
cover versions of other people's songs. I've been a

long time fan of'hers, especially of her country
orientated songs.
This time, as far as I'm concerned, she's fallen
flat on her lovely face. Her music has grown as
complacent as her double chin and her Valerie
Singleton perm,
In one mighty bound, she's 'become Miss Easy
Listening America. She's taken Elvis Costello's
'Alison' and glossed It over with a smug patina of
California dreamin'. Not only that, but she's,sandwiched It between a ghastly version of the Hollies'
old hit 'Just One Look'. and a laid back (man) copy
of .11D Souther'. 'White Rhythm & Blues' (and I
didn't think anyone,could get more laid back than
HIM). I nearly burned holes in the ironing listeningto this.
Where she touches rock and roll, as on Chuck
Berry's 'Back In The USA'. she doesn't sound
convincing. There was hardly a song on the album I
liked: the only compliment I can handout is to
'When I Grow Too Old To Dream', but one cut from
a whole album ,Isn't good enough. There waa no
spark of 'Sliver Threads And Golden Needles', no
originality of arrangement like 'Tumbling Dice' and
none of the pathos of 'Desperado'. As the Queen of
the cover versions, she's failed dismally this time.
To cap it all, she finished with a dreadful copy of
'Love Me Tender'. What a disappointment. +

ROSALIND RUSSELL
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IN PART One of this exclusive in-depth interview, JOHN 1EA VOLTA
talked about his past life, from a happy childhood in Englewood,
New Jersey to his early showbiz career, his parts as Vinnie Barbarino
in the American TV show `Welcome Back Kotter; Tony Manero
in `Saturday Night Fever' and- Danny Zuko in `Grease',
the private plane. he loves to fly, and the great tragedy in his life
the death of Diana Hyland, the actress he loved.

-

ii

This week, he goes on to discuss his interest in Scientology,
his involvement in .the disco lifestyle of `Saturday Night Fever,'
and the films he's planning to' make in the future.

HE MORNING Is
inexplicably cold, the
LA sun metallic. It is the
sort of southern California
day that broods cloudlessly,
and if you lie by a
swimming pool, or
anywhere on cement, you
can feel one of the 543'
yearly movements of the
San Andreas Fault.

These are always more distinctly
felt in depleted North Hollywood,

where the American Broadcasting
facilities are surrounded by
prison -mesh fencing, for the same
reason that John Travolta lives In a
high -security building. At ABC, he
is Imprisoned by his contract: this
he refuses to discuss, but everyone
knows he'd now like to leave
'Welcome Back Kotter', his TV
show which he appears in every
week.
Besides 'Moment By Moment' the
picture he's making with Lily
Tomlin. he's set to do 'American
Gigolo' for Paramount ("It's about
a guy who Is obsessed with giving
sexual pleasure to women: he
doesn't understand the concept of
receiving the pleasure himself at
all"). Paramount also hasplans to
star him in another 'Goldfather'
continuation (he'd play the son of
Michael Cbrleone, the role played
by Al Pacino). And he's Just signed
his own production company for a
two picture deal at a million a
movie!
He hardly needs ABC any more,
but they need him, and they're not
about to let him out of his 'Kotter'
contract, which could explain his
sober restlessness, here on the
'Kotter' lot, his ceaseless
pacing of his dressing room, which
Is sparsely furnished and
temporal
space he could
vacate rapidly, without looking
back.
Actually, John didn't much want
to talk again today: he guards'hls
press encounters closely, and one
must batUe and bargain for every
minute spent with him. Two of the
three reasons for this he'll admit
and discuss: first, he works nonstop
hasn't much time, values his
leisure time highly, and reserves
weekends for flying and tending his
airplanes. Clearly, he's thought out
what he's going to say publicly long
before one confronts him, and when
he's done, he's done. No hanging
out, philosophizing and smoking
tunny things. (He does not smoke
cigarettes, or drink, and asserts he
he never smokes anything tunny,

r
mom
,.1

to be, in person. these guys I have
acted. I Just couldn't believe that
that they knew so IItUe about

-acting."

Finally, there is this possibility:
that although he is anything but
dumb, he genuinely fears being
thought so. Like a lot of high school

dropouts, he's reached the age at
which he's apprehensive about his
lack of book learning. Even certain
TV and movie people have read
Chaucer and Baudelaire, and in
Hollywood, if they haven't, they
drop the names anyway.
John's been heavily exposed to
this, of course, and sometimes,
when you query him intricately, his
eyes seem to glaze, as though he
fears the question contains a trick.
I do not ask him about [Ma last,
however: Ina way, I've begun to
guard him from his own
vulnerability. Partly, this Is again
his presence, which calls up
something parental Partly, it's
because he Is, quite simply, an
earnest young man who does try.
You sense, by now, that he Is hot
so much callow as uninformed: that
Diana Hyland's death Jarred him
profoundly and began the shaping
of his character: that, given time,
he'll touch depths within himself
that will dazzle movie cameras,
provided he goes on finding
directors and cinematographers as
respectful, and loving, as

f
.

look

-

-a

anyway.)
And what about the reporters
who've turned up so far? "They've
been all right," John offers
uneasily, "except they seem to sit
there staring. waiting for me to say
something like. 'Farr -r out,' or
'Geez,' as though that's all I could
say. They haven't been very
interested in ... the real me, you
know? They actually expected me

..1

'Saturday Night Fever's'.
Oddly, It's the mention of
Hyland's name that restores his
good mood now. "I got the 'Fever'
script, I read It that night, frowning
all through It. I wondered if I could
give It enough dimension Diana
took It into the other room, and
about an hour she burst back' In
in. 'Baby.' she shouted , 'you are
going to be great In this! This
Tony, he's got all the colours(
First, he's angry about something:
he hates the trap that Brooklyn and
his dumb Job are! There's a whole
glamorous world out there waiting
which he feels only when he
dances. And he grows, he gets out
of Brooklyn?'
"She went on like that a long time
'He's miles from what you've
played, and what isn't in the script,
you're going to put there!' I said,
'He's also king of the disco. I'm not
that good a dancer,' Diana said.
'Baby, you're going to learn!'
John started dance practice the
next day with a member of the
Dancing Machine, a top disco
group, and he began physical
workouts with the trainer Sylvester
ran
Stallone used for Rocky'
miles and miles, dropped 20

'I

pounds, got a whole new body out

of

it."

Still. he was dubious. In New
York. he began his sorties to the

2001

Odyssey disco in Bay Ridge,

Brooklyn. with 'Fever's' scenarist
Norman Wexler, to observe the
I tried
tribal rites. "The (trot time.
disguises, you know? A hat,
dark glas es." This seems to
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embarrass him 'Well. It didn't
work, and It's not the right way for
nie trting . I had to do my
r gas myself, see how
they'd react tome."The Odyssey's
manager would admit him tnroagb
a side door, he'd sit in the back,
in the shadows "it would bean
hour before anyone saw me, and
during that time I concentrated on
every detail of their behaviour I
could Their whole way of dancing,
moving,conversing, relating to
their girls, was ritualistic. It had
de set rules,"
When filming in the Odyssey
began. director John Badham
decided to use some of the
Brooklyn kids as extras; several
asked Travolta home for dinner to
meet their families, "and a Iona
the stuff to the scenes at home, at
the dinner table, and the ones with
my brother in the picture, who's
leaving the priesthood
got the
feel of those moments from those
Brooklyn dinners. Yeah. I was
raised Catholic, but it never had

-I

the huge Importance in our house
that It has In those Italian families
in Bay Ridge."
When he talks of the Bay Ridge
boys, he unconsciously begins
Imitating them, or rather, them
Imitating him Imitating them, as he
did performing Tony Manero. Here
you recall what happened in
'Saturday Night Fever': obviously
director Badham. shooting more or
less In sequence, rehearsed
extensively but did few retakes of
scenes, allowing John to grow in
his performance as the story
progressed, and the character of
Tony Manero to grow with him.
"Right. that did happen. I never
really find a lot of things about a
character when I'm reading a
script, and that was doubly true
with Tony. Even after Diana talked
to me, I still saw the negatives in
him; he read flat to me. and not
sympathetic, the way he treats
women, and so on. I had to find his
vulnerability, so you cared about
him, so that I cared about him."
No, he did not ask for script
changes. "I felt it was up to me, to
Incorporate in him some line of
integrity: his caring about the
girl's dream to get to Manhattan,
even though she's bitchy to him."
So rehearsals were vital, not just
dance rehearsals, to allow John
Badham to accomplish his very
long, unbroken takes of the disco
dances. "I can't create a lot until
I'm actually rehearsing with the
actors I'm going to be working with
I don't know what they're going
to do in a scene. or what I'll get
from them to react to. My response
to what another actor gives me
may be a million times better than
a choice I've made four months
before we start working together."
And though his character's
pretty much set, before shooting
starts, "I like to leave at least
half of my creating until the
camera's roiling. That way, the
work doesn't have a set, 'acted'
look, It's spontaneous. it ... flows.
In 'Fever', I'd suddenly add things
during takes, then ask John
Badham If he liked that, and
because
especially Norman Wexler,the
he wrote it.1 mean, to me.
writer of a script is source , use.' a
It's a word Sclentologists
lot. and disciples will drop It Into
a conversation In order to
proselytize. Not Travolta. HeI has
to be asked about it. "Yeah,
discoveredScientology a few years
ago. I'd get very depressed, for no
reason. Psychoanalysis wasn't for
me, but Scientology made sense to
me right away, because It seemed
like a means of self help. A meter
shows you when you're responding
to a bad experience in your past.
you find the source of pain,
acknowledge It. deal with it. That
seemed to me very logical, and I
was right. I get answers, that way.

-

Okay?"
Definitely okay: more than

enough said, He's restless now,
because he's tallied a lot again, or
maybe because, ina minute he'll
have to go back to the 'Kotter'
set and be V innle Barbarino again.
I finally bring up a subject I'd
been meaning to ask John for two
days: his reaction to the Bay
Ridge disco kids' apparent
preferences for oral sex. John

\
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interview
Reprinted with
kind perros xinn
of 'Rolling Stone'

II

magazine

Err!

lips?

What have you got on your

doesn't blush, but he doesn't grin
either.
"Oh yeah. That. Well, I mean, It
was in the script The guys having
the girls
blow them, instead of
the usual. No, I didn't,.um,
research that. You think f should
have? Maybe that's a lack in me.
"Also, It could be simple
birth control, very Important.
Remember, the girl who wants to
make out with Tony. She says, 'I
don't have any protection'. Tony
says something like, 'Forget it,

...

ARE YOU MAN. ENOUGH

TOBE'AWO».'?
aw-

I'm not

gonna have you get me to
get you pregnant, you're not going
to slick me with that problem',
See what I'm saying? Tony's only
Intention in that scene was.... to

get his rocks off."
John is not trying to be funny:
he doesn't smile. Clearly he wishes
he hadn't said it. "I remember one
thing about those kids more than
anything. The guys who'd gather
around me I don't know how many
of them said to me, very respect-

-

1

fully.

'Wow, man, I wish I was you'.
.
I've thought a lot about that.
"I mean I'm a hero to them.
which Is weird to me Maybe a
whole generation Is
materialistic, and not much else.
They were so awed by fame.
Money. They thought it was the
best possible world, to be in my
position. That seems sad to me,
you know? I'm not saying to you.
it isn't good, that I don't enjoy
It or appreciate it.l'm glad every
day for it. That Oscar nomination.
I was high on that for weeks, the
recognition of work that It is
just the nomination.
"But µhen you start thinking this
Is all there is, then you're just
swallowed up Ina lot of bad
values. Star time, you know? It's
why I've got to get away weekends,
get Into the sky alone. Those
Brooklyn kids, they were so
excited by their Idea of being
me. I didn't want to lay the
reality on them. That It is
very hard work, very uncertain,
to get big in this business very
quickly. Why spoil It for them,
talking about the choices you've
that they are
got to make
very tough. and U you make
the wrong ones, you blow It all,
and you've got to make them by
yourself. You got to think 'work'
all the time."
When he walks away. to work,
he's hunched again; from the rear,
he appears slightly weary and
unwilling Why do I regret seeingbut
him go? He's been informative,
not enthralling; pleasant. but
hardly intimate. There's been no
suggestion that we're going to be
friends, yet that's what I wanted.
Which is, again, what stars do; if
only you knew him. His charisma
is, finally, like a good movie.
You don't want It to end.
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WAYNE COUNTY IS.
The proof is a track on the ElectricChairs new album
STORM THE GATES OF HEAVEN
-Just listen toit it's fun, it's angry, it's committed,
NME
it's witty, it's tacky, it's awful andfinally somehow it's bnilianr....

See them live... hearthe album... understand
Oct 5th
Oct 7th
Oct 10th
Oct 11th
Oct 12th
Oct 13th
Oct 16th
Oct 19th
Oct 21st

Oct 23rd
Oct 24th
Oct 25th
Oct 26th
Oct 27th
Oct 30th
Oct 31st
Nov 1st
Nov 2nd

LONDON: Music Machine
NORTHAMPTON: Cricket Club
NUNEATON: 77 Club
YORK: Pop Club
MANCHESTER: Russell Club
LIVERPOOL: Eric's
DONCASTER

BIRMINGHAM: The Gig
BLACKPOOL: Norbreck Hotel
ON

i
Salan Records. 42 Manchester Street, London NO.

SWANSEA: Circles

NEWPORT
University

NEWCASTLE:
LEEDS: Brannigans
NOTTINGHAM: Sandpiper
PLYMOUTH: Woods
PENZANCE: The Garden
EXETER: Roots
SHEFFIELD
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Reggae star Peter Tosh sustained a
fractured arm and severe head
injuries resulting in over 20 stitches
in the wound last Tuesday following
an incident in Kingston, Jamaica
when he was arrested for allegedly
smoking a marijuana cigarette and
resisting arrest.

flickers
"ROPICANA

AT NIGHT the sign

s

O

EL". In daylight it's
easy to pass by the
Tropicana Hotel,

near Sunset Strip,
without getting any
Idea that it may
house one or two

music

stars,

anyone

Tosh was reported to have stepped
second rate Ideas.
outside a rehearsal studio while
working with his band, when he was Well
Such Is the nature of
this game that the Hotel
accosted by the police officer who
Tropicana has' a
eventually drew a gun on the singer. reputation stretching
hack a few years as the
struggle ensued during which the
gun was knocked to the ground and
more police arrived and took Tosh
into custody. It is believed that
Tosh's injuries occurred later that
night while 'Helping police with
their enquiries' and despite an
impassioned plea by Bob Marley at
the prison he was detained in a cell
overnight.

-

not the Mick Jaggers or
David Bowles of this
world, but certainly a
sprinkling of would be,
might be and possibly -in -

stars

have been known to pass
through Its crumbling

portals.
This is almost Tom
Waits territory, except all
the street life that hustles
In and out of the steamy
cafe at the front is too
busy noticing Itself to be
that down to earth.

Another Almost-

that time along, It has
been ordained by The
Creator. I only conic to
warn those who do not
believe, and if they do not
then they will suffer the
which Is
consequences
destruction. But what can
I do about those that
won't listen?"

-

Then what
doing here?

Despite the seriousness of his
injuries Tosh's manager was
adamant that Tosh was even more
determined to play his concerts in
Britain in November.

unknowledge,
and spiritual
derstanding
protection to go out and
do his work. To teach and
awake the slumbertn'

mentality of the people."

Tosh looks for another

light, regarding

u

origin?

Unperturbed

Laughter

Backstage in the hotel,
Peter Tosh holds court
with a succession of

"How Universal?"
Tosh wrinkles an

American joournallsts

trying to find another
ambassador for reggae
apart from Bob Marley.
Some of them don't even
know what reggae is,
such is the lack of exposure it gets here.
Strangely, both Tosh and
Marley are in town but
Marley Is staying in more

eyebrow, preparing his
backhand. Rasta/art is
EVER Universal. Want to
know the symbols of

I

Rastafari?

Rastafarl, that's how
International Rastafarl

Is but

of

and

-

me, and we both fail
about with laughter. Tosh
recovers with an afterthought on the lack of

his

on

clustering fans at the

door. He is unperturbed.
The aroma of rasta
cooking and herbs is
unchallenged by the air
conditioning unit In his

any substantial Black
American following for
reggae.
"The media controls
everything. Economical
pressure, too. Not
sometimes every time.

room, which has been
turned off. There is so
much activity in there we
go out and sit at a table by
the pool to talk about his

England's

SMOKIE
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6

BOURNEMOUTH

Winter Gardens

7

EASTBOURNE

Congress Theatre

8

CROYDON

Fairfield Halls

9

WOLVERHAMPTON

Civic

12

BIRMINGHAM

Odeon

13

COVENTRY

Theatre

14

LIVERPOOL

Empire

15

MANCHESTER

Apollo

16

NEWCASTLE

City Hall

17

GLASGOW

Apollo

20

PETERBOROUGH

ABC

21
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Rainbow Theatre

22

OXFORD

New Theatre

23

PRESTON

Guildhall

24

BRADFORD

Alhambra Theatre

25

all

BRADFORD
Alhambra Theatre
Evenings 7.30pm except London at 8.00pm

contractor builds a house.
he makes -sure that the
buyer gets at least a 40
year guarantee. When a
singer. designs music,
you're supposed to get at
least the same guaran-

tee."
Obviously this is going
to be a-er-philosophical
kind of chat. Tosh smiles
mystically and asks for a
light.

Struggle
"The problem here Is
the media that controls
the radio stations and all
the publicity stuff that

makes the music more
acceptable to the people.
"Reggae has always
had to struggle for acceptance, we've gone
through years of that andit has not stopped reggae

from getting better and
for more people to appreciate it."
The warm, smoggy
breeze falls to disperse
the aura of wisdom and
herbs that envelops our
table. Tosh plucks out a
few lines of a Spanish

style

melody,

another

takes
draw, and

reflects on the merits of

-

a

different

place. In England there
are more pure Black
people which is why I
have to go there, Mind
you, the greatest_ Improvement in the last 10
years is Black people's
morale. My mission is to
re -awaken what has

4
t

already been said. The
time has come when It

acoustic guitar Idly.
Pausing for reflection he
continues. "when a

presents in concert

see

lines."
Fifteen love. The ball
rolls to the fence behind

Tosh, who was working
on the Rolling Stones
tour. has no heralded

presence

those who

through physical things
don't see through those

salubrious quarters.
announcement

Every

stoplight symbolises

resistance left Inside,
"Serious thing, Serious
thing it is man," grins
Tosh, strumming his

AAAA

me

askance as a hapless
mortal to whom a state of
Being has but small
significance. i decide on a
Caucasian question, just
to liven things up. Just
how universal can the
message of Jah Rastafarl
ever be for anyone other
than someone of African

Before this incident Tosh spoke to
FRED RATH in America about the daunting task in
America Marley might
law and smoking herb and how it
have broken down the
gates of Babylon, but
was created for the use of man.
there's an awful lot of

i

you

am here for positive
reasons, the careless ones
are here from a negative
reason- I am not trying to
do something about it, it
is the will of the Most
High that gives me
health, strength, wisdom,

madeitville.

The following morning Tosh was
taken under heavy guard, still
handcuffed, to the prison hospital
where it was ascertained that he had
a broken arm and stitches were
inserted in the head wound and his
arm set. Tosh was later released on
bail while awaiting trial and has
placed his own defence in the
hands of an eminent Jamaican
counsel who has made several
counter-charges on Tosh's behalf.

are

"I

bd.i

hang out for many
visiting troubadours

the -near -future

ago to be fulfilled in a
certain time, and when
the time tuns fully come,
then the prophesy will be
fulfilled,. No-one can push

and the

or

more

engaging than a
third rate pimp with

A

Itself.
"Those things were
prophesied a long time

t.a

being with Rolling Stones
Records and the poten-

tloai

for

promotion.

high

level

"Lot a blessings man,
uncountable blessings,"
he ruminates from an
inward draw of the at-

mosphere. He seems to

disregard the fact that he
drew an ultrafull house
on each night at the
Starwood on the strength
'of a possible Stones sit-in.
"Even though they come

to -see somebody else,
they accepted the music,
so everything was
positive when they left.
It's like who they came
there to see, they did see
that person, That's the
power of the music. All
those people who came to
see the Rolling Stones

didn't
go away
dissatisfied. am always
I

of any situation
that I come on, and I am
always ready for adjustment. That's a part of
psychology."
"Mind you, Rastafarl in
-America ain't easy. You
aware

not professional in their

must be repeated. Unless
the world came here to
die and be destroyed, but
I personally know that Is
not so. I know that man
carne here to live. It is
Man who created the
trees. Man who made the
birds. man who made the
breeze, and Man who
made the seas, so how
must Man make those
things die. "
The things that spring
to mind are that Man
created East and West
Germany. D.D.T.. and

someone

sympathizer

:;!

get negative reactions, all
kinds, every day. Even in

interviews, because not
everyone wants to write
something nice. they only
come to see what I have
to say."

no

partjcular

ethnic

genius to recognise their

universal

significance,
but the world remains

oblivious to the
Rastafarian
message.

"Well, 'Equal Rights'

has soul. Most people are

Eloquence

marketing of reggae
music. Jah took away the
If reggae in America blessing from Island
today Is spelt Bob Records and gave it to
Marley, then Peter Tosh

an obvious choice to
consolidate the position of
reggae as a genre. He has
a valuable 'in' to the rock
Is

media

with

Rolling

Stones Records. His new

single 'lYou Gotta Walk I

Don't Look Back', has
Mick Jagger on back-up
vocals and a tour of
Britain is planned for
November he is one of
the original Wailers, and
even

if his music

is not as

commercially "cleaned
up" as Marley's, his

songs are at least equal in
political eloquence and

relevance. 'Legalise It'
and `Equal Rights' need

else because
they didn't recognise the
blessing that they got."
One area reggae and
Rastafarl could expect to
have a strong foothold is
In the black ghettoes of
the major US cities, but
even here there is only

small" interest Clapham
probably has more
reggae fans than the
whole of Iva Angeles
desregardfng the rock
star status of Bob Marley.
Following 'Roots', the

strong identification with
Africa held by the
Rastafari would seem to
touch some common
ground, as would reggae

the Neutron Bomb, none
of which have anything to
do with life
put then I
am not a Believer. A

-

as

Be

The interview freezes
at deuce. Playing safe, I

enquire about the names

of the band who had not
been introduced by Tosh
the night before.

"That's
question,'
warily.

a

scientifical
grins

Tosh

Just the names will do.
"It is a scientifical ently
of doing things.
,everyone has been doing
the

Anciy

that

Introducing

hand. If someone comes
and doesn't Introduce the
band and the music Is
appreciated, It doesn't
make a difference."
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What's Jagger doing in

this feature? Well,
Tosh

is

signed

to

.Rolling Stones

'Records and

1

he sings

t on Tosh's new single.

i

was

1

though.

interested
A

"Well, Robbie
bass,"

Ahakespeare on

'Tosh relents, "Sly
Dunbar on drums, Don
IAltkens on first lead
guitar and Touter on
electric Rhodes."

/J
1i

í

There were others, but
matter. Taking the
advantage, I comment
that the best received
number was 'Legalise It'
not least of all because he
ritualistically nt up a
no

lint

'

on stage and passed

out into the audience, a
nice bit of artist/audience
Identification
Tosh Comes to life
again from behind a cloud
of smoke.
It's only to show the
kawmakers that smoking
herb doesn't do anything Dangerous to Your
Man Health'
WHAT THE
It doesn't makebecause
BOMBACLAAT THAT
Insane or mad,
I MEAN? And how many
after smoke the herb
finish playing the musk people I hear their lungs
and everyone enjoy get damaged by herb?
"I don't want to include
themselves. So why make
laws to prove to me that I myself m this world of
a
am crazy? That is total destruction by smoking
madness and physical pack of cigarettes and
to destroy half my lungs. I
aggression. Tryingwhen
want to sing. I go to the
make me a criminal
I am not- The President's doctors to buy a new set
son smokes herb, the of lungs? No force or

-

1

i

'

r

i

Prime

Minister's

son

smokes herb, so what's it
an about?
"Those who say don't
'smoke herb sell It and
make millions of dollars
every day. Why banana
not illegal? Herb was
created for the use of
Man, so who gave anyone
authority to pick out one
specific herb to say this
'

one is dangerous?

"The people who make
the laws that make herb
illegal shall no more live
They
on the earth
despise the naturalness of
the earth so they shall
now live under the earth
and feed the herb and
make It grow."
That's a lot of fertilizer
Tosh falls back in his
chair, chuckling at the
thought.

That's

all

they're

`P'S ..,.

..

.1

"There's nothing

merry

In

America.

everyone is sad but seems
to be laughing Money Is

aim

and

not

my

my

heart's deter-

aspiration, money is not

power can force me not to mination. When money
smoke herb. If you're comes it does not stay,
going to hang man for money is just another
smoking it, hang me 'cos piece of paper that fades
away. Gold and diamond
I'm not going to slop!"
Does Tosh ever fear his is my earth's resources.
"I am an African living
safety In certain parts of
America? Especially in In Jamaica. and I see
through
Jamaica
the deep South, where
even the rock audiences spiritual eyes. When I
sometimes have the look at a cup I don't just
the
worst redneck in- see the cup. I see
clinations. So what's the positive side to the cup
side.
destructive
motivation? Can It be to and the
wrest some of that UI- In America luck won't get
gotten lucre from the you through. you got to
very heart of Babylon?
get Blessing from the
"Man, there are people Almighty. Many people
who never hear reggae get luck, but you get two
yet. People will stone you kinds of luck
good and
off the stage if you don't bad luck."
The wind blows up and
play something they can
accept: so you better the smell of cooking inhave that one thing to vades the conversation.
play at that time, or get The interview comes to
ready to put up your an end with wishes for
shield! I once played to good luck. Over his
100.000 and at least 90,000 shoulder Tosh offers a
would've stone me, but parting philosophy.
when I put on the musical
"Careful? I am ever
power of hypnosis and I careful. I don't protect
knew everyone was myself
it Is Jab who
hypnotised, I left them protects I Rastafarl, he
there for hours won- is my protector. He say
dering. They are still that the Sun shall not
talking about it.
smite I by day, nor the
"That wasn't 100 per moon by night Nor the
cent of my performing pestilence nor destruction
capabilities
not even 30 that wasteth the whole
per cent
because first, day. I am secure, yeah
no soundcheck, second no man."

-

suitable for, you see," he
continues with obvious
relish. "The bloodelaat
man. herb was created
for medicinal, scientific
and spiritual purposes, so
no man is coming to tell
tine that I must not smoke
herb. I must smoke
cigarettes and then write
on every pack 'Warning

i

oric
V

-

We Surgeon General has

determined ,that,
Cigarette Smoking
Is

engineer, and that was a
professional stage show
in Philadelphia. The
engineer was only
professional in rock and
roll music and knew
nothing about reggae.

i
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her flesh,
Ntji'GH of
her
or hones, zones.
rtgenous
has
ht steal obsession

eenme redundant.
is. as she
Kate Rush
of
f tet'er tares
a
mphasising,
of the human
le tuber
are. not a musical
girlie
hybrid of the woman.
mag fantasy onto
She's clinging with
that humanity
obsessional
determination despite
her circumstances
and
sliding furtherfrom that
further away she holds
normality"and
desperately
dearly.
has

#

!]

you
like you gel lose.,
w ithout media
"
ohstrucUon the very
Rate is In
being a
unusual position of
artist
young inexperienced
Into
who isn't being forced
EMI has
compromises
any
her to
for
exerted pressures
album.
hurry her new
point
refuses
she
something
blank M do.
not
"I have to If you're give
ready, then you can't
a ay,
no
Is
It to them There
artistic
you can rush an
business
a
thing to meet
deadline
" I f you blow that at
artistic," site laughs gaff,
her own grammatical
so
"you're going to lose
'much for nothing lucky I
"I've been really me,
have. often terrifies
I think
and I wonder, shy'think
it's a very karmic
gel
what you give out. you

i

The rock

star.1
star.trueV

and roll
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-
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business
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Kate has Good Karma
to hety
She does nothingangelic
Her abnormality
her apparentlydifficult to
never been more
nature It getsanyone can be
in this
apparent than
stomach that
setting; a Elan a night, two
so tapper
leatherandnnwers
floor
jibes, 'I
"Actually," she
suite at the Montcalm
Would you
Area
'
mug old ladies.
Hotel; Marble been
window
sha
everything
smash
to.
can
just
me
lhatslie
obsessedby
,
like
She has
"People areI am even. I
and not
and
the
or something" rect lmise
Interviewed by 'Rita'
somehow cape
put Poly Styrene
themselves thinking
two
lately,
by
about
job
I
her
Attended
'Seriously. and try
'Vogue',
prerequlsof
find myself "
Into a mental home.
still
she is,
flaws In myself,quiet
press off leers.
to give, anve. andof, al
myself a lot this, to a
a
"I have some personal
I stick by. though
despite her protestations,
Kate sees as an evil
and keep them
give, al thepense
,
principles
her
sss.e
of
part
They
a
a
to throw your
the very
certain extent,
they are pretty free,
of
"It's a drag for
to the
of her Immense success.
personality.
suffered through' lack
It.
around other
don't just apply
which
me
of
faults
her
of
call
way
and
might
skin
my
discipline,
are
'pink
Nut I do
'People
her
mental
press They
she
people to see
myself,
Page :f curves
but I'm not a star,"
she u Ishes she possessed
living
says,
recognise flaws in
Ian
su ants, she
I Clunk she
She
single
an
and
one
says,
more
avoid
to
A number
"I'm
of course
"I hate tried
1 a number
Instance. like
almost believes it,writes
to be a "better human
for
t
don
'International hitimmense
If you have an
"I
'image'
things
to
plat a person who
beingg
one album and Bush is a
hearing very truthful
in the
image you Intend
hard to
[teeause I'mhave
to be
songs that, at the moment.
an
publicity, KateThe late that
about myself It's
maintain, it's going
like,"
am I
without
position
people happen to
because
examples
being
of
give
like
phenomenon.animals
difficult,
very
"They might not
incredible chance
get holes in
giving away very personal
befalls such self-indulgence.
you're going to
the
anything on the next
able to do that l'mtna
may be that
things, like within
arrogance.has yet to
your image 1 Bush'
where I have by
in which case I'll
bit
a
album,
position
get really
'Kate
family, but Ipill
mania
people
animal
same "
of
help
lot
the
to
a
be
power
but
symptoms.
still
its
be a
manifest
'Indignant.up.
when I'm offstage.
this
Except that she'll
doing charity shows.
defences
I
partially because
is
mostly. 1 am me."
the word about
Kate has yet to
stubborn.
star
be
her
of
failed
spreading
can
phenomenon
I
most
know,"
"And
in
particular to the
Kate spends
whales. . I don'tand love
reach the point ofthings will
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FOUR O'CLOCK at the
Kensington Hilton. Three
manicured slivers of
sandwich. Two for tea. One
warm butter oozing scone
with a liberal application of
jam being gently nibbled by
Robert Palmer.
It's been four years since he
left Vinegar Joe and started

MIKE GARDNER talks to
,ROBERT PALMER

T

-a
,-`l

his rapid climb to solo success
In America. Now. four albums
later, the Batley boy has
returned to a rapturous
welcome from fans and critics
alike, everyone just glad that
he's finally made it home.
í'

er
that?
"Yeah, 'Through it All
There's You', on the first
album. Even though it was
only one chord, It was about a
mood I didn't know how to
describe. I made a cassette of

Since Vinegar Joe, the
spawning ground of both his
and Elide Brooks' career, was
the end of his relationship with
Britain, its lack of success
seemed to be a good point to
start catching up on the rise of

the groove and played It to the
team in New York for eight
bars and said that it doesn't do
much except groove along like
that. They went 'Three,
Four
and just played It for
12 minutes and when we
finished we just went 'Next'.
There was no reason to touch
It again, it was marvellous.
"All of my albums have
been very precise. Each time
I've been delighted with the
end results. i've sat and
listened to them for hours and
hours and been so pleased that
It's been that easy to do. I've
been very lucky.
But the luck seems to be
wavering ever so slightly
because despite only being
interested in being involved in
films from a producer's seat,
he accepted a small part in
'Sgt Pepper' with the Bee Gees
and Peter Frampton, despite
turning down many other
offers to appear on screen.
"This is going to sound
terrible. I'd been on the road
and I hadn't done any
Christmas shopping and you
can't get much In Nassau (his
home). I got this invite to fly
out to Hollywood, all expenses
paid, to stand with 2 or 300 of
the Celebrities and sing a song.
It was a great opportunity
to
do my Christmas shopping. It
was a great party. That's all I
want to say about It.
"I think it's the worst film
that's ever been made. I can't
find any redeeming values in
.

Robert Palmer.
"The band was hot live. It
really went the right way about
doing everything. But it was a
'B' -movie, you know, like the
management hassling me for
I.20. They kept pushing us onto
the road and into a rut. There
was no time to organise the
records. so It was a batch of
new tunes that hadn't been
worked out live and then 'book'
onto record and then you'd
learn them and work them Into
the set.
"There was all these fiction
trips going down, like stardom
and other stupid things. It
seemed like there was no

1.

focus to It.

I don't think groups are a
happening thing. I think they
are an anachronism. Once
people in a band are over 23 or
24 they don't need that
camaraderie of holding
together in a unit in order to
face things. There are so many
opportunities for musicians in
studios now. If somebody is
together they won't commit
themselves to any one thing."
But the roots of Robert's solo
career started with an
intangible offer from the
entrepreneurial mentor of
Island records, Chris
Blackwell.
"I had Just joined the Alan
Bown Set at the age of 19,
replacing Jess Roden, and
Chris bought the band and said
that whenever I wanted to do a
solo thing he'd like to be
involved. I thought he was nuts
as I'd just come down from
Yorkshire and It was my first
professional Job. I didn't know
what he was talking about. But
later I approached him and
said here are the songs, I want
to do it in a certain studio, with
these players. He called me the
next day and said go ahead."
The frustrations of Vinegar
Joe's static progression, the
growing backlog of self -penned
material that wasn't suited to
the raunch of the band, the
nagging feeling that he'd
served his apprenticeship,
Inevitably led to his leaving,

wanted to work In. When that
worked I wanted to do more
and that meant working with
Gene Page and the Tamla
people. I hope it keeps going
on because eventually I can
tailor each song till the
difference between what I hear
to my head and what's on
vinyl are the same."
Has anything turned out like

which in turn precipitated the
break up of the band. Three
weeks later he was in the
rarified atmosphere of New
York with legendary
sessfonmen like Cornell Dupree
and Bernard Purdie. and New
Orleans with the Meters.
"I'd been singing since I was
16 in groups and It occurred to
me that I Could be drifting
around forever wondering what
on earth I was doing. i heard
this record In my head and I
knew the players I wanted on
it. I knew that if took my
songs to that environment and
stood in front of those guys and
sang and It sounded right, then
I'd know I was a singer. I had
to make it right. I couldn't Just
edge up to it. Sure, I was
nervous but we played the first
four bars of 'How Much Fun'
and that was It."
The first album, 'Sneakin'
Sally Through The Alley'.
started a close relationship
with Little Feat that was strong
enough for them to ask him to
1

join the band.

"I went on the road with
them for a while but there was
nothing definite. I fell ¡Moe
great relationship with them
that I didn't want to jeopardise
by being involved with their
politics. When we got together
i didn't make any outside
demands on them at all and
they're used to making a song
for a purpose or being bossed
around by a producer or
Lowell (George). They all
enjoyed the twist I brought to
the way I heard them and vice
versa.
"At the time it looked like
a tangle of ambitions and
it was exactly that. I can't
imagine them playing a song
like 'You Overwhelm Me' and I
can't imagine me playing one
of those Jams that they do."
Little Feat, Bernard Purdie
and current band members
Pierre Brock (bass) and Steve
Robbins (keyboards) are the
few players who have
managed to conquer Robert's
aversion to using session
musicians on live

appearances.
"As a rule established
studio musicians are too
locked into a certain frame of
mind. I prefer to work with
people that are younger and
have got the technique but
aren't studio orientated. I've
had people come straight from
a studio environment and lose
their minds on the road.
'
"A lot of them play
everything strong and clean
when they start but when they
face an audience they feel
they've got to exhibit their
techniques all the time and
you end up with a jazz band
after three weeks.
"Pierre and I work good
together because I write

everything on the bassllne and
he turns that into a bass
player's part. I can drum and
sing at the same time and
that's a solid foundation to
start from.
"On my first album I was
after one particular thing.
which was to work In
Circumstances that I'd always

'

it."

But jetsetting to Hollywood
parties and a home In the
tropical splendour of the
Bahamas seems to bolster the
well tailored playboy
ladykiler image that the
album sleeves seem to portray,
"I've always dressed this
way. When I was at school
I
really liked to get my uniform
right, h was part of my nature
and when I could afford to buy
a nice suit it was great.
"It's something that's
confused me when they say
I've portrayed myself as a
playboy. I look at the sleeves
and think, well I suppose I
have. If I'd have taken the
choice I'd have preferred to
look like a priest. A playboy is
the last thing I'm into, I mean,

it is

so

creepy"
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The internationally
acclaimed 'Year Of
The Cat' was two

Now he's back, with another
beautiful collection of songs.
And a tour in December.
Until then, at least there's the album
you've been
waiting for.

years ago.
Quite a passage
of time!
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Record: PL 25173.
Cassette: PK 25173.
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Produced by Alan Parsons
for Kinetic Productions Ltd.
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No signs

of any
sl kening

I

f

Cx
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Even so, their new
single is only their
second chart entry of
the year 'Even
Though You're Gone'
was its predecessor.

-

When! spoke to
Michael on the phone
from his home in Encino
I asked him how the
group came across the
so"g.
We heard 'Blame It
On The Boogie' when we
were listening toa
series of tapes, and this
song was six years old!
We recorded it as soon
as we heard it and put it
out as a single."
I told Michael that
their version was doing
very nicely but that the
other version, by Mick
Jackson. was also going
well. It seems there's
some 10 -feeling about
this.
"I've heard the other
version and It's okay.
but It just hasn't got
the groove like ours has.
He only put out his
version when he'd heard
ours which wasn't a
very nice thing to do
because the record
company had promised
us that wouldn't

happen."
Mick Jackson wrote
the song with yet
another Jackson called
Dave and another guy
called Elmer Krohn. As
I said when I reviewed
his effort, it was good
It didn't really stand a
chance against its more

illustrious rival. The

record -buying public is
proving me wrong again
and creating an
Interesting battle.
Anyway the single.
Michael tells me, is
taken from a new LP.
"We have a new
album called 'Destiny'
coming out in November
which we're really
excited about because
we wrote and produced
'it all ourselves and it's
the first time we've
done that. I wrote three
of the songs with my
brother Randy' 'All
Night Dancin' ', 'Shake
Your Body Down To The
Ground' which Is really
long, like eight minutes,
and really In the groove"
(Michael uses this
expression rather a lot)
"and 'That's What You
Get'. And then there's
the title track, 'Destiny'.
The next single could be
either 'The Things I Do'
or 'That's What You

Get' ".
The album will be the
first from the Jacksons
sh.ce 'Goln' Places' was
released a year ago,
"I'll be starting to
record my own album In
mid -November", says
Michael. That'll be his
first solo outing for
quite a while.
As for the others:
"We'll be doing a
European tour
beginning in January It

1

t

IN THE cosy and
domestic setting of his
Battersea home, Fergus,
Matumbi's percussion
man helped out by

The Jacksons played

vocalist Bagga, expounds
on the directions reggae
is taking in this country.
Our conversation touched
upon another band not
unfamiliar to those who
follow the scene, a band

over here about 18
months ago and that
Itself was the first time
for some five years. So
by the time they arrive

will be about
two years since that
I guess It

visit.

I wondered how
Michael regarded the
old days now.
"Those were really
happy days", he says.
"I've got great
memories of them."
Pm sure he's thinking
of the years up to about
1974, after which the rift
with Motown began to
appear and Jermalne
abandoned ship. The
brothers' move to Epic,
of course, necessitated
the change of name.
How Is Jermalne.
incidentally?
"Oh, he's fine. He's
managing a group
Called Switch at the
moment." Switch have
an album out in the
States just now and a
,track from It is
currently on Jolly
James' Disco Chart. It's
called 'We Like To
Come On'.
Unlike other groups,
the Jacksons don't seem
to have various
.

members running
around on various other
Individual projects:

apart from Mike's new
album, the only concern
Is that new group
recording.
So nothing s really
changed' Its still a
family affair.

recognition.

"Steel Pulse, man? Sure we
know those guys. It was Bagga
here who picked them out first,
y'know
In a talent show"
Matumbi have played an
important role in bringing
reggae music to a British
audience. Perhaps they're all
still too young to be described
as fathers of British
reggae, but after eight years
of playing together only the
Cimarons have been around
longer they have undoubtedly
been at the heart of the
reggae scene from the start.
It looks like the years of
survival are now beginning to
pay off though 'pay' isn't a
word they stress. "It's the
works that matter," they
explain
'works' being a word
for them of broad significance.
On a purely material plane
their recent work has included
a tour with Ian Dury, recording
for a BBC series, a new single.
an album that Is all set for
release and an appearance on
'Revolver'. For them the right

:

.,

-

-

time is now.
The future looks good too,
with their own headlining tour
of the country coming up this
Month, to tie In with the

release of the album and _
another single, to be entitled
'Bluebeat And Ska'. They split
with Trojan records in May
and signed a new deal with

Matumbl are a seven man
band, who have been
remarkably stable in their line
up over the years. A stability
backgrounds. Dennis
'Blackbeard' Bovelle and Glen
'Bagga' Fagan were both at
Spencer Park School In
Battersea. and It was these
two who formed the nucleus of
the early set up, though the
Others were never far from
hand. In those days they had
a little band going called
Stonehenge, doing the
occastonal assembly gig in the
school hall
On leaving Spencer Park the
band split up and reformed as
Matumbi with Jab Blake on
bass. Jah 'Bunny' Donaldson on
drums and Webster 'Scratch'
Johnson on keyboards. To
Dennis' and Bagga's vocals
were added the talents of
Glalster Venn, with Euton
'Fergus' Jones playing congas
and other percussion.
Beggs explained to me the
origin of their name.
"We were reading this book
at the time called Mr Johnson

-

JACKSONS: nothing's changed
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ALEX SKORECKI
meets the nucleus of
one of Britain's first

-

arising from their close

mss_

STERS
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who of late have also
come in for much

EMI
9

f
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MATUMBI: In at the start

hasn't been finalised
yet so we don't know
any dates but we'll be
coming to England.
That'll be the first time
in two years."

Party

IL

r>,

`Blame It On The Boogie'
may not be the Jacksons
most exciting single.
but it's doing the trick again.
PAUL SEXTON talks to
Michael Jackson
GOON. Blame it
on the boogie that
Jacksons are
racing up the
charts again. Since
last year's number
one 'Show You The
Way To Go' it's
become a fairly
regular occurrence,
just like the old
Jackson Five days
of the early
seventies.

,

reggae bands
(a novel by Joyce Cary). Mr
Johnson had a daughter called
Matumbi. a name which means
'to be born again'. And that's
what the band was born

again."

-

But in those early days reggae
music was not so easy to come'
by Their influences came from
listening to 'sound systems',
and visiting pubs that did
regular reggae nights. like the
Swan in Stockwell Bagga can
tell you of their search for
the now familiar reggae

rhythms.

Maybe one right you got no

party to go to. so you go out
look for one. You walk down the
street, you listen for where

reggae music is coming from.
Maybe from the next street,
maybe from miles away. And
while you walk the streets at
night looking for a party,
policeman come, and trouble
begin. And all you want Is to
look for a party, man."
We reflected for a while on
the law's bias against blacks
and other minorities In Britain,
Matumbi rise above such
oppression through their music.
They were behind the Rock
Against Racism movement from
from the start playing the first
ever RAR benefit gig alongside
Carol Grimes at Kensington
Royal College of Art. That was
two years ago Dozens of gigs
at clubs and halls up and down
the country followed and, along
with their proteges Steel Pulse.
they have been at the core of
the movement throughout
However. their lyrics are
more religious than political
Their faith encompasses
Rastafarian and CChhrideep seated
ideals. They share a
mist In God as a benevolent
the
figure and a belief in a'dread'.
Importance of being

When I asked Fergus what
message he wanted to put
across he said just simply:
"Be a dread. Dread, dread,
dreadful is all man, y'know"

-

Meanwhile, the works go on
Having been voted almost best
everything in the Black Echoes
reggae poll earlier this year,
they won another vote of
confidence from the BBC, who
picked them from a batch of
possible to write the theme tune
to the forthcoming TV series
'Empire Road', the story of a
multiracial community In the
rootsy Birmingham suburb Of
Handsworth. Bagga Is full of
enthusiasm for the programme.
"Yeah, Empire Road, It's a
good place
my auntie lives
on that road, y'know".
Fergus and Bagga have got a
double reason for looking
forward to its screening this
autumn they also play small
parts in it themselves. Could
turn into another 'Coronation
Street' Now that would be
Interesting.

-

-

'
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Your Personal invitation to Honour Elvis Presley
REMEMBER THE KING!

,

The Elvis Presley

r

Cómmemorative Belt Buckle
* OFFICIAL

1977 FIRST EDITIONI

* ORIGINAL HAND -SCULPTURED DESIGN
SELECTED BY COLONEL PARKER!
* ACCOMPANIED BY A HANDSOME
CERTIFICATE OF AUTHENTICITY!
* ATTRACTIVE DISPLAY CASE WITH

n

r

GOLD -TONE 'EP' INITIAL IMPRINTI

He started life

.t
l

r

poor country boy from

as a

Tennessee. But his special gift for music, his
swivel -hipped style, defiant scowl and Infectious
smile propelled him to lame As the most
spectacular superstar of all time!
Now, to commemorate the life and career of Elvis
Presley, Process Wise is proud to bring you a
direct by mail first: the beautiful Elvis Presley
Commemorative Belt Buckle!
THE ONLY AUTHORIZED REMEMBRANCE
OF ITS KIND!

I

Imagine, now you can own this beautiful high.
fashion belt buckle, destined to become a much
sought-after collector's item! It carries the
touchmark of a master craftsman, and yours will
be Inscriped to authenticate it as an authorized
First Edition.
Youll also receive a handsome parchment -like
Certificate of Authenticity attemíng to frs limited
nature, certifying that it was cast from the same
mould as the original belt buckle,
Because of the important signd,cance of this
beautiful keepsake, we urge you to reserve your
Elvis Presley Commemorative Belt Buckle today,

ONLY £4.95 EACH INCLUSIVE OF VAT
AND POSTAGE & PACKING

>

An Exclusive Offer
Now you can show the world how much Elvis
and how he touched
Presley meant to you
your life. The Elvis Presley Commemorative Belt
Buckle is guaranteed to be your most endearing

...

keepsake

First Edition
Hand -sculptured by
famed American artist
Arnold Bergier
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Spécial,Bonus
Contained In every girt box
Is a Certificate of Authenticity

with each and every Elvis
Presley Commemorative, Belt
Buckle issued.
The parchment attests that ..
this treasured remembrance is
cast from the original sculpture
for the Elvis Presley
commemorative belt buckle.
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Antique brass finish

Elegant velveteen
backing
Attractive gold -tone
imprint of Elvis' own
monogram
Accompanied by a
Certificate of
Authenticity
ARNOLD BERGIER, regarded as one of
America's finest sculptors, adds the King of
Rock and Roll to his list of luminaries which
includes Thomas Jefferson, Albert Einstein
and Arturo Toscanini. His works have been
exhibited at prominent museums and
institutions the world over.

PRICE

£4. 7S

EACH

INCLUSIVE OF VAT,
POSTAGE AND PACKING
"EXTRA COUPON FOR A FRIEND"
Please allow up to

TO: PROCESSWISE LTD.
13

DERBY LANE, DERBY DE3 8UB

Please supply

bucklels)

Name

Street

Town
Post Code

Please send PO/Cheques/Cash

.- ;'

14

days approx for delivery

TO: PROCESSWISE LTD.
13 DERBY LANE, DERBY DE3 8UB
Please supply

bucklels)

PROCESSWISE LIMITED

Name

SOLE EUROPEAN DISTRIBUTORS

Street

13 DERBY LANE, DERBY DE3 8UB

Town
Post Code

Please send PO/Cheque/Cash

TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOME
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Sllverton ad,mtt.'d that
"he U to clouhtedlt one r,
the great front men vl oil;

Parson's
green

i

Not content with
InSultlng the hand
tie
11171e"

DEAREST Mailman. made the fans sound liki
Dave Parsons has a »ore morons, If every Black

throat and he's all alone Sabbath fan Is a moron
at home and If you print there must be an awful lot
this letter he might cheer of morons about (Then
Leenots

Eiilu

-

te

Oh. Motown

. .

.

-

-

I

who wrote the Black
Sabbath review in RM
issue 11th - 17th Sep.
[ember, In which he

Derbyshire

Osborne Is

heard of her.

'implied

1111rie

ii

means

you

MM).

Sheila

-

12 -bar

'Sunday

thrash

our

means iby stripped to the
basics I,
OK, by all means Sheila
Prophet' might not like
'Yes, that's her loss, but at

have

modicum

supplement'

bands like Yes, Gentle
Giant and Genesis where
at least there Is no small
amount of variety and
musical virtuosity.
I see the new Giant
album hits the streets this
month. Why not let Ms
Prophet loose on them,
probably the best band of
musicians in the country.
I don't honestly know why.
they bother with us, we
don't deserve them.
Martin Atkins, Coventry
Mein Gott, servility

reviewer presumably

least let's

a

constructive
criticism for a change.
not a pompous neveending list of cliches such

OFFICIAL GUIDE TO THE
AUTUMN HI -FIDELITY SHOW

£1,500 DUAL COMPETITION

THE SUP

because

.

you

Jilted
jellyhead

i9hl

newsagent

- MM.

that

be

pet hates

Latest in musicentres...Three turntables;

vi -ti

Bill Haley must be your

-

editor's best friend
your magazine is still
1950s

tated.

land

I WOULD be very
grateful If you would
print a centre page colour

poster of each of the
following dregs
Billy
11 Fury, The Pirates, Jets,

...

Matchbox,

Flying

Saucers, Teddy -birds I?).
Dakotas, Johnny Cougar,
Crystals, Sha Na Na,

Shangrilas, Rubettes,
Ronnettes, Showaddywaddy, Whirlwind,

Crazy Cava
Boneshakers,
The

ñ

Levi And

Rockets. Carl

1960s orienAs far as us punks
skins) are cons

and

cerned, the only good
papers are the fanzines.
I've got so f++++++
disgusted with Travolta,
ONJ and Grease that I

publically

with so much conviction
for what he believes In
that he remains
Strange,

minded,

bigoted,

that

thought

destroyed my sister's
Pacemakers, DC5 and
Kinks posters.
Just watt until Grease
comes to town. [Wow, All
those teds, beatniks and
rockers are really gonna
be in for some big surprise! A brilliant display

J

I

anonymous.

Is

narrow-

diseased cretins like you

were

a dying breed.
I'm mistaken,
well, well, so you and
your charming mates,
think that fanzines are
the only thing worth
reading, that's good to
hear. } can't say that we I
here 'at RM are exactly
ecstatic in the knowledge I
that warped, pathetic
morons like you are

Seems

ACROSS

figures,

so

let's call It a

about lemmings .... I'm
sure the cliffs can't be
TOO far away. Yours in
disgust, Mailman.

I

(6)

-

Quint'esséntial

was given last week when
a group of about 30 ,FANCY wasting your
skinheads and punks centre pages on some
hammered a gang of tells crappy group called
and rockers In a BHS 'Quint' for is it Squint?),
store a stand displaying when you could have put
ankle socks was burnt it to better use by printing
out, a ted's barber shop a picture of the fabulous
was also ransacked Btu:zcocks,
recently showing once
Dartford
again that the '5i)s don't PS: Mark Manning rules
belong In Ireland (well. OK , .
and who are
Dublin anyway), so Quint anyway?

22
2R

I.

Paul's partner. (31
They've got a Sum
mernlght City (11
Bee Gees surviving Night
Fever. 16,51
1077,
album from 13
Down. 15,1,3,4 )

I

everything

wreck

give
New Wave a breathing
space.
Anonymous, Dublin
please

,

Al[h, Such spirit! Such know who the hell they
bravado. A true warrior are either. MM.

-

2

Derek nd7)the Domino's
r.14,

9
4

1973

1977 No

1

with Free

Surt Qiutro hit 17,5)

6

German group that want
opening 3)
The Rolling Stones not in

i

Jeff Lyone's race le l
1971(5,3,1,6)
James Taylor ha

9

Group
J11o,11bs

10
13

featuring rddle
H111 Brufnrd

o, and

Heavyweight
manager- IS)

h

11

led

Zee

Across They've got

Heavy Horses

16,41

t8

The Eagles wanted to
Take tt to the,
(51
Wondrous story teller*

23
23

word 11i
Bowfe'aman It)

15

27

/al

1973

ite

s
)h
Si1Cra

/w1h)

Michael Jackson alt

(31

LAST WEEK'S
SOLUTION

I

ACROSS

The poster of Quint was

a PAID FOR advertlaement - .
Someone has to pay for Alts
operations
I don't

Had

onHTa

.

we

4

2727

Elaine,'

before

DOWN

single for The Bloody
Tourists, (9,7)
6 Crazy Horse leader'. 14.6)
11 See 16 Down,
12 Mike Nesmlthhlt. 131
13 Walsh or Cocker. (3)
Former Zombie whf, had
14
1972 hit with Say You
Don't Mind: (5,9)
16
She has recently
celebrated Easter. (5)
t7 Jam debut. (2,3,1)
is ,He's a Fool If He Thinks
It's Over. (3)
21 He had a No. 9 Dream.
A

boosting our sales

burned a. day. Why don't you and
poster of Travolta in your sweet accomplices
Woolworths, and learn a little something
k

New wave

TEST REVIEWS OM...
Six new 40-60w amplifiers...

on sale
at your

practice my darts on.

were too

Moron Is a Gordon
Jeremy, Luton

PLUS

)

The Tremeloes
. so
that I've got something to

embarrassed to admit to
not having seen any of the
comings as
up - an
opposed 'to the already.
achleveds? Try living as
opposed to existing, you
never know, you might
even enjoy It MM

Shouldn't

for Pleasure

Perkins, Gene Vincent,
Charlie Feathers, Sonny
Burgess, Buddy Holly.
The Hollles, Johnny
Burette, Gerry And The
Pacemakers, The DC5,
The Monkees, The Kinks.

...

Julie?

Hi -F

REh1Es

personified! I'll bet you
find it terribly safe and
comforting existing in
your hole in the ground.
'You say that you've seen
or heard nearly every'
band of note, that's a good
one. Was it comfortable
watching these 'noteable'
bands from your plush fiver - a - time seats. You
don't mention who these,
I
bands of 'note' are
don't suppose It was'

-

Running for one month only

lcrp

-

...

and The
Pistols to Van Der Graaf
Generator and Zappa.
From all of these the ones
I play the most are by

and

what

Is

...111H

s

Stranglers

pretenUon. not only about
Yes, but the whole school
of talented musicians
trying to do something
more exciting than a two-

Ithat

-

I

ranging from The

about pomposity,

minute

'Sunday supplement

of note since 1969, and
have a large and varied
of albums

school mag Ms Prophet
goes on In great detail

elaboration

k.

.

collection

Journalism? I ve seen
better reviews In a high

- MM.

e

1

rock"etc.
i might add that at the
age of 25 I've seen or
heard nearly every band

honstl' call 'that

Do you

Flve out of 20, nice try,
maybe next year you can

01a

p

Low Prophet margins
as

A R. Cross

Pete
that Ozzy attempt a CSE. Never
a moron, He Simplebum.??

Isn't. Even Sounds' Pete

Martin,

I HAVE Just ,red with
utter amazement the socalled review of the latest
Yes album (think he

chooses to knock Rush by

ARE writing to
the
complain aboutFarber
A. Carswell
cretinous Jim

HpV sTON

JERRY

1

Black Sabbath, he aloe

bands In one review. Just
shows what an Ignorant
II[Ue plllock you are,

WE

lnd

I

finally, not Just
content with knocking

-

a moron!
I HELMA

- MM

And

calling them dumb
We'd like to see Farber
Try continuing your
'2112',
amour / amour and write songs like
etc.
'Necromancer',
fantasies elsewhere child,
what do you think this Is
Blackmore's
Ritchie
Forum? MM
Rainbow Is also men
boned. Well done Mr
Farber, you managed tc
Jim is not
insult three excellent

oh hell!

RECERT'LY Romile Gurr Ross' recent disco
said that the two albums records have been very
by The Supremes and good but some of he other
Thelma Houston and recent numbers Just don't
Jerry Butler represent do her credit simply
the deterioration of because they are badly
Tamla Motown, which chosen songs for an artist
unfortunately I think Is of her talent and
true. During the 'fins and capabilities.
early'70.s Motown stars
The only Keay to stop
had htt after hit, but in the this deterioration
is for
late '705 Motown seems to Motown tot get some
have gone wrong decent songwriters and
somewhere despite The producers for their arCommodores No.
so we can hear
record, because although tists.
Ross, Stevie
Motown have retained Diana
Wonder. Marvin Gaye
their biggest stars, le and other Tamla
Diana Ross. Stevie Motowners really at their
Wonder and Marvin best, and by giving us
Gave. they've lost most of some REAL Tamla
their other 'big acts. le Motown, because that's
The Four Tops. Martha what established Motown
Reeves. The Miracles,' and produced many pop
The Temptations. Gladys classics. So I hope
Knight and the Pipe. someone from Motown
Jackson Five and- more will read this and think
recently, Junior Walker.
about it. because as
I think that what has Ronnie Gurr says,
gone wrong has been the "Motown has one hell of a
departure from the real past to live up to."
"DetroitSound of Tamla
Motown" replaced by D a'vld
i
more general soul music. Leamington Spa
That doesn't mean to say
And the intellgentsla
that It should be stuck to inteligentisa remark»?
rigidly. Some of Diana MM

are'

of love

,

PS: Dave, I didn't mean
to sound bitchy on the
phone
you're still
divine you snd' Get well
soon-

I

t Carole Bayer Sager 6 Picture This. 9 ACI lIC 1 i Acidce
75
Ales, 11 hay 17 Da Dim Ron Ron 19 ram. 20 R.S D.142
20 Cab artRak 24 [Irish keep. 24005 38 Cale 29
Can't Let Maggie Go
DOWN
i Ca Plane Pour Moi. 2 Rich Klds, 3 Lou Reed ( Brow s
Exile. 6 A a 7 Rock A Doodle rioo 16 Clay 11 Leon 015 Bob i6
'r
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repeating an unwelcome
experience 'by accusing
you of seducing him. Do
you really think he
would? He has, after all,
as much If not more to
lose than you. Your dad
could make things pretty
unpleasant for him at
work, atter all Are you

Unnatural
sex and
blackmail
TIC

OTHER week my
nts went out to a
y and my dad invited
pre of his workmates
pack to our house as he
was so drunk. They said
ould sleep In the
bed which is In my
liedroom. When I went to
¡bed I felt my dad's friend
ketong inside with me.
Fe asked me to be quiet
Ind started kissing me
and stroking my body.
What could I
?
I
didn't want my parents to

find

me

in

this

situation and I let him
have sex with me so as
not to cause trouble for
everyone. I am certainly
not gay, but now

convinced

that

11P

your

parents would believe
him, rather than you?
As he doesn't seem to
care which, methods he
stoops to by foisting his
unwanted attentions on
you don't be afraid to use
the same tactics. You've
called his bluff so far
without repercuss Ions.
Let him call yours for a
change. Make it quite
clear that If his pestering
continues, you'll have no
hesitation in' talking to
your parents about him,
You might also point out
that he has committed a

whenever I'm alone, he's
around the house all the
time wanting to have sex
again. He says that If I
don't agree he'll tell my
parents it was me who
made advances toward
him on the night he
stayed. It's making me ill criminal
offence by
Just thinking what my forcing
another male,
parents will say if they aged under
21, to engage
ever find out. What can I In sexual relations
with
do? I'm 18.
him. He's the one who
Ray, Liverpool
made advances
not
e What has happened has

happened, and you can't
go back on that, but don't
let this guy blackmail you

-

you.

1.
2.

ONE-OFF
THÉ EDGE

MACHO MAN
I'. M COLD

o

If

he refuses to take the
hint, pluck up the courage

LDIO

to tell your parents that
he is worrying you with
because of it. Your his attentions and has
father's workmate is been for some time. He'll
trying to, force you into see the light.

o
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Heavy letter
AFTER GOING out with a
girl I love very much for
three glorious years. we have
lust broken up. as the result
of a very cruel joke. was
ii ilh my mate in a night club
In Sheffield, and he went to

r

1

1

Yen for Japanese imports
'.AST month RM reviewed a Various Artists album
called 'No Music, No Heroes, No Legends' (United
Artists Japanese Import GP577). I've tried a lot of
record shops but can't get hold of It. Any Ideas' So
sez Rob of Gwynedd.
After several fruitless phone calls and enquiries
(we work hard for you lot!) I eventually came
across a record shop called 'Fly Over.' They
specialize In Japanese imports and do have this
record In stock.
Here's the bad news though. It'll cost you 18.50
plus 85p postage and packing, but if you're still
interested write to The Manager. Fly Over Records,
15 Queen Caroline Street, Hammersmith, London
We, enclosing a postal order or cheque made out to
the above, and they'll send it to you in due course.

Dolly-lou Parton delay
EMMYLOU Harris fan Carol Rawlings of Oakham
would Wee to know when the album Emmylou made
with Linda Ronstadt and Dolly Parton will be
available, and does she have a fan club.
Can't be very helpful here I'm afraid. Firstly she
has no (an club and secondly the album has been
shelved for the time being as none of them were
happy with the tapes. However the idea has not been
scrapped altogether, and when they find more
suitable and stronger material they'll start
recording again and eventually there will be an
Emmylou Harris. Linda Ronstadt and Dolly Parton
album in the shops.

No go fan

club for Quo

FOLLOWING the list of Fan Clubs printed a couple
of weeks ago in Feedback, Mr T. Burne of Anglesea
writes to complain of the lack of response to his
letters from the address given as the Status Quo
Fan Club at Quarry Productions.
Quarry would like it to be known that although
they did have someone dealing with fan club mall,
he has since left and no-one else has taken over the
Job, At the moment then the UK is Status Quo Fan
Clubless, although It looks like there's a chance it
will be started up again at a later date.

And from the fan club file

bAN CLUB letters keep pouring In (don't you know
it's an outdated Institution!) so here are some more
to keep you happy, especially to the un -named
person Who was outraged to see Frank Sinatra's
Fan Club address and not Tom Robinson's. TRB's
Pan Club address is P O. Box TRB 4XT, London, 4
XT,
Liz, for info and pix of Jilted John write to Berg
nadette Kilmartin. EMI LRD Press Office, 9
"Mayne Street, London WI.
Forioving memories of Keith Moon and the Who
write to 112 Wardour St. London WI
Camel
c/o Gama Records 153 Percy Road
London W12.
John Mlles
c/o Orange Music, 9 Mason Yard,
Duke Street, London SW1.
The Late Show
c/o Deceit. 18 Great
Marlborough Street, London WI
The Carpenters
P.O. Box 1-84, Downey.

-

-

California, 9002x, USA
Peter Frampton

-

- P.O.

Boxr1114,

Cambridge,

-c

speak to a girl at the next
table who lives In Manchester. later he sent her a
letter telling her) wanted to
dale her and go out with her

T
'13

d

something was

Realising

happening I'd already sent
her a line to say that I was too
much in love with my
girlfriend for this to happen.
but my letter was delayed in
the post. Meanwhile. ahe

wrote back with
telephone number
everything on it. and
girlfriend somehow got
of her letter.

N
o^a

and

(99LZ OL8-LO) Aoua6ty uolglty GIIIJ

my
hold

Eventually,

Manchester

letter and

I

the

girl

HILZ
.

In

replied to my

feel like

a
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1

totally convincing letter tD a
virtual stranger, there's no

reason why he can't also drop
girlfriend an apologetic
explaining how the
confusion started
If he's unwilling to do
anything for you, strike him
off your het of buddies for
good 'n all, and make a laslditch effort at probing the Icy
wall of mother / daughter
liyour
ne,

resistance on your own.
Explain that your sense of
humour wean t exactly
tickled either, and ask this
girl for an honeat answer.
You may have to accept
that she Just doesn't want to
go out with you anymore. And
If she retuaes to believe a
word you say, what's the
point in continuing this
relationship anyway?
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H19

she wants to go
out with you again or, not?
Her trust In you has clearly
knock
a
resounding
suffered
and she won't be the one to
make the first move. If you
want her back, be detefmined about it and try again
As your mate set-up the
Joke which turned sour in the
first place, the least he can do
la to help you sort out the
resultant mess. Can't you
press-gang him along to see
her with you one evening or
weekend to explain 'hat's
happened? You could always
lose him mid -way through the
patch -up proceedings. Or,
why not take advantage of his
occasional creative urges
and twist his letter writing
arm. If he can compose one

Jo

AVMOIiOH 1VA01:1
NOONOI'SilVM9NIO

NIL

girlfriend if

slielap

3801OOAM HJIH'0V3H S,DVN

HIEL
:H16

don't know
whether she still wants to go
out with me or not. How can I
get through to both her and
her mother?
Andy. Chesterfield.
Lis e you even asked your
I

'awn; ;o

A3HHf1S "INVHD3.'3931103

Hl9l

showed to to my

girlfriend. I
criminal and

1SLZ
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H16L
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HILL.

'salep
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She was obviously upset
about the ti hole affair. and,
try as I might. I couldn't
convince her that there was
nothing In it She fell even
worse because the people at
work teased her about It.
Then her mother told her to
forget about me because it
looked as If I had another

girl.
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2

her
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LEO SAYER seta out on an extensive tour of Britain
on Wednesday at Bournemouth Winter Gardens. He
will also be starring in his own six week TV series on
BBC 2 shortly
SIOUXXSIE AND THE. BANSHEES arc about la
begin their first major tour since signing to Polydor.
ofp
Starting at Hemel Hempstead Pavilion on WedTr
nesday their special guest will be NICO.
c t0
hetsn
Top US singer BARRY .MANILOW makes his first
(o chwed
Nr',t
appearance In Britain when Ile appears at the Landon
v tubj necl a(a
t alladlum fora week starling on Monday.
JOHN OTH AY starts his first major tour since Ills
split with WILD WILLY BARRETT. He's called the
a
trnI0 cbKk 1r1f9
TO oF1b°titihthhóww"fiMri
tour 'Otway's In The Clubs' and opens al Cheltenham
¢iK`
086 01
Town Hall (Friday) and Swindon Oasis (Saturday).
HA WI(WIND are back with a new name
twig
ajehere
yMeP*s
7iA WKLORDS' and with a special stage set and six
dancers In tow they kick off at Oxford New Theatre
COVENTRY. Hand & Heart (Friday), Manchester Apollo (Saturday). Liverpool

t

1

t

Mark
t/ he Voyeurs

DERBY, Assembly Rooms

OCTOBER

DONCASTER,
The Pirates

nN UNDER I.YME
Town Hall 1061.330 6851,
Barbara Dtckaon/ he Blue

ABERDEEN, Fusion

Ballroom. The Yachts
BATH. Pavilion 125628).
Marshall Hain
BELFAST. The Pound
76991

.

4(21-

15e

LEEDS,

LEICESTER,
JALN Band

LNDONO

(21675). Rascal

Cado Belle

(01-253

CANTERBURY,
Cnlveeshy

Kent

Islington

101.350

and

(01.088

4112).

Shepherds

Bush

Jab

1

273

China Street

nesday).
The Be Stiff opens at Bristol University (Tuesday)
followed by Liverpool University ( Wednesday),
SS
featuring
and JONA
U
SWEET, LENELOVICH

ERIC,ay),

Ultravox
MANCHESTER. I nl ytec hew
1061 275 I

Chanel.

MIDDLESBROUGH.

LONDON,
5005),

VIP's

45101

101.788

Russell

Steve

MOWBRAY.

Maldsons. Muscles

MIDDLETON, Civic
1061.613

Dearborn

24701,

Dolly

NW1O

lady (8!2121), The
Casuals
MIDDLESBOROUGH.
Painted

Corn

144701). Samson

(2(1007). Weather Report

NEWCASTLE. Gulbenkian
Studio, Forty Fives

NEWCASTLE, Mayfair

(251001. The Climax Blum
Band / Dave Lewis Racy
NEWCASTLE. Poi, technic
287611, Warren /tarry
NORTHWICK. Barn 0w1
Weaverham, Mainline
Station
NOTTINGHAM. University

15858871,

(55912), Stargazer

O

/8062221 Apostrophe
SOUTHAMPTON, Gaumont
(220011, Jasper Carroll
ST ANDREWS, University
(4883), Radio Stars /
Reaction

Ramones

WELLINGBOROUGH,
British Rail Sports Club,
Cruisers / Mystery

The

Train

LEO SAYER: Bournemouth Winter Gardens.
Wednesday

WHALEY BRIDGE. Jodrell
Arms Hotel, Vintage

WORTHING, Balmoral
(362321, Stan

Marx

Pavilion
The Movies / Street

WEYMOUTH,

Hall

(3225).

The Buzz.

Band

cocks

ABERDEEN.

Music
Rock
'
by Jeremy
Pascall

BASILDON.

BIRMINGHAM,

nt,

University

r

e

kt

r.

Vl

(021.236 396.9).

'

Dept

t.M

-

The Hamlyn Group,

Il

I

am

1217084). The Autographs

I

/The Dodgems

BRIGHTON. Sherry,
1218281,

Club

Rascal

BRIGHTON, Sussex

University. Mick Farren
and the Good Guys

BRISTOL.
(291768),

Hall

Colston

Rose 'Royce

/

Stargard
BURNTISLAND, Half Circle
(873892), Mother Earth
BIIRNTWOOD, Troubadour.
Quartz
CAMBRIDGE. Corn Exchange 168748), Crawler

¡'=.

y

CARDIFF, University

-

filling in this coupon today and sending it to

Illustrated History of Rock Music for which I enclose a cheque/PO for
not completely satisfied I may return the copy(ies) and you will refund my money.
The

rtes.
a

139421). Crown Heights
CHELTENHAM, Town Hall
(23690), John Otway /
NW10
CHISWICK, John Bull (01 9994
00621, Overs as
COVENTRY, Hand 6, Heart
124284 L The Accelerator.

DARLINGTON,

Bowes

Hotel. Alwoodley Jeta
DERBY, [Amid.. le College
1514911). Gruppo Sportivo /
The Speedometer.

DUNDEE.

Calyd

Hall

/ The
Bishop,
DUNDEE, University
1231811,
Radio Stare /
(28121). Dr. Feelgood

Reaction

DUNFERMLINE,

i

Grand
Ballroom. Brody
Nevtlies ("rose

DURHAM,

College, Sabre Jéis

DURHAM.

St

Cuthbert*

College. The Squad

LPleate a/low try In 28 days for dell, eery Inn offer IS applicable
M the tJ K. only.

raiser? ear uw...

Buccaneeg.

(06909), Nlcky and the Dots

Name
Address

Norbrek

BRIGHTON,

Astronaut House. Hounslow Road, Feltham, Middlesex TWI4 9AR.

topylies) of

BLACKPOOL,

Nitespot (52341), Glrlechool

a

Please tend me

Sheldon,

BOURNEMOUTH, Winter
Gardens (2446).Smokle
BRENTWOOD, Hermit Club

Fe(IV

by

Late

BIRMINGHAM,
Orphan

Y

ORDER YOUR COPY NOW

The

Show

1

ti.

Reg

W

EASTBOURNE.
521969

1223071,

Cavalier

Swaim Ryda

(74981). The Loomed

EXETER, Routes (596151.
Johnny and the Flippers

SCARBOROUGH, Pemhwuse
i832041. The Only Ones

(750231, Crawler / Racing
Cars /,Sore Throat
FARNWORTH, Old Vets

(276761, Stoney

SALTBURN Fellows
The JALN Band

SHEFFIELD, Limit
The to rkers

(71A..

173401,

SHEFFIELD. Polytecimir
z
8934), Wilkes
Club (Bolton 203581,
SolidSender,/Flash aZO
Cadillac
SOUTHALL, Flambee
GLASGOW, Strathclyde - Tavern, The If)ectiors
University 1041 552 1270), STAFFORD. Polyteehnle
The Yachts
1593831, Bram Tchak
HALESOWF.N, Heydon Hills
koveky's BalUeaxe

Ford

T

the

and

13oneshakers

Pressure Shocks

Wishbone Ash

LEEDS, Vivas 1156249), The

LEICESTER.
124521, Slade

Baileys

LINCOLN. AJ's (30874), The
Neon Hearts

LIVERPOOL,

Corkscrew,
Faron'a Flamingos / Carl
Terry and the Cruisers
LIVERPOOL Empire (051
709

1555), Tom

Robinson

Band / Stiff Little Fingers
LONDON. Brecknock,

Camden (01-485 3075), The

vipers

LONDON, City Of London

(Polytechnic

LONDON.

101-247 1441),

Dingwalls.

University (01.287

"

Dingwalls,

T ich / The

Acton
LONDON. Hammeramllb
Odeon 14 748 40511, Bar
clay James Harvest
LONDON, Hope and Anchor,
Islington (01 :159 4510), The
Boys

LONDON, Kings College
838 5154),

The Pleasen

Polytechnic,
202

92551,

War.
86113),

Middlesex

Hendon 101.
The Movies

/

Cousin Joe
LONDON, Music Machine.

Camden
Reggae

(01-387

0438).

Regular/Fame

LONDON, Nashville, Ken
sington 101 8043 6071), Misty
/Jab Jab
LONDON, North London
Polytechnic (Ot 8 m 7799),

Whirlwind

LONDON,

Old

Swan

Kingaingtnn Chsuch Street
101.229 4211,

~Be
Pegasus. Stoke

LONDON.
Newington (01.2228 Mn)).
The Young Buda.
LONDON,. Pyritous Park
Innv, Edmonton Hurdler,a.
Bares

Cl./

University

18937188), Cado Belle

WARRINGTON

Padget..
College, Jenny Darren
WATFORD, Bailers 13119401.
The Four Tops
WINCHESTER. Riverside
Inn. Thieve. Like U*

YORK, Revolution
Namesake

1242241.

/OCTOBER 7
ACCRINGTON, Albion Hotel
(349621, Alwoodley Jeta

BATLEY. Crumpets,
Whirlwind

BELFAST,, rook Workaaop.
The Nips
BIRMINGHAM, Barbarellae
(021-843

101-

Lark Hull.

Clapham, The VIP's
LONDON, Marquee.
dour Street (01-437
Sassafras

LONDON,

UXBRIDGE,

City

Camden (01-287 49671,
Dory, Beaky, Mick and

LONDON,

14124141.

SOUTHPORT. Civic Centre
13101), Band of Joy / head
Ringer and the Clones
STREET, Baths Hall. Scale
Stealer
THURNSCOE, Thurnec.e
Hotel, Limelight
TRURO. King mutton IV.
The Fall

91399),

Apostrophe

LONDON,

STOKE ON TRENT, Stafford

Polytechnic

IPSWICH. Gaumont 153411,

Limits

BIRMINGHAM, Polytechnc

7

t.

0531),

Band

~\1

.-';

(021359

The Fabulous Poodles

v

e

Aston

BIRMINGHAM, Barbarellas
(021 43 9113), Ian Gillian

t

Z

and The

The Nips

The Illustrated History of Rock Music tells
the story of rock and roll from its creation in
the 1950s through the beat, pyschedefic and
underground music of the 1960s to the
diverging sounds of to-day. The groups and
artists who took the music both to new
heights and depths are discussed and the
events which shaped the development of
the music are charted. There are
accounts of the music's major figures,
including Elvis Presley, the Beatles, Bob
Dylan and Led Zeppelin, and lavish
illustrations throughout to make this a
truly comprehensive chronicle of the
1
4
i1
music of our time.
%

Double Six

Benny

120140).

Jets

BATH, Brslllg Arta Centre)
(6434), Richard Dlgance
BELFAST, Punk Workshop,

£5.95

,may

University
Pirates /

The

110241),

Blazer Bearer

1445441. (lawk lord.
OXFORD. Nowhere Club
Double
f Bice.ster :16111.
Xpoeure
PLYMOUTH. Polytechnic
(21312). The Smlrke /
Pachuco / The Rlperorts
READING, Hexagon 562131
Marshall Hale
RETFORD, Porterhouse

SALFORD, Unlversltyy 1961
7:i8 78111. Camel / Niched
Chapman
SALISBURY. Civic Hall

(031 229 03111,

EDINBURGH.

EXETER, University

The Illustrated History bf

Theatre

Art College
Sirrotto
Assembly
Rooms, The Clmarons
EDINBURGH, University
8200). The
1031 667
EDINBURGH.

Ramones

OCTOBER 6

Doll y

446t)

Splder
OXFORD. New

UXBRIDGE, Printers Devil,
The Injections
WATER ORTON. Blackthorn
Club, Armpit Jug Band
WATFORD, Baileys 13948).
The Four Tops

City Hall

NEWCASTLE.

University

WARWICK. University
(Coventry 27400), The

Ho. -

Killer

Canteen
PunlahmeM M Datum
Weights / Nnd

The Hawklorde

Darren
MANCHESTER, University
(061-236 91141. Richard
'alpine*
MARGATE, Bowlers Arms

MELTON

(77760), Giant

NEWCASTLE,

PLYMOUTH, Metro 151328).
Sore Throat
READING. Bones, Double

READING,

Llon.

28633),
Boyce Band

Vintage
NEWCASTLE. Bridge

University

READING, Target

101.749

(Thane(

Hall 12454321,Barlian
Dickson / 'Ti.. Blue Man
MIDDtEWICH. Alkali (Ilk

Xpoeure

Trafalgar

LONDON, White
Putney Bridge

Madleou. Muscles
MIDDLESBROUOFI, Roes
Garden (2419001. 999
MIDDLESBROUGH, To.,

154381). 999

OXFORD.

le2). Matumtn

MELTON MOWBR Ay.
Painted lady 1612715, The

RACHEL
LEWIE.

NOTTINGHAM. Town Arms
Michael

Apollo
11121. Steel hula,

MANCHESTER, Ire la tire
Supercharge
MANCHF.STF.R, Feeler/.

Cromwelis

/

14011

Matchbox
MANCHESTER

READING. Hexagon (56215),

Club (061.226 6821), Jenny

Garde. 1629251. Ultravox
Tonight (RAR)
COLCHESTER. Essex' LONDON, Marquee, War Unlverslty 144144), Wllko,,
dour Street 101-437 6603).
Johnson's Solid Sen.
Supercharger/29th 6,
den/Flasher-2

Southgate
Matchbox

MANCHESTER,

LONDON, Hope and Anchor.

Winter

B nlveryty (yt
101.387 NM Doll By Dp
LONDON. White Herl
Tottenham (el
to.

Funky Team
NOTTINGHAM. Sandpiper

Camel
Chapman

MANCHESTER. Apollo (061273 11121. Tom Robinson
Band / Stiff Little Fingers

0487), The Crooks

1652241. W1re

CLEETHORPES,

aBrecknock,

Battleaxe
LONDON. Duke of Lancaster, New Bare) (01.449

BURNTWOOD, .Troubadour,
Amazing Dark Horse

Train

NwaCity

1612909),

1589121,

of

/

1540), The Crack

LONDON, Dingwalls,
Camden 101.287 4067).
Bram Tchinkovsky's

Whirlwind

Polytechnic (61.1t1 ISM
The Chasers / Nytr

1559(21, The 'Turbines

COI -

58l 5020), Angletrut
Jab / The Edge

Limelight
NORWICH,

4

South

LONDON,

NEWCASTLE, The Canteen,
Junco Partners / Sabre
Jets / Forty Fives
NEWCASTLE, Cooperage
(282881, Spider
Woodhouse
NORMENTON,
H111 Working Mens Club,

NOTTINGHAM.

4811),

101-980

LONDON, Royalty.

The

2399). Benny

the Jets

128267).

BRISTOL. Polytechnic,
Bower Milton 1682178).

Mary

Speedometers

Camden 101.485 3073),
Tennis Shoes
LONDON, City Arms, Angel

1297:í4I Nicky and the Dots
BRIGHTON, Sherry, Club

5930),

101.220

Queen

LONDON. Royal Colle
Art, Gulbenkian Hall

AJ's (30871),
Alwoodley Jets
Moonstone
(141-709 5888))y, The Eddy /
5.

East

Young Bucks
Pegasus, Stoke,

3portivo / The

Gruppo

LIVERPOOL.

Princeville
Richmond

BRISTOL. Gram's.

LONDON,
College

LINCOLN,

Quartz
BOURNEMOUTH, Village
Bowl (20634), Crawler

BRIGHTON.

LONDON,
Newington
The Mono.

1458249).

Palais.

North

Polytechnic (01-

607 771,19). The

12462). Slade

a
Ole
'Downed
BIRMINGHAM. Two Gates,

4(121.358 27741. The

(7094.54. 7J1aln

London.

LEICESTER. Baileys

BIRMINGHAM,

BRADFORD.

Vivas

Black Dogs

Railway

3401)

LONDON.

Blues

Head 1217361, Autographs
LEEDS. Polytechnic (41101).
The Fabulous Poodle,

XTt

BIRMINGHAM. Odeon 1021.
643 61011, Barclay Jame.
Harvest

BIRMINGHAM

Climax

Band/Dave Lewis Band
EDINBURGH, Astoria 10316611662 L The Only Ones
FROME, Merlin Theatre,
Redbrasa
HIGH WYCOMBE. Nags

Max

Music Machine.
Camden (01.387 0428),
Wayne County and thé

Electric Chairs/Skunks
LONDON, Nashville. Kensington (01.603 8071).
Pressure Shocks

1231811,

DURHAM. University
1641661.

LONDON.

Steel

Outlook

(4434 ), Matumbl
DUNDEE Unlveteity

Dr

11..

11,231.411

FeelASt

2233.

Pulse/Chinn Street

5

ABERDEEN. Capitol
'rhea: re

ex

LONDON,

Gaumots-

124264

131111

LONDON, eelwnl W
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and people are generally

noticing them. Rightly so,
Judging by this per.
formance;
whenever
their brand of classical
folk-rock threatens to
become a little boring,
you only have to take a
gond listen to the superb
voice Of crystal that
Annie Hallam has, and
bear in mind the faultless
musicianship of all the
group members, and the
feeling of doubt somehow
Just goes away.
Their use of a variety of
keyboards (John Tout)
and drums and per.

Lovely
L
LENE LOVICH
Wimbledon,
some

YOU

strange

do

see

people

around these days. There
was supping my lager
and lime down the
Nelsons when the muzak
stopped and the fun
started As the colourful
band bounced Into their
I

first number. the

moustaches in the
audience quivered with
excitement This was five

times more stimulating
then standing in the rain
waiting to see 'Grease'.
I Think We're Alone
Now' iPop Classic No 69;
was the perfect beginning
to a set full of power, wit
and any
i maeination
other goodtime cliche you
care to mention. The
music was vintage Stiff.
The vision was vintage
weirdness
On bass we had a black
dude clad in pink, looking

contrast, Mickey Jupp is
one of yer actual veterans
of rock'n'roll. He was one.
of the mainstays of
Legend back in the '69/'71
era, whose albums arc
now collectors' items.
Whatever the case, he's
been keeping a low profile
ever since then, resurfacing at this opportune
moment when the rock
and roll bandwagon
seems to be lumbering
along healthily again.
For credentials I might
mention that he 's penned
that little firecracker
'Down At The Doctor's'
on

the

Feelgoods' new

album. And his set was
worthy evedlence that
there are plenty more
where that came from.
The only trouble was,
Mickey looked pretty
wacked, and he made no
attempt to conceal the
fact. What's more, his
band have been playing
together for the whole of
three days. Not that they
were particularly un.
in fact it gave a
remarkably like the together.
feel to their perdrummer from casual
But it's ob.
Showaddywaddy (poor formance.
been hard work.
lad,. on guitar a bald viously
Wasted or otherwise
egghead looking suitably
plugged their way
demented. while on they
keyboards and drums. through a short set of nine
two genuinely normal or 10 numbers. Mickey's
human beings (you can't rhythm guitar is nothing
to write home about but
wm 'em all!)
a good

Lene iovich Is the
name of the star In
orange pigtails and black

kimono.

looked
charismatically eye
Lene

opening. By the way.
she's got a great luccupy
husky voice
There's no room to
mention song titles, and

anyway

1

can't

remember any. What I do
recall Is the
commercial energy of the
songs They are eccentric
singalnng melodies.
The evening was a
success
Everyone enjoyed themselves, even If
this was meant to be a
disco Thanks Lene Live
Stiffs rule OK.

vividly

Sister Nurse' the strain
was showing, with
Mickey mopping his brow
ardently. A couple of old

Berry
Chuck
rock'n'rollers had him

PHILIP HALL stumbling for words at
one point, and after doing

'So Long' he spilt,
claiming to be 'f---ing
knackered'. But the
crowd weren't. and I'm
NOT SO much a gig, more sure they could 'have
a warm up for the Be Stiff
handled a lot more than
tour next month. And a the one song encore they
chance to check out some squeezed out of him.
of the talent that'll be Nothing very original, but
riding that train around a whole lotta fun, and
the country.
hope they get themselves
Rachel Sweet is that sorted out sufficiently tc
little 18 year old who do their talents justice on
caught the attention of the tour.
ALEX
many on the recent Akron SKORECKI
compilation album with
the song 'TruckstOp
Queen'. To tell the truth I RENAISSANCE
arrived at the Nashville
just in time to hear her Croydon
doing her encore, for
1

Fairfield Halls,

was

singing

Elvis

committed

audience?
Risky. risky .. , Visually
they remain much the
same Ps they were, focal
point on Perrett as little

r

boy lost

Sure

some

they provided
recognisable an.

revolving glass mirror
ball and casting sic irking
white spots amongst the
shade around the walls
Simple but effective
They performed extensively but not ex-

cessively

from

that

latest album, 'A Song For
ll Seasons', including
the hit single and the new
one, 'Back Home Once
Again', but remembered
their older material, with
'Can You Hear Me Call'
from the 'Novella' album.
and 'Carpet Of The Sun'.
which dates from 1972.
Overall a classy performance and happily
1978 seems to mark the

renaissance of
Renaissance.

PAUL

SEXTON.

ONLY ,ONES

Harrow College of
Technology
HO HUM, the academic

year

is with us once
again, and the social secs
still slightly damp behind
the ears are sizing up the
stakes and gambling the

hearing, and of course
'The Beast' an insidious,
epic from the album
More polished, more
fluid, more rehearsed
than ever before.
An excellent gig
I
remain as faithful to
them as ever And It
seems like a lot of other
converts are joining the
flock.
BEV BRIGGS
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RACHEL SIVEET:I love for you lo call me baby

CL/fF--

fô'7'4R.P
'I

ents money on the first

few weeks. Fighting
against the odds of the

Names

and

the

Nameless- Not too many
be lost though,
seems that they've found
the proverbial dead cent
in The Only Ones. Surehe certainly gives
footed on the up escalator
lead to the boys behind without yet reaching the
him. The beefy keyboards complacency for price)
man's got a style to of the top acts.
match that contributes an
The Harrow gig
authentic Little Richard provided
the typical
sound. And praise should college gymnasium.
who
go to the drummer
bar,
long reccrushed
worked hard to put In the tangular hall, disco lights
bomp.
dilletantes
first
year
and
The smoothly rocking with arty hang-ups. John
'Nearly A Star' set things Cooper Clarke revels In
rolling. 'Short List' Is a his favourite sport of
short one that could crashing other people's
easily be a Feelgoods gigs. A brisk barrage of
song. and a good one too.
generous poetic licence,
In 'Brother Doctor, staccato over the mur-

MICKEY JUPP,
RACHEL SWEET
London, Nashville

which I blame no one but
my disorganised sell. She

set comprising mainly
new material (familiar

only via Perrett's nasal
Intonations) and convinced the audience that
they were (are) winners
How many other 'new'
bands would dare to
venture so much new
material into their set in
front of a fairly un.

(Terence thems
'Another
Sullivan) la to their great Girl/ Another Planet'
credit and they gave an which boasts so much
Impressive lighting confidence from CBS that
display on 'Midas Man' it was released then rewith yellow light released within six
reflecting from a months of its original

ne

Nelson's Club
GOLLY,

cusslon

THE

AVERAGE

pop/rock fan may not
realise that Renaissance
have been a working band
for quite some years. It's

Costello's Alison' and It
sounded, well. sweet. But
I am reliably Informed
that she did a good ver a shame that it often
sion of Carla Thomas's takes a hit single to bring
'B A.B.Y.' and a song by a hard-working 'albums'
her producer, Liam band into general view.
Sternberg called But I suppose 'Northern
'Wlldwood Saloon'. She Lights' has done
was being backed by Renaissance a favour
members of The Records, because their current
By way of complete album is In the charts,

1978

shirts will

5
.

Ñ

.0

murings of 'Who the hell
is he?'

-

not

so well -

Informed as they like to
think, these arty types.
and J.C. Clarke can biro
In another 'Ten out of
Ten' in his well -thumbed
edition of 'How To Make
Friends And Influence
People'.
Witnessing the Only
Ones at Harrow provides
pera completely new
spective on the band. A
different context from the
middle of the week too
distant - from - pay day
gig I saw at Barbarellas a
few

months ago

where

succeeded in
eliminating the vacuum

they

between audience and
band, probably more
through a conscious non -

professionalism

than

anything else. It paid off.
and they triumphed.

Now the band is faced

with the prospects of
continual sell-outs, larger

halls and packed
audiences. Losing out on
the aesthetics of the

smalller gigs, these

student places suffer
from great expanses of
nothingness from the
heads of the punters to
the surface of the ceiling
so many feet above.
Now the touches of true
professionalism are felt.
The Only Ones played a

Cliff Richard

has been making hit
records for 20 years.
Green Light
is his newest and

finest album.

Produced by Bruce Welch

Also available on tape
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What YOU have to do to get this exclusive LP.
,Just keep collecting the coupons. When'you have a
complete set of six coupons send them to us together
with a postal order for 60p to cover postage and
packaging charges.' We'll give you all the details later.
By this week you will have collected 3 coupons. The
remaining 3 coupons will appear in successive issues
of Record Mirror. Don't worry if you miss one
coupon, there will be a -special bonus coupon after
coupon No.6 to make sure you get your complete set.
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UNLEASH ED
FROM BONDS
OF FASHION
CHELSEA

-

seen
don't let was singing as well as
fashion rule your head or ever, screaming on every
your heart. KELLY number, perhaps over.
PIKE,
utilising his trump card
He must surely dread
IAN GILLAN BAND day when he wakes the
up
and can't let out one of
Marquee
those blood curdling
LAST FRIDAY marked screams
I know the
the second appearance of fans do.
the Ian Gillan Band at the
After a swift rock and
Marquee in two days, and roll encore number, the
when I entered at nine show was over and
o'clock. the 'house full' everyone left, sweaty but
sign was already up. On happy it's good to see
such a night the Marquee bands packing out .the
Is like a sauna and an Marquee. and moreover
almighty explosion those Milan °Ulan Band's
(deliberate. I might add) calibre actually playing
didn't help
many were there. STEVE GETT
shaking their trousers to
make sure everything WIRE
was OK! Within seconds. N e w
e 'a s, t 1 e
smoke and football fanlike Chants of "Gillan! University
be

London, Music
Machine

ONCE UPON a time
there was a punk hand
called Chelsea In their
time they were very hip
and full of credibility,
until suddenly they split
and singer Gene October
was left with merely a
name. He continued with
a hand which meant little
to anybody, until they too
died onhlm.
Now Chelsea exist In

-

their third Incarnation
and any similarities with
the punk movement have
faded upon the way this

-

band rely purely upon
rock 'n' roll.
It seems that from
these confused and rather

-

-

Gillan!"

place.
Suavely

has

filled the

LIGHT.' DARK.

Shade.

attired in a Noise. Silence.' Wire.
suspicious beginnings a
shoot at
white, doublebreasted They take aim
highly talented. yet ex- jacket,,
the audience with rapid.
the
tremely unfashionable Purple vocalist hit the fire quick-frozenframes
band have emerged. stage with his four piece from a black and white
Against the vivid well outfit, and launched Into a story of life. Blue light

pink and green
backdrop Chelsea were
perfectly at home on the
chosen

larger stage. The current
line-up look and move far

better than their

predecessors; guitarist
James Stevenson unwinding like a clockwork
Pinnochio to the right of
the stage, while the other
guitarist Dave Martin
brings up the left flank.
skipping across the stage
as though

limbering up

for the big race,
October too is in better
form
no longer are we
subjected to mini.current
affairs courses
the rap
is severely confined to
Introductions and witty
interjections. The change
In them Is unbelievable.
The material too is

-

drastically

-

improved.

The only concessions they
make to their (and I

wtnceaslsayill'roots'Is
the' obligatory performance of their singles.
in

'Right To Work' (by far

the weakest number In
the set) and 'High Rise

Living'. both of which are
beginning to sound rather
quaint It's the new songs
however which reveal
their rising strength. Two
numbers in particular
hear bright hope for the
future. 'I Wanna Be Your
Toy', possessor of one of
the strongest hooks
around, and 'Twelve

Men'
both October/Martin corn

-

Positions The band as a
whole gave a riveting

Performance, exhibiting
skill, flair and polish.
Already they are, as they
say, a force to be
reckoned with, and with a
few more numbers like
the single 'Urban Kids',
and the aforementioned
Reins
they could turn
out to be one of Britain's
foremost and exciting
rock 'n' roll bands
In their current
they deserve to, and form
moat

-

fine set of hard rocking
music. As well as recent
material, they delivered
those classics 'Child in

Cold and stark,
'Lowdown' as

number

but with

(now

second

less

t
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solos.

Meanwhile, the
only real semblance of
rock 'n' roll flash = not to
mention superb bass
playing and excellent
vocals at times
is
provided stage left by
Graham Lewis, wholie

-

movements coincide
entirely with the music
firing forth

i

r

There were a couple or Dickey described Rose
throwaway lines from Royce as the "Mean
Ray that cheered me up a mean music machine".
bill he said he was asked This rather surprising
by a girl at the stage door statement was greeted
if he'd been in the original with rapturous adulation
Kinks line - up. Perhaps by a deliriously happy
and devoted audience.
It's understandable
they've been going so who, having gone exlong she must have pecting good funky disco
wondered If anyone would music. were now exhave the stamina to carry periencing the Rose

-

The set showcases the
to r I ty .and on. And he got a laugh by
sophistication of the new asking If we wanted to
album. with 'Practice hear 'David Watts'. Well,
Makes Perfect' standing I laughed anyway.
out.
As always. I enjoyed
An ecstatic audience their medley of old hits:
was treated to a white - 'Death Of A Clown',
hot climax, followed by 'Lazin' On A Sunday
an encore featuring Afternoon' and 'Waterloo
golden oldies In 'Reuters' Sunset', but even then It
(stilt truly frightening didn't look as if they were
and the laconic '106 Beats all one hundred per cent
That'. Despite continual having a good time
requests. Wire didn't play
Really, I wished I
'12XU' but only their hadn't gone
It would
harshest critic could have have been better to
faulted them. II this is nurture' memories of the
how good they are at the Roundhouse gig and
start of the tour . , , leave Jt at that,
JOHNNY WALLER
ROSALIND RUSSELL
m a

-

THE KINKS

Lo'ndon Ha.m-

-

SANDY AND THE
BACKLINE London
Music Machine
IF YOU'VE

been reading
our 'Private Pleasures'
ad, and thinking 'Sandy
who? And the who?' then
wonder no more, because
Sandy McLelland Is the
latest Scottish soul singer
to have made the great
trek south to seek his
fortune.
So far he's done a
couple of solo club dates
around London, as well as

supporting Robert

Palmer on his recent
dates It seems a good
match _ Sandy and the
Backline are as funky as
Palmer. but with the
rough edges still attaChed Very much at-

tached. It's a big step
from a Glasgow pub to

the

Hammersmith

Royce phenomenon In a
truly remarkable way.
Never before have I seen
such an unwarranted or
undeserved ovation.
Their music can hest he
described as about
palatable as background
sounds at an airport, or in
the highly charged atmosphere of a successful
disco, but in the relative
luxury of a modern

theatre they sound
merely repetitive,

dull

and uninspired, Indeed,
the word machine as
uttered by Gwyn Dickey

entirely appropriate, as
they churn out largely
Is

Indiscernable numbers
one after another, singing
most of them out of tune
to the accompaniment of
a cacophany of sound,
In all other respects
they are similar to a
dozen other funk / soul /
disco acts
they wear

-

sound

For their tour

Marshall Hain have

enlisted the services of

exFoster Brother

(guitar and
keyboard), Gary Twigg
(bass). Bob Jenkins
(drums) and Martin
Ditcham (percussion)
an eclectic bunch of
musicians in keeping with
the varied nature of the
music.
Graham

-

Notwithstanding the
audience disinterest,
which was hardly

alleviated by the knee.
high positioning of the
stage. they all acquitted
themselves remarkably
well,
After a shaky start.
partly due to featuring
slower numbers. Ms Ham
soon gathered confidence
as they drifted through
most of the material on
the 'Free Ride' album.
Like the album, the live
sound felt similarly tight
and airy, despite the
presence of a tulier band
which may have resulted
In a more mainstream
rock approach. In fact,
the tasteful restrain
employed by the whole
outfit suggested that
Instrumentally, at -least,
they were not unlike a

Odeon,

and

it

ai

more muscular version of
Fleetwood Mar, although
costumes, do their dance without any of the cloying
routines In perfect insipidness which infects
unison, and work un thaepartNlar band,
believably hard to perYet the abundance of
suade us that they are styles which have clearly
really having a great Influenced Julian Mar
time Nothing else they shall and Kit Hain takes
would rather be doing, their mualc well out of the
I'm sure they say well, realms of MOR and into a
that may be so, but I can jazzier. funkier direction.
think of at least one At the same time. Kit's
person who hopes he will singer/writing adds
never have to see them do another dimension to
It again, Ni ALL CLULEY their musical prowess,
Despite their apparent

dazzingly bright

-

MARSHALL HAIN

Batley, Crumpets
The

simplicity.

both the
lyrical wit of 'You Too'
and

the

'Coming

poignancy

of

Home' are

opening night of reminiscent of the likes of
Marshall Ham's first ever Joni Mitchell and Dory
tour marked the most Previn.
Intriguing mis -match
The undercurrent of
between band and venue humour which permeates
Imaginable.
much of what the duo
The famous Batley have done was also In
brafid new bands. Too Variety Club was a 'Good evidence, with Kit's
often, their songs stretch Old Days' type ballroom, amusing mid number
pout Into mediocrity, and and had it not recently dashes across stage to
your mind begins to been transformed into a swop microphones
wander
only your supposedly Studio 5i keyboards and guitar
compulsively tapping toe style cabaret club, It providing light relief
would have made an amidst the almost 10cestill pays attention
No doubt. though. admirable aircraft Ish professionalism
All the band obviously
all the more so
practice will soon perfect hangar
the
those shortcomings. considering Its remote enjoyed sothemselves,
as the set
more
Heights
Wuthering
Sandy and the Backline
progressed- Predictably.
are, 1 suppose, an location.
I fancy that those who 'Dancing In The City' was
but If
acquired taste
this sort of smooth white hadn't come either out of saved until the end, with
soul Is to your taste las It curiosity value. or taking
is to mine) you'll find, In advantage of the late bar reproducing the same
ex- drum -synth effects as on
them, welcome new licence, arrived
to see a disco the record
exponents of this pecting
all,
on
the
By this time the
show
After
established art SHELA
strength of 'Dancing In audience were at last
PROPHET
The City who didn't think responding and the hand
walker'.
that Marshall Ham was returned to encore with
I know It'll take a while
the latest American soul some new songs. On the
before the songs from the`, ROSE ROYCE
Odeon
strength of this, and their
Birmingham
hero?
'Misfits' album get really
As the better informed performance generally,
accepted. but at the
the
hit
realised,
Marshall Ham are going
will
have
Into
TWENTY
MINUTES
moment, only 'Hayfever'
and 'Permanent Waves' the* show last Friday single represents only one to be around for some
duo's
time. MIKE NICI1OLLS
of
this
London
singer
facet
lead
Gwyn
night
winners.
look like

first

occasionally shows through
in Sandy's lack of stage
presence, and In the
I'quality of the material
always a problem with

-

-

-

-

Julian cannily

'

LAN WLL.AN : electric atmosphere

1

CHELSEA as we knew them. Gene October (centre) now leads a new Inc - up

menacing, more sleazy) mersmlth Odeon
Time' and 'Smoke On The you don't get frightened I'VE HAD a fear of
Water'. Ian wasn't just or UI at ease. Impressed? leaving concerts before
playing safe by including 1 was, and the crowd the end, ever since Frank
it too.
them, because the loved
Vocalist Colin Newman Zappa fell off the stage al
current Items went down now
plays much more the Rainbow and broke
well enough and are of a
his leg. What if a drama
they guitar on stage than happened
high quality
- after
I'd
he
merely added to the previously, but when
The Editor
departed?
It, he imelectric atmosphere of does discard
would murder me, that's
the
becomes
mediately
and
bassist
the gig. The
focal point with his what would happen.
drummer provided strange
jerky However, it would have
thundering rhythm; marionettequirky,
taken more than a threat
movements
alongside a superb
behind of murder to keep me at
guitarist and the ex - Standing slightly B.
the Hammersmith Odeon
C
him
guitarist
of
talents
tenalve
seems to on Sunday night,
keyboard player Colin GUford' hardly live
I managed to sit
gig at
be Involved in a
Towns.
through most .of the
Gtllan's vocals were the all, casual concentration
set (and that of the
Kinks'
anchor point of the group. with the end result' of
support band. The
is
but didn't overwhelm. fleshing out the sound
who were quite
EnDodgers,
aim,
Indeed the guitar solo on his only
considering the gig
'Child In Time' was ab - tertainment as such good
was,a-big
deal for them),
into
does
not
enter
simply
solutely incredible, and of
but left before I either
equal aural delight to It,
to death, or died of
froze
Robert
Drummer
The
Blackmore's.
blame can
audience was clearly Gotobed plays ex- boredom.The
two doors: the
Purple based and there ceedinga-y (and ef- be laid at being
the
rhythsimple
was a whole lolta freakln' fectively)
going on. Such cries of ms, with metronomic management who
cold
think
and
a
pleasing
evidently
precision
and
"Gillen for Popel"
"Sex and Drugs and Ian tendency to'underplay his draughts are inGillen!" evoked much role rather than attempt vigorating, and the
laughter and applause. to dominate wl'th second being the
Ian enjoyed the gig and crashing drum rolls or audience, who were too
old to boogie, or 'too
frozen to move.
To a lesser extent, the
Kinks did not perform at
their best. Ray Davies
J
knocked himself out
trying to get everything
k
going, but the rest of the
band must have, been
4
suffering from a low
metabolism. As at the
Roundhouse (which was
an amazing gig) they
opened with a few bars of
'You Really Got Me'
before going Into the first
number proper, 'Sleep-

-

r
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RAMONES f SNIPS

Odeon, London
THE

Pilgrim

e

S

Hammersmith
Fathers

have returned- At last I
hate seen the light, but is
it too late The 'Ramones
are the most amazing
hand in the world; the
most bong hand In the
world and certainly the
most simple band in the
world Three conclusions
from an historic evening.
I
had to see the
Ramones the They are
one of the few hands you

remember to tell
your kids you saw After
all, where would we be
without them' They
brought a new meaning to

speed.
The American eagle
was lowered. Out of Its
Support band 'Snips
mouth was proclaimed deserve a mention for
the legend "Hey ho, let's conquering the mighty
Co.- And we did. stage. Snips is a loose

Rockaway

Beach' limbed

opened the set w-ith truly
brain washing power. The
white lights focused on

mime

time and more

he's

artiste

four demented

Hammersmith

aggressive, certainly
sound violent but even- FORTUNATELY. MORE
tually the music lets them and more people are now

down. There

are

becoming aware of the

Come Close' and 'BIItzkrelg Bop' won through

solo musicians, as session
players, as arrangers and
producers In their own

highlights 'Pinhead'. force of the Crusaders
'Surfin Bird'. 'Don't not only as a band, but

on

their superior

melodies. With the three
robots, the real songs and
Joey, the formula Is'
unbeatable.
Joey is the ultimate
cretin, the sort of guy who
punches In the air and
misses. He Is the only new
wave anti - hem simply
because he Is so naturally
hopeless.

rj

r

right

as

-

Fortunately.

Crusader's

ticular straddle of

outfit

as

a

whole,

the

great joy was their 'new'
guitarist Billy Rogers
who preferred some
cracking, rocky lead

par-

soul

Beyond the too-obvious
to -mention musicianship.

Integration etc from the

because they deserve it.

The

so because

a
rather Introspective player and
far bet er in a band
context. When the full
outfit came back after the
interval. it was a full halfl:
hour before the real
Crusaders' gilt started to
show with that inimitable
snappy drumming from
St lx Hooper the most vital
JOE Y RAMONE: Now
factor of all.
The comment made to
Fred Rath. our man in Mntorhead's chances of
LA. Pother week, about filling even High
keeping it flexible. was Wycombe's tiny Town
quite true, on the other Hall.
hand Wilton Felder didn't
I'm afraid It was no
lead his crew Into contest. There was only a
anything too esoteric ..
sparse denim trickle of
though I noticed their fans passing through the
preference for 'Free As doors of the building
The Wind' and earlier when I arrived. Inside,
stuff in preference to the there was enough space
to swing a dozen cats and
current 'Images' album

backed by the powerful
Video Kings. They play
imaginative rock which
doesn't desene to be
psychopaths. Dee Dee. condensed Into one
Johnny and new boy paragraph, Believe me.
Mark. thud, strum and they are enjoyable. Go
bash respectively. You and see for yourself
can't help smiling at
PHILIP HALL
these clever characters
who have become completely inseparable from THE CRUSADERS
the image they portray.
They try to look Odeon

-

funk Into jazz and back
not only' predates most

others, It stands

phrases as well as
tasteful rhythm work.
What can you say after

unquenchable even now.

Speaking personally.

a

seeing your long-time
heroes onstage for the

gig like that? Come
soon
SUSAN

back

their best the first time Inevitably KLUTH
Ramones are In carries some disap
surpassable But by the polntments, but for the MOTORHEAD,
end of the long set majority of HamHigh Wycombe
everything had faded into mersmith punters
At

-

incoherence. In a club
you feel part of thelr no
holds barred energy. but
at the Odeon I was only.
too briefly involved In the
Ramones Experience.

well, there was no holding
'em.
The evening opened
with a solo set from ,foe
Sample on acoustic piano,
a

difficult task at any

FIGHTING MY way
through the lengthy
queues of Travolta
Greasers outside the
local cinema, I feared for

still have room to spin

But I.emmy and his
lads are still the ultimate
headbanger heroes
and
they proved it once again
with a gut churning
display of heavy metal al
its best.
The band, swathed In
clouds of dry Ice punctuated by machine gun
strobe lights. belted It
out, and the cheers grew

-

sumptffin' from tie nao album

rockahoogie roots men
behind him who for most
of the time manage to
inject variety Into a basic
set of rhythm,
Rhythm is what Wilko
is all about, not exactly a

strummer
stroller).

(more

a

picks out
rhythms, and
throws them offstage in
tidy chopped sections; all
this witllst raking the
crowd with his guitar,
charging sideways across
stage like a spider In a
peaks of

he

hurry and apparently
trying to wring Its own

-

--

WILKO

SON'S SOLID

.

It
we wanna do

neck
quite stimulating,
and t Imagine he's quite,
er, stimulated too. He
stops moving every now
and then to sing and the
stage seems bare without
motion, the lyrics
louder every time the
incidental to the action.
Lemmy turned up the
There
been a
volume control on his, major hasn't
advance in
bass amp
musical
direction,
but I
Highlights of the
think that's
evening were an ear - don't
necessary
in
this
splitting rendition of the the essence of case,
Solid
old Kinks' classic, 'Lowe Senders
being high the band's new
Louie'
tension,
and,
have
i
to
say
and an
single
aggressive version of a it, i was solidsent. FRED
WILLIAMS
John Mayall blues.
This hand may. never
have had their fair share
of, lucky breaks. But they POODLES,
pass one acid test
they Bristol Poly
can deliver the goods any
night of the week.
SELF proclaiming names
When it comes to It, I are
more often than not a
can't help feeling that the career
in that
flood of
filmgoers they sethindrance
an Immodestly
pouring onto the streets high standard
the
which
when I came out of the gig artist concerned must
were the 'losers, TERRY subsequently live up to, in
KERR
order to justify his boast.
If you are claiming,
to be a bunch of
JOHN- however,
mythical, curly haired.
pet dogs, then that takes
some living down to, and
SENDERS,
life down to it the Poodles
Bath University
certainly did.
They were In fact, In.
WILKO JOHNSON once traduced by a short comic
played guitar in another conjurtng routine from
band. I guess I wouldn't Poodle poet and word
be reviewing Solid Sen- writer extraordinaire
ders if he hadn't so I John Parsons complete
won't try and avoid with full poodle head gear
mentioning them. This and dress suit.
gig was a good opThe set proper comportunity to assess the menced seriously enough
Impact of 'the split of the with a number entlUed
Brilleaux / Johnson 'Suicide Bridge' with only
partnership: as the the group's zany stage
doctors are making out presence hinting at the
pretty good, one worn debacle that was to
dered what Wilko had follow.
taken out of them, and
For, somehow the
what he would do in Incongruity of having
another setting. The Clarke Gable look - alike
answer? 'Much the same, Bobby Valentino {violin,
and a good thing too He's mandolip and guitar)
go" --three dedicated standing next toile day-

-

THE CZi_4°S:t1)ERs: nothing too esoteric but

1

Ald

new
songs

will

7 ,

..Z.;

ry

il

FABULOUS

Costelloesque the moment. but in the
Cockerel himself Tony promise they hold At
Demeur. made It totally present they can hold
impossible to take the their own quite admirably amidst the
whole thing seriously.
Indeed, as the set competition, but they
progressed through a have the potential. in
variety of neat well material more so than
worded tunes. such as. image. to rise well above
'C'est la Vie', 'Chigaco the flocks of two
hit
Box Car Boston Back', glltterboys currently so a
'Mugs Game'. 'Toytown la mode.
People' and 'Roll Your
Firstly Intros, Ringo
Own', the group's antics Higginbottom is their
and comments made it enthusiastic drummer
apparent whilst they did Bob Marsden, the more
have somthing to say. mature man of the band
they were intent upon at 19, on bass, Ras Snaith
having a good time rather on guitar and teen appeal.
than being profound.
and vocalist / guitarist
For Instance, when Ada Wilson
Tony's guitar string
Ada Isurely he couldn't
broke through 'B Movies' have
he proceeded to mouth his way) been christened that
Is the chief writer of
solo to good effect. Also the band,
although there
mouthing to good effect are contributions
was Bobby Valentino but quarters. Despite from all
having
this time it was proper seen a mere
seventeen
voice tube violin during summers,
he's already
the new single 'Mirror writing
like a seasoned
Star', It was. however. professional
coming up
the amazing free-for-all with
numbers
finale that was the un- giftedInstant
disputed highlight of the chorus, with snappy
wry lyrics and
evening. The fun started again.
with supposedly un- promise.awhole lot of
prompted suggestions
The presentation of the
from the audience which show
did leave room for
resulted in a ridiculous
Although
rendition of 'Puppy Love' improvement
the
band
on the whole
and indeed after much
and looked pretty
lunacy from bassist moved
Rlehie C. Robertson and well, they seemed to be
by an attack of
drummer Bryn, B struck
which dominated
Burrows, not to mention nerves,
the
first
half of the night
Tony Demeur, In an
(although admittedly the
unaccompanied vocal window
ledge of a stage
rendition of 'We'll Meet at the Rock
Garden left
Again'.
scant room for self So whilst The Poodles
expression)
but there
may not be crossing any was
nothing amiss which
musical frontiers yet a dose
of confidence and
themselves, they cer- experience
couldn't cure
tainly are great enTwo songs. 'Don't Say
tertainment and if they
It'
and
'The
City' stood
can capture what they
during the show
portray live on record, out
diverse,
with
yet
a shared
then Poodllsm could well
freshness and a deflnitely
be next month's thing.
growing style. The single
GARETH KERSHAW
'Show Her You Care' also
worked well, making up
STRANGE WAYS
for in excitement what
intricacies el lost in live
Garden
performance.
The sound however,
WAKEFIELD? A pop was pretty dlre tot' mural
band from Wakefield? of the pet, again
T' is true, and what's restricting the numbers
more, although living in and undermining the
but nevertheless,
that far flung city leaves
them a little out of touch enough of Strangeways
with the crop of poppers their potential and their
which have sprung up in charisma - was
me
the capital, they manage emitted W convince and
to come out near top of that with a Ilttle
are
Strangewayy
effort,
the lot.
to
Yousee, the strength of going to befora band
n____
way
Strangeways Iles net so
much in what they are at Pike
glo.

-

-

-
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London, Rock
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Cro.hy Green
Aid: monsoo n'', Herb.
Tel. Wet. ord 44877
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DJ STUDIO
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EREE \
OFFS á\lot

CLIP DISCO CERTRI

.K..-Rww

AT 6/.

preen.

Send for

rk

rwafi
both models incl. 200 W PA
('
10 WA plus cassette -ONLY 0582
ROADSHOW plus NAB jingle machine -ONLY £850

FOR HIRE

n9amei

Jquirai
Y

GLASGOW
Sore Prober,

More details

CITROnIC
MONO HAWAII-top quality disco unit.
slide faders. LED ladders. SUPERB VALUE £222.

SPECIAL PROMOTION DAYS

- New Disco Centre opens Tuesday 19th
1

Radio Audition
Tapes

SOLAR
250

Queen Margaret Road, Kelvfnside,
Glasgow G20 6DP.

II

1111

PULSAR ZERO 3000

bare

4-0-

r

24V 01
bulb.

FREE

tree offer products veil be available to

EASY TERMS

PART EXCHANGE

00 W 2.way
bdss. x
ho n

e:

System.15"
exponential

over
FANTASTIC VALUE!

iii

4 channel light

controller. ONLY £78

£100 or more for disco fronts when you
can buy the Brand New
aR
"mar "44.V1w1 1978 Squire Star Screen
with coloured star shapes
;a(
which dance to the beat
Y-gAy

-

oFANTASTIC VALUE at
ONLY £52.50.

B&L

ornate value.

ACCESS

DJ STUDIOS

BARCLAYCARD

ROGER SQUIRE'S DISCO CENTRE

125 Church Road Redfield
law horn *Mot ..132
Tel 0272 550550 «Dare

Open
?

a

N 19

Tue-SL

s

loá P.ie
Telex 298194

MANCHESTER
ROGER SQUIRE'S DISCO CENTRE

Open Tim

1.

at

Chesterfield Road, Ashford.
Middlesex. Tel. Ashford 45807
178

New Opening Times: Mon -Sat 10-6, Sunday 102i Late Night Thursday till 8 pm.

ROLL YOUR OWN CABINETS?
ADAM HALL (RM) SUPPLIES

NMI Ord., Service for
CASTORS: FEET_ HANDLES COVERINGS; FRETCWTN:GniLLE
LOCKS:CATCHES:HINGES: SPECIAUSED HARDWARE
CORNERS. PIPINGS: TRIM ETC.
QUANTITY DISCOUNTS

Sin SAE lot Inunn..d C.ubuue
Work, creme. Road. Southend err See5S25DA

91n

Unit 0. Steam.

HO)

ROGER SQUIRE S (MAIL OROERSI,

Barnet Trading Estate.
c.M3
Park Road Barn Herts
Tel 061-831 7676 w rirchanr. Tel 01-441 91 9 a al..
Teem 261993
Open Man -4.i
Telex 660705
Open Tue'Sai
2esusur,ñc

1

DISCOTEOUE,

EQUIPMENT HIRE

Post this Coupon to
ROGER SQUIRE'S. Freepost- Barnet. Hefts Ehí5

,.n9.

Full

or

Egolpm.nr
Fog
Lighting,
Spook

~memo.

Including
Mechine..
Dime

6lar.
or,

Ampo

.,d

sMay..reYDi.
N alt Thure.
d

Deck,

Open

HI.

NAME
ADDRESS

Deco Sortie. o DO.
Including records
Nero.
born

is....Ida

THE RECORD &
DISCO CENTRE
Rayners Lane
Pinner. Middx.

365

5YB

-

Red, blue, green, amber and multicolour E44 00.
4,000 warn control unit with forward rev and auto
reverse £37 00 Prices INCLUDE VAT and p&p!

Access & Barclavnard Welcome

01-304 8088

Furl

O acid

HEAVY DUTY ROPELÍGHIS!!
oe Top Quality at realistic prices 1
p54ecs- 30 FEET LONG!! LONG -LIFE yf~O
r`
FAIL-SAFE BULBS!

OO

-Sal

MAIL ORDERS (AND

Please send latest Disco Catalogue

info.

Phone Lyn at the

ROGER SOUINE'S OISCo CENTRE

Tel 01-272 7474

FREE

8spot
bulbs

fro

176 Junction Road

50 ea. Tufted PI Tub. sin

.n0

NAB Carts
For more

BRISTOL

LONDON

MODE UNIT 3

MINIBIN

established

Plus Cassettes

free OHMS subject to avatabildy-to cases*1 shod supply alternative

bulbs

3 Ch Soundlile
controller 1 kw per channel.
Many functions ONLY I79

SOUIRE

revised edition,
lots al new gear
FREE for

promo versatility. lis (send card
Attachments extra. or letterhead! OR C1.

6spot

f,..
exceeding E100.

All

Jingles

DISCO CATALOGUE

W
It

Tailor Made

1977/78
Roger Squire's

fron Roger Squire's Disco Centres

_xa

Radio Courses

Alsó stockists of Soundout. Fal. Optikinetics.
Zero 88 ILightmasterl, SIS. Multiphase, Illusion,
LFL. Lancelyn Lighting. Audiotech, Fane, Shure.
AKG, Euroscope Marketing. Spel, Pluto and
many more top names.
More to see and hear plus easy low deposit HP,
repairs, easy parking, friendly staff, free coffee,
free delivery In London area for purchases

1111

2 mw Reyn.n Lan. Tube
Tet RI Ream

No more to pay. Send cheque/PO to:
Saturn Lighting. 346 Torquay Road, Preston
Palgnton, Devon 0803 523719

FUZZ LIGHTS
RED, GREEN, AMBER, BLUE

We can now offer the Fun Lights Complete including
postage and packing at

£18.00

+

£1.44 VAT or £35.00 for two

(Postal Orders for quick delivery)

SOCODI MUSIC CENTRE
9 THE FRIARS
CANTERBURY, KENT
Tel. (0227160948
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ROY AYERS
'GET ON UP, GET ON DOWN'
A MUST FOR CLUB AND MOBILE JOCKS
LIMITED EDITION
REPRISE CUE
12" FULL LENGTH VERSION INCORPORATING

FROM THE CRITICALLY ACCLAIMED ALBUM

'YOU SEND ME'

4

ON

I
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referendum
ALL, READF.RS are Invited
to send In their answer, either
Yes or No. to the question

WOULD

YOU

PREPARED TO PAY t
FOR A

121n

50

UNLIMITED EDITION/ A
for certain

121n

titles purely

now the

because up a UI
malorlty of IBC companies
have seen the limited edition
12ín as a promotional tool
with which to artificially
boost a record Into the Top 7S.
Inmarry rases the buyers.
and DJs especially, only want
the 12in version as it contains
a special mix or longer
version but are cookie to buy
it . , and certatw r ty don't buy
the 71n version instead Thus
as a promottonsl tool the 12in
has often misffired, being
pressed up in too small
quantity to make any sense
However. RCA kept Evelyn
.

-Champagne' Kings 'Shame'
in 1SIn form for an unlimited
ran and, to date, have sold

or.

evidently economical,

IF IT WAS IN

huge demand has grown up

'

although the viable price for
12m Is now reckoned by
many to be 11,50. So. U It's the
difference between being
able to get a 121n or not.
would YOU be willing to,pay
11.50 for the certainty of
buying the length and mix
that you want? Record
companies are beginning to
see the light about the

profitability of

Use 12th

In Its

own right, so your response
could be what lips the
balance. ALL READERS, not
lust DJs, please send a

"Yes" or "No"
together with your name and
address, on either a postcard
simple

or the sealed back of an en
velope, to REFERENDUM,
Record Mirror. 40 Long Acre,
London WC2E BIT, as soon as
possible. Thank you'

STOP PRESS
GRAHAM THORNTON, Tea.
Council Young DJ winner,

joins Manchester's Piccadilly Radio and starts

broadcasting next week! The

station

had

already

auditioned him prior to his
appearance al the London
compeUtion last week. and in
fact I was sworn to secrecy
by Graham as his audiUon
result would not be known
until two days after the

Bros), Eddie Horan 'Turn My World Rack Around' / 'Can't
Do Without Yoh' (US HDM LP), Dean Friedman 'Lucky
Stars' il,feeong), The Brotherhood 'Soul Power' IUS MCA
LP), Gladys Knight 'It's A Better Than Good Time' (Bud.
dah/12th), Latina Fernandez 'Lay Love On You' (Warner
Bros), Willie Hutch 'And All Hell Broke Loose' / 'All
American Funkathon' / 'Easy Does 1,t' / etc (US Whitfield
IP'), Jonathan King One For You One For Me' IGTO tlin).
El Coco 'Dancing In Paradise' / 'Love In Your Life'
(Pye/121n), Pr!me Time 'Good Times' / 'Soul Train' /US

something like (0,000 copies ,
making a loss on every one
sold! Pye are now pressing
unlimited 121n nine for n [1,25
price which for them Is

BE

contest.

Now he loins the
Piccadilly team and kicks off
doing the early hours show
from 2 to lam on Saturday,
October 14th. The Leeds based lad has plenty of
hospital broadcasting ex
perience' and in fact came
third In last year's DJ 77
competition too . . which
must prove that talent really
.

will out!

f

--

-

-

_

"

BIGGER SPLASH
'

GREGG LYNN, CBS Records' disco
plugger, plans to make a big splash
when launching his new CBS Disco
Pool, as he calls the revised DJ
mailing list ... and to do It he has had
a special promotional LP made that
contains lots of hot current disco
product ail mixed together, for
circulation only to jocks "In the

Pool"!

To work out the US -Style mixes,
Greg and his co-ordinating coinpanlon Malcolm Eade got myself
and Graham Canter Of Gullivers
fame into the studio last, week
(that's us pictured above)
The material had already been
chosen for us, leaving- very little
leeway, but the result
especially
should blow
on the hot funk tracks
a few minds! With expert tape
editing by Simon Humphrey, we
chop -segued all the links except the
first, which mixes the outpd and
intro of the ful1.8:07 Dan Hartman

--

THE FOUR TOPS

'Instant Replay' and Muslque 'In
The Bush' (NOTE: Dan Hartman
will NOT be on 12in In the UK, so you
must get an import 121n or be

,square!).

Side one then chops after 6:29 of
Muslque into 4:25 of Joe Thomas
'Plato's Retreat' (also not on UK
121n) and 7:42 of Teddy Pendergrass
'Only You'. Side two starts off rather
pop and tricky to segue smoothly,
but runs: Peter Brown 'You Should
Do It' (2:33), Timmy Thomas
'Freak In Frejtk Out' (2:41), KC &
The Sunshine Band 'Do You Feel
Alright' (2:25). Gregg Diamond

'Starcrulsin'' (6:44),

Wilbert

Longmlre 'Black Is The Colour'
(7:58) ... and the last mix, if I do say
so myself, is a sizzler!
This promises to be the hottest
black market Item of the year, so if
you're not In the CBS Disco Pool,
bad luck!

LATEST SINGLE

BUBBLING TINDER the Toc 911 are Superman World Of
'today' (Atlantic), Muslque 'Summer Love' (CR11/121n).
EWF 'Got To Get You Into My Life' (CBS), Three Degrees
'Giving U Givir(glo' tArlole/ 12tnl. Johnnie Taylor 'Hey Mr
Melody Maker' (CBS'. Marc Jordan 'Survival' (Warner

Motown 121n promo'. Ronnie Jones 'Groovin' /'Gimme Little
Metropolis 'New York
Sign' / 'Me And Myself' (Lollipop LP), Met
Is My Klnda Town' IUS Salsoul LP), fay Barretto 'Can You
Feel It' (US Atlantic LP), Robert Palmer 'Bent Of Both
Worlds' (Island/121n). I.uv You Madly Orchestra 'Rocket
Rock' (US Selsoul 121n), Detroit Spinners 'If You Manna Do
A
Dance' IAuentitl. Tony Orlando 'Don't Let Go'
-Pity Me' (Motown),
(Elektra/l21n). Thelma Houston 'Don't
Chaplin Band 'The Party Is Over' (EMI), Lord Kitchener
'Sugar Bum Bum' (Ice 121n). Continuing by geographical
Robin Quinn
Include
DJs
order, chart contributing
Core
(Swinglield Soundhouse), John Delaney (Bexhill
Windsor), John I<wis /
ltnentall. Tony Allen (PotegateMetro),
Johnny Diamond
George Emerson (Brighton
Brighton Top (tank ),
(Brighton William Tell), Trevor Gray IChris
Lynn (lancing
Phil Leopard !Brighton Jenkineonsl
ISnuthaea
Place), Leo Aaron (Bognor Regis'. Pete Maxwell
Jo'Annas),, Simon Rhodes lisle of Wight Pontine), Tony
Zippy Zimmerman (Dorchester). Ian Temple
James
(Palgnlon Tropicana). George Kessiter / Ian Pinwell
(Plymouth Bmbsl.
(Plymouth Barley Sheaf 1. Neville RoweRob
Grose (Truro).
John Betley (Plymouth Top Rank).
Kevin,Graneo INewquay1, Doc Hayes (Taunton Camelot',
Steve Holey (Weston - Super Mare Blades), Mike Allard
Mike Williams
(Bristol'.
(Weston Sloopys), Martin Starr
(Cheltenham Night Owl), Alan Hughes !Worcester Western
Chris Jones
Bar), Steve Addy /Newport Tlffanysl.Wiggins
(Marry
fCathaysL Tom Amigo (Barry'. Steve
Rugby Club), Phil Black ,(Barry Pelican). Roger Stanton
Sam
Birchwood),
(Barry Butllns). Lew Wells Icolchester

/

(Loweºtort
Harvey (Harwich Anchor), Graham Light Paul
Booker
Cleopatras), Bob Cheek (Yarmouth Wheels),
(Yarmouth Tlffanys). Jon Taylor (Norwich Cromwellsl,
rave
IBedfordl,
Amen
Mick
(Cambridge),
Jason West
Wends
Ashley
Peters / Steve "TCB" Allen Peterborough),
(Sleaford). Ian Freeman (Nottingham Paints'. Liz Bailey
ILeleester Society). Robert Young Il.eieester Poloist, Tom
Clayton (Blrstall) Tony Blewitt (Hinckley Bubbles). RIC
Simon I Tamworth), Dave Brennan i Burton Eves).
(

MORE DISCOS
PAGE. 43

PUT IT ON THE NEWS

A LITTLE MORE GOOD NEWS FROM ANCHOR/ABC RECORDS ABC 4235 ALSO

12"

LIMITED EDITION ABCT 4235

Cadr-r-

e

BRITISH TOUR OCTOBER

,t

e

MCMO
(sit

- NOVEMBER

3rd

42
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CPPITOLTOWÑ AND
DI.3Cc'1NTRNflTIONAL MPGiPZINE
GET DOWN TO YOUR LOCAL DISCO NOW AND HEAR THE VERY BEST ON
THE NEW 'TOWER' SERIES BEING PLAYED ALL NIGHT. NOT ONLY
°WILL YOU GET THE BEST IN BLACK FUNK MUSIC, BUT ALSO HAVE A
CHANCE TO RECEIVE FREE BADGES, T-SHIRTS, BASEBALL HATS AND
MANY OTHER GREAT GIVE-AWAYS, COURTESY OF DISCO INTERNATIONAL
MAGAZINE AND CAPITOL RECORDS. CHECK OUT YOUR LOCAL DISCO
INTERNATIONALJTOWER NIGHT AND HAVE A GOOD'TIME l
_

4

w

"

Í

a`

OCT. 23 LYCEUM, LONDON
24 CONCORDE SUITE, DROYLEDEN
REBBECAS, READING
26 LIGHTBOB, TAUNTON
SCAMPS, NORWICH
27
28
29
30

NOV:

2

3

4

PHILIPS PARK HALL, WHITEFIELD
TITES, BECKENHAM
CABARET CLUB, NEWQUAY
TIFFANY 'S, PURLEY
THE SPOT, MAIDSTONE

6

8
9

10
11

12
13
14
16

17 '

18

is

*$
ao
21

Series

22
23

BOIANGLES, STEVENAGE
VILLAGE, BOURNEMOUTH
PALAIS, NOTTINGHAM
TIFFANY'S, ROCHDALE
TOP RANK, SOUTHAMPTON
CHEQUERS, ALTRIÑGHAM
SADIES, DERBY
CHESHIRE CAT; NANTWICH
,FUSION, LEICESTER
PIPS, MANCHESTER
CROCS, RAYLEIGH
HADES, MARGATE
EXCELSIOR HOTEL, GLASGOW
TIFFANY 'S KINGS LYNN
ROOM AT THE TOP, ILFORD
CLOUDS, PRESTON
EVES, BURTON ON TRENT
ROTTERS, STOCKPORT
CARNABY'S, YEOVIL
"
TIFFANY'S,8LACKPOOL
SING OF CLUBS. IÑOKINCHAM
THE BRIDGE, CANTERBURY
TOP RANK, SWANSEA
SCAMPS, SUTTON
TOP RANK, CARDIFF
,

.
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TOUGH NEW deadlines

for actually the old ones
kept to!) have not heft me

spiNS

enough time to listen to
any records for the last
two weeks, for which
many apologies.

Anyway, these
are the most significant
of the new disco releases:
SYLVESTER 'Step II' LP
(Fantasy FT 549) with
full 6,39 'You Make Me
Feel' and 5:54 'Dance

(Disco Heat)':

HOT VINYL

THOMAS

JOE'

'Plato's

Retreat' (TIC TKR 6049)
on 4:46 71n only; TEDDY
PENDERGRASS 'Only'
You' (Phil hit PIR 6713),

OTHER IMPORT breaker, thclude Olsud)a Barry / Ronnie
Jorge Santana
Janes 'It Takes Two' ISaimeol 121n)
'Seyehellex' / 'Love The Way' /'Sandy' (Tomato LP I, Cloud
on 7:53 remix 1210;'
One 'Happy Music' (Queen Con-stance 121n). Chanson 'Don't,
OLYMPIC RUNNERS
Hold Back' !Ar)ola LP), lemon 'Freak On' ISalsoul 12101, Al
'Get It While You Can
Green 'I Feel Good' (HI 12101. Grover Washington 'Do DM' /
Thru'
(Motown
'Steppm
LP).
Seed'
/
Joe
(Polydor RUN 012) on
Farrell'
'Reed
Another star' / Night Dancing' / 'How Deep Is Your Love' / longer 121n; ROY AYERS
'Katherine' ' Warner Bros LP), Sonny Fortune 'Turning It 'Get On Up Get On Down'
Over' / Tits SMe Of Infinity' I Atlantic LP). Quitter 'Funk 'N
(Polydor AYERS 12)
Roll' I Arista I, Wright Reos Flying Machine 'Leatherman's
finally out; ASHFORD &
Therm (Casablanca I.P), Moses 'Stnv)n For Tomorrow'
'cove To Live /'Mexican Sunset' (Pore An Silk LP). Eddie SIMPSON 'It Seems To
Daniels 'PreparatIon F' fMarltn LP). Ritchie Family Hang On' (Warner Bros K
American Generation' (Marlin LP). Leon Haywood 'Party' 17237) on 3:40 71n; GAP
¡MCA), Steve Klan 'Some Down Time` (Tappan Zee LP),
MANGIONE 'Time Of
Gies Family 'Mr DJ You Know How To Make Me Dance'
The Season' / 'Mellow'
,IDC LP), Grey & Hanks 'You Fooled Me' (RCA 12in). Out' (Funk A&Merlca
PtyllC'a Allen 'St Louis' / 'Broadway' / 'Star Of Paris'
AMSP 7377) on 12in but
,Casablanca I.P I. Salsoul Strings 'How Deep Is Your Love'
minus 'Sister .loe';
Salami) LP, Universal Robot Band 'Footsteps On The Roo('
Red Greg LP1. Boris Mldney 'Beautiful Bend' I Ma rlln Lis). CAROL
DOUGLAS
Then eon's 'Rack To Music' IPrelude 1, Phyrework 'My
(Midsong
Funk' , 'Put Y,nir Hands Up (Mercury LP). Ramsey Lewis BURN 12) on longer 12ín;
\II The Mae / 'llooglnOn'/'Don't look Flack' !CBS LP),
HONEY M 'Rasputin'
(Atlantic K 11192) on 4 39

I

(1 RTIS MMAYFIELD 'No Goodbyes' will
amazingly
\i'T be nut here In any form, despite It being his best disco
dancer since 1971's 'Move On Up', so you've gotta get It on
Sweet Thunder's 121n remix will be Issued here at
import'
last but
v'alt for It on unlimited 113'4rpm Tin, as the 12)0
' e
LP( presses are all tied upwith Xmas album product!
Brothers Johnson 'Ride -O -Rocket' will he on Funk
A& Menra soon. with 'Rocket Countdown' as a bonus extra on
and Atlantic Starr 'Stand Up' will be
tn. 122i,, version only
m extended I'S remtx form oaf unk A &Merlca toot , Quint
to S' Is also on 12in (RCA PC 5114)
Rus Phillips offers a
nallpnre import LP to arty DJ spending 1,25 at Ills disco
department ,open Friday evening ) all day Saturday) at 'Ere
For !kiosk in Manor Park Broadway
he also needs
Pa=:port and Slave on 1210, so any swapsles' .
Heatwave
Uv ass And Forever' / 'Ain't No Half Sleppm' will he on
,k+' 121n and Stanley T4rrentine on 10 000 1201, both within
a fortnight' .
London's LODJ Asan meets this Sunday IS) al
I pm in the Three W heatsheavea, 52 C pper Street, Angel
East \nglia DJ Assn. with eighty members from Norfolk
vutlolk / Cambridge. plans to expand.' so contort Chris'Ar.
flier on Norwteh 560241 if Interested .
In answer to per
eutent doubters, Mick Jackson wrote and originated 'Blame

-

-

-

-

'

SUMMER SYLVESTER: In

It On The Boogie', NOT the Jacksons
United Artists' new
policy switch away from disco product means that Tan
-evinr stops his UA mahouts but Is currently eomplllng n I IS
tyre segued LP that mixes Imports and oldies
Frenchies'
Palm Beach restaurant in Worcester Park turns up the funk.
.n volume control and has star PA's every Saturday from
Uam until early next morning. making It what they rail the
.nly all layer In a restaurant, The FreneJtles beach party Is
.ado on Christmas Day at Camberley's Cambridge Hotel,
and in fact all hotel accommodation has already been booked
lunksters from Bournemouth and Tottenham . Dublin's
gay Le Spank club u In the processor enov)ng premises
,

CHARTS

-

Chris Hill funk. Southgate Royalty, Chris
Browne funks Elephant & Cantle Charlie Choi:oh , Steve Dee
funks Prestwood \ Wage Hall, Bob Jones funks Chelmsford
Dee -Jays With dance contests, T1(ek Ames does Yeovil
Carnabye, Craig Dawson reggaes Napier College Freshers
Ball with a CSmmarons PA at Edinburgh Assembly Rooms.
St Mary's old boys' Thank God It's Friday party funks Coifs
Oak Village Hall in Herts, Caroline Roadehow rocks
Woolwich Public Hall, SATURDAY IT) Crown Heights Affair
dazzle Dunstable California. Greg Edwards & Froggy funk
Southgate Royally, Ashley Woods funk. Sleotard
Quarrington Hull, Pete Tong funks Oravosend Nelson, Mick
Ames does Bridgwater Carnubys; SUNDAY
Crown
Heights Affair blast Blackpool Tiffanys, Greg Davies does
Royston Bull, Caroline Roadahow rocks Chelmsford City
Football Club, MONDAY (9l Crown Heights Affair bump
Birmingham Top ,tank, Bob Jones & Paul Gratue funk Ilford
Lacy'
Sean French funks West Kmgsdmen Hinge Lodge
Froggy & Pete Tong, TUESDAY 1101, (lob Jones & Paul
Gratue funk Hornchurch Kingswood Club; WEDNESDAY
Kerry Juhy eats rige pudding at Southgate Royalty
161

Ill

BAND

ill)

Midnight' (Magnet
12MAG 130) on 4:00 7in or

4:47

J2ln;

QUINCY

JONES 'Love I
Had It So Good' / 'I
That' / 'Body
(Funk A&Merlca

Never
Heard

Heat'

AMSP

UKDÍSC0TOP

7385) on fin and 12in with
3:20 or 5:14 A -side,

90,

21,

16

STUFF LIKE THAT Quincy Jones

22

23

BLACK IS THE COLOUR,

23
24
25
26

'

A&M/12in/LP

~ben Lonnie.

US Tappan Zee LP
GIVING IT BACK, Phil HUM
31
US Fantasy 12in
NO GOODBYES, Curto Mayfield
29
US Cunow LP
HOW DO YOU DO'DANCE GET DOWN, Ai Hodson
25
ABC/12ín
,26 BETTER THINGS TO COME, Nigel Mandan

53
34

BLAME IT ON THE BOOGIE, Mica oleos.
YOU GOT ME RUNNING Ornen Willums

35

48

PLATO'S RETREAT, Joe Thomas

36

43

IT SEEMS TO HANG ON 'GET UP AND DO SOMETHING
Warner Bros/US LP t2n porno
Ashlo,d end Simpson

37

42

DISCO DANCING, Stonier Turre0U5

38

86

SUMMER NIGHTS T,avalta Newlin -John

39

35

HONEY

40

L:

YOU 5aintel Jonarhan Johnson

41

30

STAND UP, Atlantic Stan

42

36

GIMME YOUR LOVIN', Atlantic Starr

a1

32

MONTEGO BAY, Sugar Caro

44

55

45

40

46

71

47

28, THINKIT OVER C,ssy Ho'rsron

48

LP

tin

FaOtasv LP 12,0 promo
RSU
An

,

Columta tin mm,.
Atoll LP US tün realm

CIS

Funk

AtMmka

12in

MtoU Hansa 120
US PM) inn t2m minis

Atlantic LP'17e rsrns

SAVE SOME FOR THE CHILDREN Howard Kenney

Bro.tP

Pmarb Sims 170
RCA

SHAME, Evelyn 'Champagne' K,nq

38

Ile
US

IM RICH, Rawddo

eass
ONLY YOU. Taddo PendrOr
RASPLQIN Boneob4
I

ABC

12

n

Motown -12. LP
AND 1, R Ck James
Epc/tTo
BLAME IT ON THE BOOGIE, Jackson
50
Merranyflli
85 ONE FOR YOU ONE FORME, La Ronda
51
52
SAY A PRAYER FOR TWO I LOVE YOU DREAM WORLD,
Mereu,y LP
frown Mangos. Altair
53
AIDE O.ROCKET/STREETWAVE MISTA COOL Booers
AyMm LP
'
Johnson
MIND BLOWING DECISIONS,HevdwaveUSEns 12.0 moms
54
US Solid Sound LP
55 47 NIGHT LIFE, Blair
49

27

Y,OU

-

21

EVERYBODY'S SINGIN' LOVE SONGS, Sweet Thunder

28
29

18

BROWN GIRL IN THE RING Boner M
GOT A FEELING. Palnck Juvet

30

41

24

US Fan,asy,WMOT 12m
Anantic'12in
Casablancaf72n
RAMA BOOGIE WOOGIE, Cleveland Eaton
Guk/l2in

!E
tJP
1FT
ON

FEVER
GNT
E VINYL.
CNOCOLAT

67

57

52

58

51'

59

66

60

59

3i

62', 65
63

46

67

9e

J
66

'a'

97

'57

68
69

74

70

80

61

71

-

72

60

73

64

74

56

75
76

70

77,

63

7g

Bf

-

79

-

80

45

Bt
87

78

83

90

84

82

85

87

-

'

OUTSIDE LOOKING INIPLAYLAND'MIDNIGHT 50001E
US LAC LP
TAPIOCA,JImmeMcColl
DOWN FOR THE 5141110 TIME. Robby Caldwell
US Clouds LP
1201 promo memo
STARCRUISIN 'FANCY DANCER Gretna h,arnoon Y Sra'
US Mall', LP
Cruise,
PCA t2m
BOOGIE FUND, Solar Flare
PSO
Andy
G'bi'
AN EVERLASTING LOVE
,Nand 12n
DOOR DIE Caeca Jones
US
1bn
rem'.
GET OFF, Fpsy
Alicia Bndor,
I LOVE THE NIGHTLIFE (DISCO ROUND),

YAKE'R ON UP, PocketsUS CommW,rt P

Polynee US

Wm65

DEEJAY'SUPFR:jOCK, Goody Goody
US A,laerm-12,0 LP
TAKE THAT TO TpE BANK, Sik-,iamar
USSWar LP
FROM EAST TO WEST POINT ZERd.SCOT5 MACHINE,
VovafR!
(:TO IP
SUMMER NIGHT CITY, Abl.a
'
Ppc
AIN'T NOTHING GONNA KEEP ME FROM YOU Ted 711
Casoi4n,ca
Sirio
NEED TO KNOW YOU BETTER/NEW FRONTIERS,
Finished Touch
US Mmoym LP
FnenNo F,e eta LP
St/N EIIPLOSIDN, Man,, D hao(p
And k,1
BRANDY,O Jays
,BALTIMORE. Neu Simone
Cl')
STANDING ON THE VERGE, Platinum How Motown/12in
DON'T WANNA SAY GOODNIGHT Kand,da0a
RakI17n
VICTIM, Candi Stato'Wn,ner B,as'LPIUS 12, lourno rams
TIME OF THE SEASON:MELLOW CUT, Gap Maeolons
1, LP
Funk AEtMenca 12,0'40
SOMETIMES WHENWÉ TOUCH/CHASING THAT FACE
LOVE'S SORIGHTLTURN'LOVE WILL FIND A WAY
Jimmy Porwc,
US LAC LP
LOVE WON'T BE DENIED, ten Soorw
C?oon.ks tin.
,WHISTLE BUMP. Eons, Deodato
US Warner Bias 12ín pmm'rem'.
MIND BLOWING DECISIONS Te,00e Davin
D Roe'12'n
SWEET MUSIC MAN, M,Ifie Jackson
Spn'V
LOVE WON'T LET ME WAIT, Maio, Harris
Atlantic
Altant'c'12,nILP
DISCO INFERNO Trammps
No

1

WARat

WHERE DID OUR LOVE GO, Manhattan Transler

Atlantic

86 68 KISS YOU ALL OVER
87 v75 JASS AY-LAYOEE SHOOT TER SHOT/FUNK ONOTS,

Stateh2m
27

'I

1

Funk AfsMen

34

61

FRIDAY

'Universal Love' (Magnet
MAG 131); MARSHA
HUNT 'The Other Side Of

ENQUIRIES STILL come In about chart forms from would-be contributors. We
no longer use an official chart form, so if you are a working DJ who wants to
contribute regularly to our Disco Top 90, all you have to do Is list your current
audience-response Top 20 on any piece of your own paper ... and send It every
Monday to James Hamilton, Record Mirror, 40 Long Acre, London WC2E 9JT.
Remember though that the chart should only contain Current releases (UK or
Import), and once a tile has well and truly dropped out of our printed Top 90
you're merely wasting space by including it still. Also, jocks who only play the
most obvious pop hits
or rock, punk, oldies. etc do not really help the chart
much, but are very welcome to send in specialist DJ Top 10 lists for possible
publication.
Please, always try to construct your charts according to dancer reaction, and
not number of requests or your own personal taste!

-

step.

DISCO DATES,

25779) on 12ín at 9:51 and

JALN

Fames. LP
L T

33

56

3:24 Tin; LAURIN
RINDER & W MICHAEL
LEWIS 'Envy (Animal'
Fire)' / 'Lust' (Pye 7NL

7:09:

HOLDING ON BACK IN LOVE AGAIN

-

'MacArthur Park'

(Casablanca CAN 131):
SUPREMES 'Where Dld
Our Love Go' (Motown
TMG 925); FOUR TOPS
'I Can't Help Myself' /
'It's The Same Old Song'
(Motown TMG 1120);
SWITCH 'Switch' LP
(Motown STML 12096)
with We Like To Party
Come On' and good
slowies; AFRO -CUBAN
BAND 'Rhythm Of Life'
(Arista ARIST 214) on

DANCE tDIS CO HEAT, SyMntw

34

-

7in and 7:33 remtx 121n;

DONNA

72

US Wares,
'1

'Burnin"

DISCO NEW

3,
37

BB

-

89

-

90

89

Olio Planers

'

US Me'burn

AMERICA, Painü Juvel
Casablanca LP'US Ian proo
SANDSTORM La B,onda
US Polydor LP
YOU DO R GOOD, EROTIC SOUL, tarry Page Ora
I LOVE

Rao,aagr'12et

Record Minos, October 7, 1978

.94

ALAN

FREEMAN

ALTO SAXOPHONE.

Saturday Show's on tape
Rustington 73927

-

Excellent condition.

- Tel. Oxahott

ALL CHANGE AT JUNCTION ROAD/

n

£120

and

3302.

Towel,

Mobile Discos
DJ Jingles
ISLOOPY DISCO Is 1,500 JINGLES.

-

returning to the UK soon.

6

x C60,

Comp

only, £5.50
CWO:
WATCH OUT
Keytape, PO Boa 3,
TIDALWAVE DISCO, top Tamworth, B77 1DR.
disco. reasonable rates.
Ring Joe, 01-E470646.
DAVE JANSEN.
Tel

-

-

690 4010,

150,

Three..

.

.

Soofmh.

free dunk for

rid

Ofwo

New

our

uuel

wh.

1971

e

o

-ce.

elearene 4.,gmna

1

-

M,. two.
wnme*two.

AI.o

Too

ate.

¡TERRY

- E'

D E

reasonable fees.
5378.

SOUNDS

-

'Um

AROUND

-

Music for all occasions.
Phone Castleford (0977)

CITRONIC

HAWAII

popular used twice U50.
552!:.9.
Cltronic P100/100 Slave
ODtJNT DISCO DJ.
amplifier 190, Carlsboro
Ring Mike. 686.6992.
Mini bins 1195, Carlsboro
MUSIC FOR all oc: Stingray
amplifier £90,
easlons. Weddings a High power
strobe L35,
speciality.
Ring Peter, Stereo disco console
£45.
01.9596848.
DJ
Disco
-vox,
console
CLOUD NINE Disco.
1145. Details ring
09118 , 76079
MARBLE ARCH Presteigne (05444) 7717.
Discotheques, genuine COMPLETE DISCO and
entertainers.
Ken. 01 - light roadhsow for sale.
highest quality equip328 6424.
LES LEWIS.
01 - 524 ment with unique sets of
lights and special effects,
4976
CHRIS'S DISCO. echo chamber, plus lots
Leamington Spa 35033.
more, over 1,000 record
SUNSHINE SOUND and van, £1,850
Tel.

-

-

-

all Garston

EDiscotheques for

-01 - 732

occasions.

79959, near

1719

Watford.

'S¡
90,
-

OPt10.nm501

-

Sussex.

GUY, 20, not bad looking.
wishes to meet local girl.
like gigs, discos, etc,
Birmingham 1, West
Box
Bromwich 'area

-

seeks
13-18. in

GUY,

19,

No 1775.
POEMS PUBLISHED.
New Horizon. Dept 5,
Vicgoria Drive, Bognor'
Regis

-

romantic girl,
WORLDWIDE PEN Southern or Western FRIEND
SERVICE,
BOX No. 51,000 members
PAUL, BLONDIE fan. England.
in 141
1790.
seeks girl for Close' FOR FREE LIST of pen countries.
Sae details,
friendship, concerts.
Hatherleigh
39A,
IPCR,
stamped adIS. Hart Read, pals sendenvelope
Road, Ruislip Manor.
to:
Fallowfield, Manchester dressed
Worldwide Friendship Middx.
14.
Road,
46,
Cemetery
Club,
VERY SELF CON=

Personal

-

-

-

SCIOUS guy, 23,1n secure
employment, seeks attractive, sincere girl to
write, Worcester / Blrmingham area pref, but
write wherever you live
Age unimportant. but
honesty and warm per-

sonality essential.

replies only
Stewart. 1,
Malvern View, Lineholt.
I Ombersley Worcester.
LEO SAYER fans wanted
Sae
for penfriends.
Fans' Club, M.
I Music
+Charlton Road, Tetbury,
Genuine

-

please!'!!.

-

Gins

FEMALE ELO,

Kate
Bush, Thin Lizzy. Sweet,
Rod Stewart fans wanted
for male penfriends,
Sae Music Fans' Club, 10,
Chariton Road. Tetbury.
Gins

-

QUIET FEMALE,

18,

seeks young man between

living Norwich

18-21.

lllal

area.

\,rip

t

feel
mlTk Ion
One but

wn

d

you're

will n r0dot'..i" , nc`'or ., ,.r

Iow

1eWw.

11

ig

ea

re

whoror

m

w

ntw,IN M1.

,

r3 4,...11,1MMOM.1
MOM.

nim

1/

17

1

.+We, w

,

R 111:2

-

Denton,

(stage age).

Manchester

TERRY SPARKES,

30,

Melbourne Street West,
Gloucester. looking for
single girlfriend, slim,
middle twenties, near if
possible please.

FREE

PHOTO

BROCHURE, select your
own friends from our
photo catalogue.
Send
stamp to Doveline. A16,
PO Box 100. Haywards
Heath. Sussex.
JANE SCOTT, genuine

-

friends,

Introductions

opposite sex,

cerity

with sin-

and thoughtfulness. Details free.
Stamp to Jane Scott,

-

3/RM, North Street,
Quadrant, Brighton,
Sussex. BN1 3GS.

PENFRIENDS WAN.
TED. East London area,
Rock. Love and Peace.
Box No. 1763,

WANTED.

-

FEMALE

Bowie fan for friendship,
gigs, cinema (Midlands),
Box No. 1787.
H O W
TO GET
GIRLFRIENDS, what to
say, how to overcome
shyness, how to date any
girl you fancy
Sae for
free details. Dept R, 38,

-

Abbeydale, Winterbourne, Bristol.

P.A.E., 0AODMANS A
On vier now the new
Ceronic Deck Unitiond
the Optikinetics Sound

Excellent bargains throughout
the rest of September.

Animator
CA SN DISCOUNTS

AVAILABLE
For

íu11

,tetnlls wMt or

call.

JUST CONTACT

en

57 NELSON STREET

p

Who,

- BLONDIE,
Travolta,

Clash,

Rats, Hendrix, Siouxsie,
Motors, Rainbow. Pistols,

Ferry, Patti, Lizzy, Sham
69,

ELO, Tubes. Dylan,

Rezlllos.

Presley,

Stranglers,

Zeppelin,

Reed, Elton, Penetration,
Stones, Marley, TRB.

Bowie.

Steel

Jam,

Sabbath,

Pulse. Queen,
Heads, Quo,
Costello, Bolan, Dury,
BG's, A. GIbb, Magazine,
Clapton, Ramones. Rory.
Abba, Genesis, Yes, Kiss,
Beatles, Stewart, Fonz.
'Eastwood. 9% 1n x 7 in,
£1.30 + lop packing (4 for
£4.20, 5 for £5,25).
POs/Cheques
Roldring
(2nd floor). 14 Church
Road, London E17,6AR.

Talking

-

ELVIS

BUCKLES 7n

minted solid brass 3%in x
on leather backed
belts, £4.95 Bents,
Leathergoods,
202 Mani
RICHARD
CLIFF
Christmas Cards, Real ,Street, Newbold, Verdon,
Gospel concert photos, 12 Leicester.
(or £3
O'Hehl,
PUNKY! REMOVABLE
Rosslyn Bray, Co Tattoo Kits, pkt 25p, 10
Wicklow, Ireland.
dlff, £2, Beauty Spots or
SUPA-SLUG 'shirts, Punky Fingernails, I pkt
badtaste, list now 50p, 11 diff, £5.
Send
available.
SAE dept POs to G. C. Pace, 109b
RM2, B/&M Limited. PO Viani Street. Stllema,
Box 4. Loughboro, Leics.
Malta
NEW POSTERS Just T. REX SCRAPBOOKS.
published by "Big O" SAE for details, Box No.
posters, all £1.10 each 1789.
plus 25p postage ALL PHOTO SHIRTS,
NEW! Dylarf, Bowie, Travolta, Olivia, Elvis
Ritchie, Blackmore, and many groups In
Eagles, Ted Nugent, Colour photos, Also
ELO. Jagger, Foreigner, Glitter and other designs.
Joe Walsh, 2 Bloodies, All available on tee or
Bruce Springsteen. sweat shirts. £2.50 + £4.75
Foghart. UFO, Genesis, Inc P+P.
SAE for

For Sale

31n

-

1

-

-

-

10 CC. COLOUR TRAVOLTA COLOUR
PHOTOGRAPHS. Ex. photos, three different.
elusive "In Concert". No. 3% in x 5 in, 65p each, 8 in
band 10 CC pictured live x 6 In, £1.60 each. Elvis
on stage at Gaumont Presley, 16 in x 12 in
Theatre, Southampton, colour posters, £1.25
September 21st, 1978. by 104 Leigh Road, East
Ham, London E6,
photographer. Exclusive PUNK T-SHIRTS,
presentation pack con Destroy, Filth, Clash,
taming 10 different full Adverts, XTC, Squeeze,
cglour prints (5 In x 34,I Sham 69 (Bloodstained).
ln), £2.99, excluding P+ Generation X, Jam - £2
P, per pack UK/lop, plus 25p P&P, Small,
Overseas/35p. Don't, medium, large- --Stuart
delay, buy today.
Reynolds, 36.A Thornhill
Glgplx Colorpacks (RS), Road, Ras'trick,
PO Box 22. 15 Marks Brighouse, Yorkshire.
Road, Wokingham, HOT CHOCOLATE in
Berkshire RG11 1NW concert. A set of 10 super
(OR SEND SAE for quality borderless colour
brochure detailing our prints (5 in x 3% In) for
photo range featuring. only £1.90 (postage
many other top bands. eluded) fro
Gigplx, the name to (Photos), Casa -Loma,
trust).
Maddock's Hill, Norley,
DIRECT FROM JAPAN Warrington, Cheshire.
AND USA!! Fantastic EXCLUSIVE
ELVIS
movie star books!! Over Presley,
FIFTY different titles US GreaseJohn Travolta,
and
available Including: Abba photo premiere
sets- Each set
ELVIS!! MONROE!! contains 10 great
JAMES DEAN!! 007!'! 5 In. handprinted3% in. x
colour
EASTWOOD!! BRUCE borderless
photographs
on silk - finish Kodak
FOSTER!! etc. Al All paper, Each
set of 10
PACKED with colour and costs £3.40
+ p&p with a
b/w glossy photographs!! free print
wallet.
ALSO. JUST ARRIVED! Delivery
Is guaranteed
Superb collection of -rare within' seven
days.
I
USA movie magazines, also guarantee
a full
1 9 5 0' s
refund
if
you
are
not
fully
photographs (colour and satisfied.
The photos are
b/w). Poster/stills
great,
Send 25p plus LARGE flow to don't wait, send
Dick Wallis
SAE for extensive Photógraphy,
.159
Illustrated list to Simons, Hamilton
Road,
London,
28
Woodstock Road. SE279SW.
London N4.
BOWIE
Court,
ELVIS COLLECTORS '78. set ofAT10 Earls
glossy
cards: Limited Edition. 5 in. x 355 super
in.
colour
Set of 5, £1.25,
C.W.O. photos, only £2.50,
(Susie), 2 Newbuildings, From S. Flinders.
5 Main
Milverton, Somerset.
Street,
By Dale,
FREE CATALOGUE of Ilkeston,Stanton
Derbyshire.
thousands of posters, BOWIEEXCLUSIVE:
1

-

-

-

professional
-

-

LEE!! JODIE

-

mainly

-

Bruce Lee, Bee' Gees, Illustrated catalogue
Travolta. Also out in 2 Feelgood Designs, 39
weeks, order now to Goodramgate, York.
AVOID DISAP- MUSIC PAPERS and
POINTMENT. Rush Blue cuttings for sale, 1970
Oyster Cult, Phil Lynott, present
SAE for full
Rezlllos, Siouxie and list, Goodenough Rose colour rock photos,
Banshees, ALL. NEW. Cottage. Fares Lane, badges, patches, books,
Also 10 In x 8 in colour Nelson St, Stroud, Glos,
all latest designs and
rock photos. 11.95 each.
now! Colour Blondie 1978
Abba (5), Buzzcocks (5). TRAVOLTA, 7 in Y 5 In photos 10 x 8. Five difBlondie (101, Bolan 15), colour, in folders. 3 dU ferent only £1.95. each set
Harlequins.
68 St ferent, dl each.
of 5 £9,
Harlequin, 88 St
Petersgate, Stockport, O'HeJh,r. 1 Rosslyn Bray, Petersgate, Stockport,
Co Wicklow, Ireland.
Cheshire
Cheshire.

-

-

-

-

S.A.I. RIGHT AWAY!

ACCESS. BARCLAYCARD b RFC TRUST FINANCE
'nags, coffee, easy parking. servicing. exchange
Late openings Mon b Wed till 8 pen

ABERDEEN

(0224) 572905

is

PARTNER' MIRRORS

catalogue, select your
own partners and 'pen'
friends.
For samples,'
photos, sae. All, PO Box
100.
Haywards Heath,

-

- -

Lighting Jingle Machines
Loud SpeaKER Bins
Stereo Decks
and Disco accessories.

PART EXCHANNEE!
DOVELINC

SHY

-Clow 1h44

-

EIECTBOVOICE,JPS,

MORE

Ring Guildford 67720
o_ r call in and see us at
10 MADRID ROAD
GUILDFORD

performance!

Now you've seen all the
new géarat the London
Disco Show, call and get it
from SAI the North's Disco Centre.

PROJECT, SAL, SOUNDOUT,

SO'UN!3`ADV5CE...

-

powers your

(Just off M6, Juncfion 27)

VIEW EQUIPMENT FROM
CITRONIC, OPI1OINETICS,
PULSAR, SAS..

With all the best equipment
for your Road Show!

4 awake to

- 4' e1 e

lanes. 0257.791645/791163

CENTRE

SURREY'S GREAT NEW
DISCO CENTRE

Own.

SAI Ltd, Regent St, Cassell,

SCOTLAND'S
DISCO

GUILDFORD

inetno. roloe íonkl

ROGER SQUIRE'S DISCO CENTRE
N19 500
176 Junction Road,
Lo don

atmosphere
lighting L sound '

DISCO SALES

Disco Equipment

f

.

JOPEN NOW

S

226

e r.n

:. r.

...

red

Moco And en,q

So loe

SIS. TUAC. JPS.
47 CUVE STREET
ORANGETOWN, CARDIFF
TM, 107Z!) 3722e

QUEEN MARGARET ROAD

eh..

owl our Wow ramp* el

,.nw eleel. aid FRIENDLY, HELPFUL SERVICE
h sdt1N. NR 1 Oreo Beale Centre

Put., toll
Sp..k.n end U4htho.s

Soundoul. Mauer.

tiff find veo. T.

for

Pop
ron. ere dice pow '

ie, Swabber, end

Donlon Oldie.
Pluto.
In *took.

optiklnono.-

Pie* ease W

t

s

10FF QUEEN MARGARET DRIVE)

Darryl

Morrell",

'

become
50

KELVINSIDE, GLASGOW, 020 EDP
Phone 041.946 3303 or 041.9451860

DJ Wanted

expect to pay top wages
Hayden. 01 -R9$ 1127, Paul and will be able to
062,8 provide accommodation
(Maidenhead) 73692.
If required.

1

.Ingle.

I

tool

-

occasion.

I

pulpmm

Sennlh

0,9 Iwo

ROGER SQUIRES DISCO CENTRE

NIGEL'S DISCO East PERSONALITY DJ
Ham area, for all oc- required for top West
casions
01 - 552 9157. Country
Discotheque.
' ec'entngs after seven,
This is an excellent op.
PROFESSIONAL porhW ty fora
first - class
I DISCOTHEQUE,
per- DJ. If you think you've
sonality DJ's the right got what it takes, please
mtast for that special contact 0271
2717. We
I

1

.11

Amen., Irnoorl,

ere nn

10

,Wino, donna the

bean .neat of Oleo

orenew

RECORDS

DISCO CENTRE

open. el
...nn welcome to

n Cinl.r
NY

I;element

APPOLLO
CARDIFF

SCOTLAND!
GI.pow
Ceon

Sew.

tandem O,en Coy
TM. N. rl,w,p. ':,11,1;11:71C2,7.».71 SPW
gore, Dew w-,e
pare e h
n te sor eh.eM te len and Sloven w1,e we eNo users.. ww.
be c.e.na n 171 Junction alea"
So who re Tee new Iwo. ratio
rah
NI
F1re of elf tb.r S.l., Dtrclor
e.Ck woe.
Y
4
worn. en 11.1DNI.. end
MRecoe
110001.1 was our 00*
N no. now
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...co
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MIX
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Betl In R«ore.

Uwe

ROGER SQUIRES IN
Rope.
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Attention All Deelayº

Instruments For Sole

-

-

DIANA ROSS, londtm,

-

1978, 10 Colour photos.

Robert Cleaver,
Actaeon. The Green,
Wingham, Canterbury.
Kent.
GENESIS T-SHIRTS,
set.

-

posters, badges, 'etc.
Sae to 11, Jameson
Lodke. 58 Shepherds Hill.
London, NeSRW.
STRANGLERS T-SHQLT.
green lettering of black T-

shirt, S/M/L.

'2.90.

Road, L,lncoln.
Monks
ABRA, 24 colour, 3%in x
Sin, Australian Concerts.
L8.

- O'Hehlr,
Rosalyn
Co WtckiOw,
1

Bray,

Ireland

JOKES, STINK bombs.
fart powder, snow btuzard, cigarette bangers.
hot sweets, exploding
matches, volcanic sugar
dirty teeth. sneezing.)
Itching powder, mucky
pup, garlic toffees. saucy
posters. novelties.
Send SAE for long list and
free gift, Dept R, 167
Winchester Road, Winchester, Bristol. 0034 3191
LIVE COLOUR rock
,

photos now available

Blond

-

le at Hammersmith, exclusive ptx
of Patti, Quo. Tom

Robinson,

Motora.

-a Also Bowie.
'78, Abba, Runaway'
Genesis, Sabbath, Rush.
UFO, Oyster Cult. Ze
Liuyy Black
palm,
le. ELO. EL?
more, P
Nugent, WhoKiss, , Wings. Yu
Tubes, Stewart, Mao
Ferry. Gabriel,

Gillian.

Eagle., Elkle, biker
Mlles, Queen. 78, 310"
Ramones. ROnstedt,
Essex and many n

Set of

103%x Sin
p

derless colour
40

+

wp

500"
In'
11

.

Park

Herts.

-

Road,

Bushey,

II

Eddie Bull, sac,

lust f:L
)cast
re,
Immaculate Record costssend
sae for
Company promotion or
Catalogue List the pyre
material, "Pin - ups-, you like.
irke d'
Zlggy Stardust", 25p, - For quirked'
"Young Americans" service and beer pho
Wallil
posters, £1.50 each plus
Sop + p
J Logue, 55A

I

fia

write

/NCO

Photogto rap9Y. IS
Hamilton Road London,
SE2(9S W.

I

r

-

HARRY
FilFI FANATICS.
COLOUR PHOTO- Restore the excitement of
texclvetst a live performance to
GRAPHS
your records. tapes and
in Concert'
DEBBIE.

-

live 1P5,4 Radio with a Stereo
BI.ONDIE pictured
Range
last week's Dynamic
sage
Restores the
lour, by professional Enhancer.
dynamic
range
lost
in the
Exclusive
pnorngrapRer
pack con - recording process and
preset=
raining 10 different full - makes all your music as
eelrxir prints (Sin x 3541n) breathtaking as a live
Llso
_ (2.99. excluding P&P performance.
per pack UK/IOp greatly reduces tape hiss,
rumble etc.
o» rseas / 358. Don't turntable
without sacrificing sound
delay. Buy today.
1:iGPIX COLORPACKS quality Fully compatible
PO Box 22, 68 wIII all modern equlp1571.
menl.Only L49. from A.
Wokingham, Berkshire. M. Millard. 6 Connaught
RGIl INW. (Or send SAE Road, Weymouth, Dorset
for brochure detailing our DT4 OSA or send SAE for
photo range featuring details
many other top bands)
guaranteed Special Notice
Gigpix
quality at a price you can
afford
MARC, I love you my
aBBA COLOUR love, please, taketh this
Christmas cards, real heart which I bear, O heal
photos. 24 for O. Also sets my sorrow,
Happy
of Cliff Richard / Farrah birthday Babe, see you
Kate Jackson / Starsky soon, Keith

-

-

Marks Road.

-

-

Hutch / each set of 12 HAPPY BIRTHDAY
for f3 orders. 30 days.
Brian Connolly, Uweet.
O'Hehir, 1 Rosslyn Bray, thacks for beicg 80
Co Wicklow. Ireland.
brilliant Brian, An,dy,
GREASE BAGS, Kass, Stevie, Mick, Melody,
Ronstadt, Rollers USA, Mick you mean much to
Box No me. Hope to see you all
pics for sale.
1777.
soon.
Bryan Johnson.
COMMODORES at B
Brighton, 10 colour MEMORIAM. My goblet
photos. £3, Also Diana Is drenched with Autumn
Ross. Bowie, Leo Sayer, tears for my Precious
Dana. Status Quo, Bolan, Star. Ride your white
swan. Cosmic Dancer
Slade. photos for sale.
Send to Robert Cleaver, Marg XXX.
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Actaeon, The Green. Q UEEN
FANS
Wingham, Canterbury, everywhere! Come and
KenL
join our new circle. We've
ROXY RARITIES. got some great thlcgs
photos. Nelson - Northern planned for the future
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send SAE to 54
Dream. Ultravox Please
Freebie. Posters. Widecombe Road,

Stranglers.

Freebie London SE9.
others, state ROD STEWART/Faces
Box No disco party. SAE to
requirements.
Gareth. 52 Fortress Road,
1784.
(white),
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London NW5.
TO LIVE in the hearts of
those you leave behind Is
not babs childe of Rarn,
Glasgow.

RATS.

BOOMTOWN

Knebworth, set of 10 51n x
3'4ín Kodak borderless
close up photographs,
(350, including P+P.
These photographs are
absolutely first - class.
'stick Hayes. 7 Berkeley
Avenue, Ltndoln.

REMEM-

MARC.

-

MARC.

HAPPY

Bir-

thday. When I'm down
you bring me up babe.
Julie Townrow. Sheffield.
TOMMY BOYCE. Happy
birthday.
Love from
Carole, Sue and Alysla.
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Close,

Have a very happy bir- LIVERPOOL
BASED
thday.
Lots of love. working
and recording
Lorrayne XXXXXX
band
with
management
SUSAN LOVE you
seek young
always.
XXXXXX Contract
capable pro bass player
Keith
MARC BOLAN. 1947 - and lead guitarist details
051 647 4576.
1977. He was the Wlzzard
and he was our friend
I FEMALE DISC jockey
with good knowledge of
love you ya Jeff, London.
MARC BOLAN high in music for private club in
your fields above earth, Jordan. Full acboogie on forever a little commodation round trip
ticket, 6 months contract
Marc in my heart
(renewable). Salary L100
Love Anne, Newcastle.
JIMI HENDRDX, R.I.P. per month. Apply to
Immortality. Bbrn Hey Club, PO Box 5250
Jebel Amman, Jordan.
through his music.
LAD (18) to assist disc
GSP
THE PATHETD( 123456. jockey / pop journalist /
disco promoter, In
Sewer'is my mate.
MARC BOLAN, You're London area. (Free .acmy precious star.
All commodation). Full
my love on your birthday. details, name address,
Your memory and music telephone number and
will live forever.
An- photograph, please to
Box Number 1781.
drea. Carlisle.
MARC BOLAN. You live LYRIC WRITERS
on bopping. One misses required by recording
you greatly
Love company
Details
Gary.
(SAE) 30 Sneyd Hall
TWO SAD fans Road, Bloxwich, Stafremember you still, we fordshire.
love you Marc and always FEMALS DJ's or boy -girl
will. All out love. Babe, combinations required
Alison and Pam X 0C
for work abroad 073-528
KEEP A universe of 547
Marc in the untamed
galaxies of your soul.
LONDON HOSPITALS
Marc lives / Melplak.
BROADCASTING
MARC BOLAN. Miss you
hove few vacancies for
more every day. Your;
VOLUNTARY
MINDED
PROFESSIONALLY
keeps
music
me going.
Din and ENGINEERS
Bolan Mania live on,
For DAYTIME and EVENING
Mike.
Phone between 12 004 00 pm
MARC SAT nerth the
on 27211711
All sppbunte considered
eyes yes of the lofty skies
a tear we cry for love.
Gone by Marc Bolan
Graham
missing you.
Spofford, Judith Sharp, Pen friends
Rotherham.
MARC BOLAN. In loving QUIET BOY, 17, doing
memory to the King who A's seeks girl penfriend,
always was and forever home counties area

-

BOTTOMS

Daw smere

CONNOLLY.

-

PEG

-

details

SAE

-

BRIAN

BERING you and your
mind so fine and wishing
that you could have had
Love
more time
ELVIS PRESLEY eternally. Debbie.
will be.
Love Gumbo
badges. ail coloured and MARC BOLAN! Happy Gill
different 20p each, plus birthday. September MARC BOLAN. To your
PO to M. Arm - 30th. My Precious Star, I name I commit my finite
SAE.
stead, 53 Brook Street, love and miss you. memory, but your soul I
Chester.
youtare so beautifully saturate with my Infinite
Irma.
"A-M-AZ-I.N-G 1920's - fine. Always a little Marc love.
1950's clothing!!! Shirts: in my heart. Condolences KAREN HAPPY BirI love you,
thday.
narrow collar, f2. to Phylls, Simmie,
Pat, Michael.
Rolan.
Collarless, (2.50. Gloria,
A WORD came down
Waistcoats (5,50. Jackets North Shields.
TO MARC wherever you from the starry grey. The
LI
(5.50. Narrow ties 4
.511 post
paid, all sizes are + Rolan, happy birth- word said smile then
vanished away. That
day Groover, Glasgow.
guys / girls, most colours
Orders to Jane Revell. RADIO NEWSREEL word was you. Marc
Love Stephanie,
No's l + 2. _0p+ SAE.
Bolan.
75 Osborne Road. Windsor
SAE. Mall Order C. Peacock. 16 Armley Bournemouth.
THERE WAS a time
Grange View, Leeds.
List.
when everything was

SPECIAL OFFER!
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PROFESSIONAL

COMPOSER need lyrics

Camberley. Surrey.
LYRICS WANTED by
publishing house
MARC BOLAN. A music
11
St
Avenue,
precious star you are, London, Albans
W4.
Miss you more everyday
Boogie on Marc.
Enid.
Liverpool XXXX
Situations Vacant
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Long Acre.

le Record Mirror, October

7, 1978

He has Just scored his first ever hit single after producing and arranging dozens for
other major artists over the past two decades. That is only one of bis achievements as
SUSAN KLUTH discovered when she met

\

Quincy Jon

ELLA FiT7.GERALD

ss

Hitmciker
-

MEETING him for the first time Is odd
as It may seem
not an overawing
experience. There's none of the blag and
the brashness and the smarter - Viso
thou that we poor presspersons tend to
get first time round from rising stars.

-

ARETÑA FRAN!{LIN

from classical music, symphony or
chestra almost, to laid - in the alley
funk, Dixieland, everything And throJr

-

guys on the sessions
Steve Gad.
Richard Tee, Ralph MacDonald
thei
can do everything. You can heir them am
Billy Joel's 'Just The Way You' Are'. with

Because Quincy Jones Is a grand old
master of the business
and stuff like

...

that!

You hear the name, you know it. and
then you can't really remember what
he's done. Working with a girl called
Lesley ('It's My Party') Gore who had
ten chart smashes in a row In the sixties.
Keeping 130 million Americans at bay In
one night with the. musical contributions
to the TV run 'Roots'. Springing on an
unsuspecting world with the Brothers
Johnson
hang on. now this can't be
the same guy?
But it is. No wonder no-one can really
remember what he's done. The list is phe
- nom - en
al. Trumpet player, piano
man, songwriter, arranger, producer,
masterminder, Quincy Jones has been in
the biz for 30 years (longer than I've been
in this world and probably you as well!)
and there ain't no signs of stopping.
"Oh. my yardstick has been my
relationship with girl singers over the
years," says Quincy simply. "At 14 I was
playing with Billie Holiday. And then I've
written for Dinah and Sarah and Ella and
Aretha and Roberta and Chaka, it's just
like an evolution. The best way I can
remember what I was doing at a certain
time is by saying, what girl singer was I
working with?" (Washington. Vaughn,
Fitzgerald, Franklin, Flack and Kahn If
you were worrying) "And they all have
eaoh others' crazy ways
Despite the prominence In the singles
charts of 'Stuff Like That'. Quincy wasn't
in town for anything so businesslike as a
promo visit, but merely to have a
holiday. His wife Peggy was with him at
their hotel (frantically Olde Englishe
varlety,embossed leather on the walls of
the Otis lifts, etc), but the kids had
been judiciously abandoned back In
California. Luxuriating for 1.2 days In the
old UK. the day before we met, he and
Mrs Jones had been down to see the stone
circle at Avebury. later In the week they
were pencilling a few days in Scotland..
Meanwhile it was London up - to - the hilt, fish - and - chips and quite morbid
curiosity about pogoing. Justification: "I
lived in Paris for five years and didn't
once get near the Eiffel Tower."
Meself, I get a bit guilty about
heavying in on someone who's very
explicitly on holiday to get away from It
all, even if he's unwise enough to tell his
record company of his whereabouts. \s It
happened, -we ended up talking about the
business in all Its glory, Like, of course.
'Stuff Like That'. Considering the
number of people Quincy's launched into
the galaxy of stars, and the consistently
successful albums in his own name,
here's one surprise:
"It's the first big Chart single for me. I
had a small hit a few `years ago with a
thing called 'Killer Joe', which was just
taken off the 'Walking In Space' album,
the first I made(or A/W But 'Stuff' was
the first song I've ever cut with a single
specifically in mind. I get put down
sometimes," Quincy went on obliquely,
"for not staying in a certain bag
musically, but y'know I just can't do it."
To which end, 'Sounds
', the
album, carries among others a blow-up
of a veteran Herble Hancock theme, a

Paul Simon, with Stuff, all different
bags."
As we won't see the film in this country
until the end of the year. maybe ths
masterminder could oblige with a
preview?
"I like it very much
. but
I've
promised not to go on raving about It
now It took a lot of patience and
discipline to carry on working at ace
thing for 15 months
I've had wives
that didn't last that long!"
So 'The Wiz' goes whiz But what goes
'Beam'? Riddle; why won't they let
George and Louis Johnson Into Kennedy
.

-

.
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LESLEY GORE

ROBERTA FLACK

DISCOLAND gives you the big chancel

Win yourself a
complete DISCOLAND
disco system

Watch out for our competition
only in RECORD MIRROR for your
chance to win this fantastic prize

'Ranger' Console with mike
Pair of 120w RMS Speakers
Decor light boxes
Fuzz box

Multi j uTose Projector

PLUS Albums for over 100 runner-up
winners from BONEY M.
BRASS CONSTRUCTION
TINA TURNER O
SYLVESTER and many more
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Airport?

i
the Wne, I liked what It says too. And it's
funny because in your own soul, as an
arranger, you immediately respond to
the things you don't like In the song- the
singer, the rhythm, whatever
and
identify the things you do like. And then
you just translate It. You can hear the
things the way you'd do it
if anybody

-

...

asked you!
"And that's the beautiful thing about
music, we all have different visions."
Until recently, Quinsy has been nursing one of the biggest visions the world
will ever know. and that was the scoring
for 'The Wiz'. About which need we say
more, 'cept it's nothing to do with Billy
Whiz out of a certain comic. Here he had
the opportunity with working with a 70strong group of singers. a 44 -man string
section and everything else to match,
things which would make any arranger
go wild, not least if he's a sucker for the
vast and perfect.
Quincy Jones Is no musical

meglomaniác

however.

.

.

Being

a

musician himself he has an unmitigated
understanding of the musicians he works
with. Al least, Quincy's sessions are
allegedly the only ones to which Chaim
Khan turns upon time to!
"1 know that a lot of musicians in
groups have a king look - down - their noses attitude towards studio musicians,'
he added. ''Which Is a fallacy because,
for one thing, a studio musician is usually
far more capable of fulfilling obligations
"In 'The Wiz' we've got everything

r.

These days it's a rather ambiguous

middle line between being a Big Brother
a plain ole father figure Semi
detached, urban Mr Jones wisely has fib
finger on the pulse as much as on the
and

trigger

"It's like living your life twice,'
reckoned Quincy. "I first met Louis when
he was 19, and at 19 I thought I knew just
everything. Then you have to go through
step by step get your butt burned, and
you don't mess with that fire any more
You've learned something good out of it
You grow a bit. I'm glad they came over
here last year. We fought hard for it and
they loved It.
"The Brothers are frustrated at times
because they just want to jump straight
into everything saying, let's hit It! and
here's this old dude here who's messed
around for 30 years. He knows that they
have to go through a lot of experience to
become total musicians .. but he's still
got as little patience as they have!
"But they're very level headed, riot
crazy or unrealistic
who (leek out
or throw TV sets people
through windows
They're beautiful cats."
So with the Brothers, and disks
Kahn, and Ashford and Simpson keeping
the faith, who can we expect to see next
Well, predictably she's next In lire d
those lady singers. Patti Austin's in fact
for some time been one of Quincy't
faultless table of back - up singers. she's
also his god daughter. He would carry
her off, aged three. to recording dales
and she'd sing back the trumpet solo
note - for - note.
"Sounds uncanny, but It's true. She had
the promise then that she's showing now
And to me she's gonna be, well, the kind
of figure soon that Ella and Sarah were to
their generation-"
So expect a Patti Austin album and
more some way ahead. What of the
future generally?
"I don't honesUy know," said Qidnry.
which Is fair comment when you re In
neo-Robert Adam hotel suite pulsing with
Queen Anne repro sofas. "Its at a point
now where you've got to be careful,
because in a sense whatever you wattna
do, you can do.
"Well, I'm interested in doing sa,"
musical renlays, that's what I really'
love. I'll definitelysc be prnducfng Michael
Jackson ande probably lilaila Ro>m
guess I'll Just kinds go back to the
stomach and see what feels right.
"Oh, I tell you what I'd really love and
oked
that's some salmon. Scotch sin shall
salmon. Will we t it in Scotland or
we go to Harrodui
-

1

f

.

BROTHERS JOHNSON

"I'm ecstatic about the way they've
gone," stated Quincy "It reminds me of
Concorde, though I dunno whether they
can get across the Atlantic In three hours
yet But It was just three - and a - hall
years ago, I was playing In Japan and
George and Louis were part of my rhyth
m section. The acceleration since then
has been amazing "
-

THE MAN HIMSELF

...

complete recasting of 'Superwoman' and
a tight and shiny gospel thing titled
'Taking It To The Streets'.
"Yeh, that's the greatest challenge
ever," reckoned Quincy, "covering
someone else's song, especially when It's
someone like Stevie Wonder who does his
own virtually definitive version. But once
in a while I hear a certain song and I'm
getting goose bumps (sict and my hair's
rising up and
I gotta move-"
"Like 'Takla' It To The Streets'. I liked

-

'

